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1.0 I HTRODUCTIOH 
The purpose of this paper is to convert two PL/I ba tch-
oriented system reliability programs- Sum of Disjoint P roducts 
(SOP) and Simplified Topological Reliability Analysis Pr ogram 
(STRAP), into user-friendly menu-driven programs on VAX computer 
system. The interactive versions of these programs a re called 
INSDP and INSTRAP, respectively. 
There is no attempt to modify the original SDP and STRAP 
programs. However, a shell-sort routine is incorporated into the 
INSDP. Besides this, the interactive routines are built around 
the original programs. 
In writing these interactive reliability programs, the 
author has attempted to a chieve the following objectives: 
( 1) the program should be self-contained, that is when 
using the program, the user must be able to use it with minimal 
reference to outside source. 
(2) data can be entered either by keyboard or by system 
file. 
(3) appropriate messages are displayed when user has made 
the errors. 
(4) output of the programs are available both in hard copy 
vers i on and screen output version. 
In the opinion o f the author, these objectives hav e b een 
achi e ved in both INSDP and INSTRAP programs. However, only the 
repeated use of these programs by the users can prove likewise. 
Th e a uthor also ma de the as s umpt i on that the users of INSDP 
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and INSTRAP are familiar with the VAX computer system. Hence, no 
specific inst·ructions about the VAX computer system are given 
here. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Chapter 2, 
the theoritical aspect of the sum of disjoint product is discuss-
ed briefly. The original SDP computer program and its composition 
are described next. Finally, the INSDP and its features are pre-
sented. 
In Chapter 3, as in the case of SD~, the fundamentals of 
topological reliability are discussed. Then the original STRAP 
computer program is described briefly. Lastly, the INSTRAP and 
its attributes are presented. 
In Chapter 4, the procedure in accessing the INSDP and IN-
STRAP via telecommunication device is described briefly. This 
chapter is included so the users that are not on OSU campus may 
access to these reliability programs. 
Appendices A and C are the program listings of INSDP and 
INSTRAP, respectively. In addition, to facilitate the user in 
familiarizing with INSDP and INSTRAP, Appendices B and D are 
provided to illustrate the inputing procedures of these program s . 
Appendix E provides the additional informations on accessing the 
OSU Computer Center via communication network. 
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2.0 SUM OF DISJOINT PRODUCTS (SDP) 
Abraham [1] algorithm (AA) is probably the best known 
disjoint method for evaluating the system reliability. In this 
algorithm, given the minimal paths or the minimal cuts, the sys-
tem reliability function is built up by decomposing the Boolean 
polynomial into disjoint terms one path at a time. The reliabili-
ty of the system is then the summation of probabilities of all 
these terms. 
Prior to AA, Fretta and Montanari [2] illustrated how 
Boolean algebra could be used to find the sum of products for 
each of the simple paths between the pair of nodes. The system 
reliability is obtained by changing this into a sum of disjoint 
(mutually exclusive) products. Aggarwal et. al. [3] also used 
similar idea to find the disjoint sum. However, they used non-
Boolean algebra to accomplish the task. 
2.1 ABRAHAM ALGORITHM 
For this algorithm, the system reliability network must be 
broken down into minimal p a ths or minimal cuts. The success and 
failure of the components . of the minimal path may be represented 
by 1 and 0, respectively. A coherent system contains either 
success or failure components, while a noncoherent system may 
consist of both states simultaneously. The original AA only deals 
with coherent system. 
The basic principle behind the AA is that if two or more 
events have no components in common, the probability that at 
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least one of them will occur is the sum of the probability of the 
separate sets. The task is to make all the minimal paths disjoint 
from one another and add them together afterward. 
To make the minimal paths disjoint from one another, AA uses 
two procedures to carry out the task. Locks [4] termed them a s 
'outer loop' and 'inner loop'. These two loops mainly invert and 
reinvert the values of the components from previous steps so that 
the paths are disjoint. 
2 .1.1 The outer loop 
The major function of the procedure is to assure that the 
very first minimal paths, say path A, is disjoint from all other 
original paths (B,C,D, ••• ,Z) of the given system networ k. If path 
A is not disjoint fom the second path B, the immediate terms Bl, 
B2, ••• , may be created by altering the values of the components. 
Zeroes and ones may be placed in the appropriate positions so 
these immediate terms are disjoint from path A. The disjo i nt 
terms Bl,B2, ••• , are then placed in a 'disjoint bank' that we 
will call Group 1. 
Next original path C is checked to see whether it is 
disjoint from path A. Similar steps are taken to make paths C and 
A disjoint from one another. Immediate terms of path C may be 
created. However, these immediate terms will not be stored in 
Group 1. Because Group 1 only keeps the terms that are completely 
disjoint from each other. For path C, being disjoint from A does 
not g uarantee that it is disjoint from other terms within the 
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Group 1. Hence, inner loop procedure is called to c a rry out such 
task. 
2 .1. 2 The inner loop 
The inner loop's function is to guarantee that at the 
given outer loop after path B, say C, the immediate terms are 
disjoint from the terms in Group 1. Again, the values of the 
components of path C, or its immediate terms are altered so they 
all are disjoint from Group 1. When these immediate terms or path 
C is disjoint from all the members of Group 1, they are then be-
come the members themselves. It is important to note that only 
those terms that are not in Group 1 will be altered. Once the 
terms are stored in the Group 1, the values of the components 
will not be changed or altered. 
Both outer loop and inner loop will proceed until all the 
original paths have been compared against the path A, and all the 
immediate terms are disjoint from one another. It is interesting 
to note that those original paths that could not be disjoint from 
path A are dropped from the algorithm for further consideration. 
2.2 SDP COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Chao [5] wrote a batch oriented PL/I SDP computer program to 
be run on IBM mainframe. Her SDP program is based on the earlier 
works of J.B. Keats [6]. Chao's SDP program provides the users 
with the following results: (1) echo print of input data (2)equi-
valent set of disjoint terms (3) the system reliability and (4) 
the importanc e of each component. 
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The SDP computer program is based on the following principle 
and it is described in relative details here. In a minimal state, 
a component is 1-valued for success and 0-valued for failure. If 
a component is free, it is denoted as a dash (-), which means it 
can be either 1-valued or 0-valued. 
Minimal terms Al and A2 are said to be disjoint if any 
component in Al is 1 while the corresponding component in A2 is 
0. For example, 
Al= 1 1 
A2= 1 1 0 
If Al and A2 are not disjoint, it is possible to make them 
disjoint by searching for the corresponding positions where Al is 
1 (or 0) and A2 is -, but not the reverse condition. If only one 
1 - (or 0 -) is found, then the - in A2 is replaced with a 0 (or 
1). If there are two 1- (or 0 -) combinations, then A2 is con-
verted into two terms with 0- and 1 0 (or 1- and 0 1, respec-
tively) in the two positions where - r e side. For e xample, 
Al= 1 1 
A2= 1 - 1 -
A2 is converted into 
Y1= 0 1 1 -
Y2= 1 1 1 0 
If there are more than two 1 - (or 0 -) combination s , say K, 
then K terms will be created at the outer loop. These positions 
are assigned with L(1),L(2),L(3), ••• , and L(K). The first dis-
joint term is obtained when replacing- in L(2) with 0 (or 1). 
At the same time, the component in L(1) position of this second 
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term is set to 1 (Or 0) so the second term is disjoint from the 
first term. This procedure guarantees that the newly generated 
term will be disjoint with one another and with the predecessors. 
For example, 
Al= - 0 10 1 101 
A2= 1 0 1 1 0 0 
A2 is generated into K ( 4) terms, 
Yl= 1 0 1 1 0 l l -
Y2= 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 - 1 -
Y3= 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 -
Y4= 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
2.2.1 Program composition 
The program contains an external procedure CMP R , an 
internal block CMPRl and another external procedure NEW. Proce-
dure CMPR is used to compare the current minimal state to the 
preceeding disjoint products and see whether they are disjoint or 
not. If not, procedure CMPRl is used to search for the 1 - (or 
0 -) positions. When the positions are formed, procedure NEW is 
used to generate new terms which are, disjoint with one another 
and the preceeding terms. The program continues until all the 
potential disjoint products are obtained. An external procedure 
RELY is used at the end of the program to calculate the system 
reliability by adding the probability of succes.s of all the dis-
joint products. In addition, another external procedure IMP is 
used to provide the order of importance for the components. The 
importance of a component is the partial derivative of the system 
probability with respect to the probability of the component [4], 
[ 5]. 
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2.3 INTERACTIVE SDP (INSDP) 
The INSDP is designed to run on VAX computer system. It is 
an user-friendly menu-driven program. The INSDP contain s various 
error-checking routines, hence the program will not tbomb' 
easily. The computer listing of INSDP with documentation is shown 
in Appendix A. 
2. 3. 1 To run INSDP 
Once the INSDP is properly set up in VAX computer system 
(i.e. type in the whole program listed in Appendix A and stored 
under the file name-- INSDP), the user may type as follows, 
S RUN INSDP 
Of course, it is assumed here that the program has already been 
compil e d and linked correctly before the program execution, 
2. 3. 2 Interactive data entry mode 
The user is allowed to enter the input data either through 
keyboard or from the VAX data file. If the interactive data entry 
mode is selected, user must enter the following it e ms: (1) the 
number of minimal states - N (2) the number of components in the 
system -M (3) the set of probability of success for each compo-
nent -P and (4) the s et o f minimal paths or minimal cut s -S. The 
pro g ram also allows the user to change any input before the exe-
cution. Since the program is user-friendly, it tries to catch any 
errors during data entry. For example, error messa ge is shown if 
th e probability value ent e r e d is le ss than zero or g re a ter than 
o n e . 
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2.3.3 File entry mode 
Selecting the file entry mode brings the program to 
execution unless the file is not cre a ted properly or the data 
format is not correct. The data file must be in the following 
format: 
N,M,P, ••• ,S, ••• 
For example, when N=3 and M=5, the data file may look like 
3,5,.9,.85,.9,.9,.78,'-1-11'. 
·--111'. ·----1' 
Commas are used to separate the values and between the lines. 
Since the program only recognizes the input file with the name 
I NFLSDP.DAT, it is important to fulfill such requirement. 
2.3.4 Output options 
If the program has executed successfully, INSDP would re-
quest the user to select the output options. User may either se-
lect output through screen (monitor) or hard copy option. When 
the screen output option is selected, INSDP again requests the 
following options and they are listed: 
l. Echo print of input dat a 
2. Equivalent set of disjoint terms 
3. System reliability 
4. The importance of each component 
5. All of the above options 
6. Return to options in changing inputs 
7. Return to output options 
8. Exit to main menu 
Option l allows the user to check the input data as it is 
seen by the program. Input error may be detected and changes can 
be ma de by selecting Option 6 be fo re a nother run. The se cond o p-
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tion shows the equivalent set of disjoint terms a nd the following 
option provides the system reliability as calculated by INSDP. 
Option 4 shows the sorted importance of each component. The fifth 
option activates Option 1 through 4. 
As mentioned earlier, Option 6 may be used to correct or 
change any input value and Option 7 brings the user back to Out-
put Options. This implies that user may view the output from the 
screen first, and if the output is satisfactory, he may request 
a final hard copy. The last option takes the user back to the 
Main Menu. 
The hard copy option does not allow the user to choose 
various output choices as discussed earlier. All these options 
are included in the hard copy. The output file is stored under 
the file name --OUTFSDP.DAT. The typical output file command for 
VAX system is as follows: 
S PRINT OUTFSDP.DAT/Q=DESTINATION OF THE PRINTER 
User must exit from the INSDP to obtain the hard copy 
since the PRINT FILE statement is only valid under the VAX oper-
ating system. 
To assist the users in utilizing the INSDP program, the 
entire procedure of data inputing and how the output is obtained 
are illustrated through an example in Appendix B. 
2. 3. 5 Limitation of INSDP 
One major limitation of INSDP is its array sizes are all 
predetermined. Which means for a good size data input, these 
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arrays must be changed accordingly. The responsible arrays are 
listed as follows: 
D,S,Y,Z,T,P,DIF,ARRAY 
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3.0 TOPOLOGICAL RELIABI LITY 
Satyanarayana and Prabhaker (S&P) [7] introduced topological 
reliability (TR) in 1978. Over the years, Locks [4], Fischer [ 8], 
and Bolaki [9] have further refined the origina l work of S&P. The 
following discussion on TR is based on the works of the latt e r 
three authors in addition to the original authors. 
The major function of TR is locating the p-acyclic subgraphs 
from the given system reliability graph. The p-acyclic graphs are 
found by systematic way of stripping away edges of the system 
graph using the rules formulated by S&P. 
3.1 THE ESSENTIAL CONCEPTS OF TR 
P-graph is a subgraph of the system graph Go and it has 
all edges lie on a path from source vertex to the terminal ver-
tex. An acyclic graph has no cycles and cycle graph contains one 
or more cycles. Using these definitions, a p-acyclic graph is a 
p-graph without any cycles and a p-cyclic graph is a p-graph with 
at least one cycle. 
The depth-first-search technique is used to find the p-
a c yclic graphs from the s ystem gr a ph. Which mea ns the syst e m 
graph must be depicte d as a tree. The convention is every node 
o f the tree represents a subgraph and every internode ( e d ge) in-
dicates the removal o f either a n edge or series of edg e s to f o rm 
a subgr a ph at the next node. Family relationships of the tree 
must be defined so searching rout i ne can be priorit i zed. Exhib i t 
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Fischer [8] pointed out that the depth-first search tree is 
constructed by visiting the eldest child of the ancestor and- then 
proceeding to the next eldest child. The eldest child is then 
processed and all of its children. The process will go on until a 
leaf is ~ncountered. At the given leaf, the procedure backtracks 
until a node is encountered which has a child that has not been 
visited. The procedure then visits the eldest child which has not 
been visited. 
3 .1.1 The rules of the search 
The feature that gives TR formula a high efficient rating 
is the use of weight restriction (WR). Weight restriction guaran-
tees no duplications of effort during the search. The sets of 
edges removed from Go by Gi is the weight of Gi. The WR demands 
that Gi may not strip any edge that is in the weight of an elder 
brother, or an elder brother of the father or of an ancestor. 
Four rules are used in TR and they all incorporated the 
WR. The rules are executed in sequence and they are described as 
follows. 
Rule One: When the subgraph is cyclic, rule one is called to re-
move the edges, with the exception of the edges that are in the 
weight of an elder brother or of an elder brother of the father 
or of any ancestor. When these edges are stripped, the children 
are created, the rule is one edge per child. Rule one will 
continue to apply to the child if the graph is found to be cy-
clic. 
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Rule Two: In here, the subgraph is acyclic, but it is not p-
acyclic. Rule two deletes all the hanging or loose edges that 
do not lie on a path from start vertex to terminal vertex, sub-
ject to the WR. 
Rule Three: Rule three is utilized if the subgraph is p-acyclic 
but does not have a p-acyclic father. This rule searches for all 
the neutral sequences that can be removed, subject to WR. Ne utral 
sequence is a consecutive string of vertices and edges in a p-
acyclic subgraph with no internal vertices connecting to other 
parts of the subgraph. Each neutral sequence removed gives birth 
to a child of the given subgraph Gi. This rule guarantees that 
the following descendents will all be p-acyclic. 
Rule Four: Rule four is called when the given p-acyclic subgraph 
also has a p-acyclic father. Rule four states that all the 
children of the given p-acyclic subgraph has a 1:1 identical to 
the younger brothers of the father. The rationale behind this is 
that all the neutral sequences of the given p-acyclic subgraph 
were previously identified when the children of the father were 
generated. Again, this rule is also subject to WR. 
3. 1. 2 The system reliability formula 
S&P [7] developed a reliability equation which can be read 
directly from the search tree. This equation finds the product of 
the probabilities of all the components of the system graph Go, 
and divides the deleted edges from this product. 
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3.2 STRAP COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Fischer [8] wrote the batch-oriented STRAP (Simplified Topo-
logical Reliability Analysis Program) in PL/I language to be used 
on IBM mainframe computer. Strictly speaking, Fischer's program 
is not based entirely on S&P's original work. STRAP never builds 
the search tree. Hence, the system reliability is generated dif-
ferently. However, Fischer claimed that such an approach is more 
efficient than TR since the complete search tree is not stored. 
For a large problem, enormous amount of memory space is saved 
with Fischer's approach. 
STRAP provides the users with the following features (1) 
echo print of the input data (2) input data presented in matrix 
form (3) linkset (4) importance calculation and (5) trace option. 
This program also has the c a pability in handling both the direct-
ed and undirected network. 
3. 2. 1 Program composition 
STRAP consists mainly of four internal procedures and they 
are Rule One, Rule Two, Rule Three, and Rule Four. STRAP also 
uses recursive feature of PL/I language extensively. Due to the 
nature of recursive feature, the program acts like the search 
t r ee without having to build and store the tree. In fact, recur-
sive feature o f PL/I wor ks like a stack. 
After the input data (edges) is stored under the array 
GRAPH, Rule One is called Under this procedure, another subrou-
tine - SEARCH is activated. SEARCH is used to find the cy c le s in 
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the system graph. The logic behind this subroutine is decribed in 
relative details by Fischer [8] in his paper. 
During the search, SEARC H s tores the information on 
vertices it has been visited in UNA (Unavailable) and in VERTX 
(the vertices in the order in which they have been visited). 
Such informations allow the program to recognize a cycle in the 
system graph. When the cycle is found, REMOVE is called to delete 
the first edge of the cycle. Rule One is called again recursively 
until no cycles are found. Rule Two is then called. 
Rule Two deletes all the unnecessary edges, such as the 
hanging edges. This procedure then calls subroutine P-GRAPH to 
see if the remaining graph is a p-graph. Rule Three is called if 
it is so. 
Rule Three finds all the children of the given graph by 
deleting one sequence at a time. Subroutine P-GRAPH is called 
until all sequences have been deleted. The children are stored in 
the array CHILDREN. 
Rule Four deletes the lowest numbered child from CHILDREN. 
The rule calls itself until a non p-graph is encountered and it 
returns. 
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3.3 INTERACTIVE STRAP (INSTRAP) 
Similar to INSDP, INSTRAP is also an user-friendly menu-
driven program designed to run on the VAX computer system. The 
complete listing of INSTRAP with documentation is shown in Appen-
dix C. In INSTRAP, the presentation of input data in matrix form 
is omitted. This feature does not work well for a large problem 
since the matrix will not fit on the monitor properly. 
3.3.1 To run INSTRAP 
To run INSTRAP, the program must be loaded up in the VAX 
system correctly. The program should be compiled and linked ac-
cordingly. The user may type in 
S RUN IHSTRAP 
3.3.2 Interactive data entry mode 
The user may either enter the data from the keyboard or 
from the VAX file. If the former mode is selected, the user must 
enter the following items: (1) the number of vertices -N (2) the 
number of edges -M (3) the number of start vertex -S and (4) the 
number of terminal vertex -T. Specifically, the user must also 
enter the information of the edge. For example, 'edge-from' --B, 
'edge-to'--E, 'direction of the edge'--D, and 'the probability of 
the edge' --R. Since the program prompts the user to input the 
appropriate data, no detailed discussion is needed here. The pro-
gram also allows the user to change any input before the program 
execution. Similar to INSDP, error checking routines are incorpo-
rated so mistakes are minimized or omitted. 
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3.3.3 File entry mode 
User must have the data file created prior to running the 




For example, the system graph in Exhibit 3 . 2 will have, 






Commas are used to separate the values and between the 
lines. It is important to use the file name-- I NFSTRAP.DAT since 
the program will only recognize this name. Error will occur if 
other names are used instead. 
3. 3. 4 Output options 
Before the program is executed, the user is asked to se-
lect the output options for the program. The options ar e a s f o l -
lows: 
1. Echo print, linkset, and reliability 
2. Option 1, and import a nce calcul ation 
3 . Trac e routine 
4. Al l of the above 
The first option gives the user the echo print of the in-
put data, and the linkset o f the system graph. In addition, the 
s yst e m re l iabi l ity is al so giv e n. The s e c o nd opt i on inc lud e s 
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Exhibit 3.2 The Sample System Graph 
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option # 1 and a~so gives the importance calculation of the edges. 
The importance of the edge is calculated by finding the linkset 
and taking the partial derivative of each term with respect to 
the desired edge. The third option is used to trace the order of 
edges that are deleted. It is used for diagnosis purpose. Of 
course, the last option encompasses all the previous options. 
In the next step, INSTRAP asks the user to select the out-
put mode. Three options are available and they are (1) screen 
output (2) hard copy and (3) both. 
The user may get the hard copy of the output only after he 
or she has exited from the INSTRAP program. The output file is 
stored under the file name-- OFSTRAP.DAT . The typical output file 
command for VAX is --
S PRI NT OFSTRAP.DAT/Q= DESTINATION OF THE PRINTER 
To assist the users in util i zing INSTRAP program, the en-
tire procedure of data entry and output step are depicted in Ap-
pendix D. 
3.3.5 Limitation of INSTRAP 
INSTRAP does not have a limited array size for its varia-
bles as it is with INSDP. Therefore, there is virtually no limit-
ation for this program. However, it may only lim i t by the memory 
space available on the VAX system if the input data is astronomi-
cally large. 
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4.0 ACCESSING INSDP AND INSTRAP VIA ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION 
NETWORK 
The OSU Computer Center allows the asynchronous terminals to 
access to all the interactive computing systems it offers. The 
Center network is also accessible via the nationwide Telenet 
public data network. Saving in long distance calls may be real-
ized by using the Telenet. More information on Telene t is provid-
ed in Appendix E. 
The OSU network may be connected e ither by direct connection 
or by phone dial-up via modem d evice. For direct connection, the 
user may simply enter CNTL . T (pressing CNTL or CTRL key and T si-
multaneously) and followed by pressing RETURN. To use the dial-up 
service, it depends on the user's modem speed ( baud rate-bps), 
terminal type, and the location of use. Exhibit 4. 1 shows the 
proper phone numbers for dial-up. 
If the open line is available, the phone call to the OS U 
Computer Center will be answered and accompanied by a high pit-
ched tone. Connect the telephone to the modem when the tone is 
h ea rd. Then depress th e RETURN key twice. 
When the user's terminal is connected to the OSU communica-
tion network, the following messa g es may appear on the screen: 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY CO MPUTER CENTER NETWORK 
xx.xxx 
ENTER SYSTEM NAME IN CAPITAL LETTERS (sys te m names) 
XX.XXX is an unique identification number gi v en to the 
current user by the network. In respon se to the ENTER SYSTE M 
NAM E, u se r s houl d typ e VAX. If th e VAX port is availa bl e , th e 
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~ SPEED (9 ON CAMPUS (9 OFF CAMPUS 0 
® ® ~ ~ 
® ~ ® ~ 
® 300 bps ® 7792 ® 405/624-7792 ~ 
® (Bell compatible) ® ® ® 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
® ® ® ® 
® 1200 bps ® 7600 ® 405/624-7600 ® 
® (Vadic 3400 and ® ® ® 
®Bell 212 compatible)® ® ® 
® ® ® ® 
Exhibit 4.1 Phone numbers for dial-up service 
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user then has the access to the VAX 11/780 system. Additional in-
formation on the logon procedure and the network messages are 
shown in Appendix E. 
4.1 TERMINAL SPECIFICATIONS 
To have access to the OSU Computer Center asynchronous net-
work, the terminals or computer ports must be configured with the 
following characteristics: 
Character Code •••••••••••• ASCII 
Character Bits •••••••••••• 7 
Parity Bits............... 1 
Parity... . . . • • • • . • . • • • • • • • Even 
Start Bits..... • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Stop Bits................. 1 
Duplex Characteristics •••• Full Duplex 
Character Echoing ••••••••• To be done by the local device 
End of Line Character •••.• Carriage Return 
Flow Control Technique •••• XON (Resume) I XOFF (Suspend) 
The OSU Computer Center stated that 'the XON flow control 
character (hex 11) which can be generated from an ASCII termin a l 
by a CNTL Q. The XOFF control character is an ASCII DC3 contro l 
character (hex 13) which can be generated from an ASCII terminal 
by a CNTL S.' 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 
Both INSDP and INSTRAP programs are much easier to u s e than 
their previous versions - SDP and STRAPl, respectively. The pro-
grams' ease of use should allow more users to utilize them in 
research, classroom assignments, etc. Hence, the po wer and the 
usefulness of I NSDP and INSTRAP may be realized. Hopefully, more 
bugs in these programs will be discovered with the repeated use. 
This may be the best way to improve and further enhance these 
reliability programs. 
Eventually, these programs wi ll b e implemented on the micro-
computers, and the author believed tha t this study has provided 
the foundation for such purpose. Bec a use the int e ra c tive f ea tur e s 
of I NSDP and INSTRAP are readily transferable to the micro-compi-
ler with few changes that are pertinent to the given compiler. 
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INSDP: PROCEDURE OPTIONSCHAIN>; 
29-DEC-1985 16: 05 :26 
29-DEC- 1985 14 : 09 :2G 
1 ~~~ ~~**~~~~-HHMHHMM~~HHMHH************ **HMHMHHMHMHHH~~~ft*HMHHHHHHHH.HMHU/ 
1 I* MAUNG H. LAY I NTERACTIVE SUM OF DI SJOINT PRODUCTS *' 
J. /~(· i'dJGU:H 1?8~) (\JAX COMP UTEr-\ :; ··,':3 TE:M ) ·!C·/ 
J. /1! X·/ 
1 / * UPG RADCD FR OM CHIH~PU CHAO'S SDP PROGRAM M/ 
J. /A 1t/ 
L / 'f GilJ[t-J r-'l SET OF HHUMc~L STATES, s, FOF~ r~ COHEr~E NT OF.:,; Nnt~COHEF{ENT x· / 
l / * SYSTEM, THIS PROGRAM DE VELOPS A BOOLEAN FUNCTION CONSISTING OF A *•' 
1 / ~ SET OF DISJOINT TERMS, o, AND EXAM I NES THE IHPORTANC~ OF EnCH *' 
1 I* COMPONENT. THE PROGRAM IS, BASICALLY, REVISED FROM DR. KEATS' *I 
1 /H P ~OSRAM WHICH USES THE ALGORITHM DEVELOPED BY J. A. ABRAHAI1 (I EEE ~ ; 
L ·k TRA NS ACTION ON RELIABILITY, VOL. R-28, NO. 1, APRI L 197~,pp 58-61) * I 
1 / ~f , !t / 
l / K~ ~ ***** * * ******************************************* ********* ********* I 
i / )~· 1·r' (-, f~ :~ ::l l~ LE S-- - ·- - · •. · 1-: / 
1 / :lf ·)< / 
1 / lf [ ! - TilE 'Tf OF DI S.JOINT TEf<MS lf/ 
1 /* ?
1
• -.. - THE ~ET OF MI NIMAL PATHS OR MINIMAL CUTS *I 
1 /lf - THE SET OF . n::f\MS HADE DIS.JOHIT FROM D ·:r/ 
1 /H Z THE SET OF TERMS MADE DISJOINT FROM Y· *I 
1 /~ P - f~IE SET OF PROBABILITY ·OF SUCCESS, ASSIGNED TO EACH COMPONENT *I 
1 /H IN ·rHE STSTEH H/ 
1. /)( N -- THE riiJHBEFI OF MINIMAL STATES 11c / 
1 / '* ~~ ·- THE NUMBER OF COI'IF'ONENTS IN THE SYSTEM ·:o~/ 
1 / lt ~; · - THE NUM'8E:F\ OF POSIT I ONS IDENTIFI ED FOI~\ THE POTENTi olL CH r~ t·H:l ES l~/ 
1 /X WHEN A TERM IN S IS COMPARED WITH A TERM IN D *I 
1 / JC· L - i-'lf< l~ r YY OF COMF:·oNCNTS HHEf\E A TEr\M HI D Hc;S ~~~ 1 OF\ <> \H,:.JJE ,·~ ND :u 
1 /H THE TERM BEING COMPAR ED HAS. A '-' <FREE COMPONENT ) * I 
1 /!f NBFi TilE UPDATED NUHBE ii OF DISJOINT TEF\MS H·l D :!,· 
1 /* REL - THE SYSTEM RELIABILITY *I 
1 /~ DIF THE IHPO~TANCE OF EACH COMPONENT * I 
J. / lc· FL.:AG '0' IF TWO TERMS COMPARED ARE ALREADY DISJ OINT,'l' IF NOT ·!(·/ 
l / !I ~f / 
1 I* L1,L2,L3,L4 - INTEG ER VALUES USED IN COMPARISON PURPOSE *I 
J. . / )~ C Jt-:[1 - CHM;:r~CTEf\ W'tFU r~BLE USED TO ACCEPT I NF'IJT FROM TERMINAL l~ / 
1 /* ANY - CHARACTER VARIABLE STRING USED TO ACCEPT AN Y INPUT FROM *I 
l / l f f c::m HI A L JC· / 
1 I • ARRAY - STRUCTURED ARRAY WITH IND AND DIF. THI S ARRAY IS USED TO Ml 
I. / lf ::;TOF'\C IN::~oF\ HATION Ot4 DIFF EF'~E t·ITI;HED COMPD ~·I EN TS. TIU::; r~ F~ F\rW ~(· / 
. l / H IS CREATED FOR SHELLSORT ROUTINE IN PROCEDURE IMP. *I 
1 / )f ·l~/ 
1 / H INPUT DATA FILE NAME IS ' INFLSDP .DAT' *I 
l / It UIJ i l"\JT U;4T c~ F ILE :J;~ t1E IS 'OUTFSDP.DAT' :t/ 
J. /·)(· . H/ 
1 /* M H K~HH H *HUHHH* *** * **********************HHHHUHHHHUHH*H·~H* HH~H*HHHHHHH/ 
1 / * H~~ ***HHHHHH***** ************************** **** *********************** / 
l /!f . • DlJCUMENT rHION OF THE Pi~OGF~At1 ;t/ 
1 /H CO NLY THE MAIN PROCEDURES ARE LISTED> H/ 
l / H· . . ·}(-/ 
1 /H MAI N PROCEDURE: * I 
1 I * I NPUT: NtH'P'S */ 
1 / * o u n · u T : D ;~ / 
J. / !f -le / 
l , .. 1.. [t(J.) =S(l),NBR=l H/ 
1. (;··} 
J. i) J. 
I -·1··) 




!. ~. :! tS 
10 ? 




I. ! ::.• 
1 ·)~ 
J. / * 




1 :' -)f 
1 / ·)(: -
l / i~ 
J. /" 
l / lf 
J. j:JI: 
I. / ~· J. /* 
I. )f 
J. /'It 
1 / lf 
l /11: 
1 /lt 
J. / X· 
1 / ! f 
l I * 
1 / lf 





l ' lf 
1 /J< 
:1. / }f 
1 /·>': 
J. / ·)~ 
1 /·)f 
1 / ·)f 
1 / 1t 
1 I l t 
1 /11: 
1 /·lf 




J. / ·)f 
l / ·~(· 
1 /·l': 
J. / ~(· 
1. /·!<· 
L / ~c· 
J. / ·:oE 
1 / If 
J. /~ 
J. I )f 
l / * 
1 / lf 
1 / 1(· 
.1. ~ ~-
29-DEC-1 ?85 16:05 :26 
29-DEC-1 ~85 14 : 09 :28 
~ . [tO STC:F'E 3-13 FOR ALL J, 2 < :::J( =N ·lt/ 
~· COMPARE D<l) TO S(J) BY US ING PROCEDURE CMPR. POSITIONS WHERE * I 
[I(U IS :J. \OF< •j IF THEI;:E I S NO U AND SC.J) IS 1 ···· 1 ~.f.·E STDf<ED .-<: / 
IN ARF:AY L. :>t / 
, • IF~ TilE COt1PI~RISON IN STEP RESIJL TS IN THE HiENTIFIC.~TIOt-l OF ONE i t / 
OR MORE POSITIONS, SAY K, THEN USE PROCEDURE NEW TO CR EATE NEW*/ 
TERMS DIS JOINT WITH DCl) AND ONE ~NOTHER. THEN ~ NC~ TERMS ARE ~/ 
STORED IN ARRAY Y. *I 
5. u· THE HUM BEF~ OF TEF(MS IN SET D I S 1, THEN PUT Ti lE NEI~L Y ,, / 
CREATED TERMS IN SET D AND GO BACK TO STEP 2 BY SETTING J=3. *I 
~~ • f.! D ::J H: !' ::J 7 - 12 F 0 F< 1~1 L L II , 2 < = II < == N B H • lr / 
? . 1<2=1'\ I j .J=O. ·)(· / 
~. DO STEPS 9 - 11 FOR ALL KK, 1<=KK<=K2. ~I 
9. COMPARE D<II) TO YCKK ) BY USING CMPR. *I 
l(', Ir THE Cot1Pr'tfUSON IN STEP S1 HESULTS IN THE IDENfiFICt~THlN OF ·></ 
ONE OR MORE POS ITIONS, THEN CALL NEW TO CREATE Kl NEW TERMS *l 
FFOJt1 Y <l<r~) I·HHCH ARE PUT IN ~~F\RAY Z. THEN PUT THESE TH\H~1 IN lO:·/ 
THE NEXT AVA I LABLE POSITION OF Af.;;RAY T . :-t / 
11. IF TilE COMPARI !JON IN STEP 9 INDIC r~TES THAT D<I:O t'tt>ID Y (I{K) >o: / 
WERE ALREADY DISJOINT, THEN DO JJ=JJ + 1, TCJJ)=Y <KK). * I 
12. IF JJ > o, THEN PUT EACH ELEMENT OF T IN ARRAY Y. K==JJ . *I 
13. IF K > o, THEN PUT EACH ELEMENT OF Y IN D SET. EACH TIME AN *I 
ELEMENT IS PLACED, INCREMENT NBR BY 1. */ 
PI~\OCEDUf~:E CMPF~ 
INPUT: THE CURRENT TWO PATHS TO ~E COMPARED 




1 . ~~ :-:: l) • )(· : 
2. TO CHECK IF THERE IS ANY '1 0 1 COMBINATION EXISTS. IF f-1 NY OF IT :•c·/ 
EXISTS, THEN RETURN. ~~ 
3. TO CHECK IF THERE IS ANY '0 1' COMBINATION EXISTS. IF ANY OF IT*/ 
E)·~ISTS, THEN liETURN. :~ ,: 
4. CALL THE INTERNAL BLOCK CMPR1 TO SEARCH FOR '1 -' COMB INATIONS. */ 
5. IF K == Q,J,[., NONE OF '1 -' IS FOUND, THEN CALL CHP~l AGAlN *' 
TO LOOK FOR THE '0 -' COMBINATIONS. *I 
6, EACtl fiME ~HEN A POTENTIAL POSITION IS FOUND, INCREMENT K BY l # / 
AND RECORD THE POSITIONS IN L. * I 
·~~ / 
r·r::OCEDUF>:E NEW l~ / 
Hli"'lH: fHE~ fEFiM LHTH SOME POSITIONS IDENTIFIED 1 K 1 l~f"\fi;W L li / 
OUTPUT: DISJOINT TERMS OR INTERMEDIATE<PARTIALLY DISJOINT ) TERMS*/ 
1. DO STEPS 2 - 5 FOR ALL I, l<==I<=K . 
·lt / 
;{/ 
2 . OIMIGE THE COMPONENTS IN THOSE POSITION!3 TO DE O< 01:;: l r~SSOCIA- •!·/ 
TED ~liTH THE 1 0 -' COMBINATIONS). 
3. iF K = 1 THEN RETURN. 
4. DO STEP 5 FOR ALL J, l<=J<=I-1. 
5. CIIMlGE r;LL THE POSITIONS ElEFOFiE THE CURnENT Ot~E TO :t (O F< <) 






"·' .,.. , 
HJ::··uT : THE D I SJO :CNT SET D, THE C OHPONENT F'ROEii'IB I LIT I ES OF SUC·- .,* / 
CESS P,NBR, THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS M 
UUfPUT: THE SY STEM RELIABILITY REL 
1.. F:EL:: •:l, 
29-DEC- 1985 16:05 : : 
29-DEC-1985 14 :09 : : 
1 / ;t<.: 
1. / )( 
2 . DO STEPS 3-4 FOR ALL r, l<=I<=NBR. ., r:- :cmn == 1 
J. / * 
1 I !E 




1 / tf 
5. MULTIPLY PROD BY P<J> WHE N A '1' IS FOUND, AND BY <1-P(J)) WH EN1 
A '0' IS ENCOUNTERED. 
1 /* 
J. /If 
6. REL=nEL + PROD. 
F·HOCEDURE IMP 
INPUT: THE DISJOINT SET o, THE COMPONENT PROBABIL I TIES OF SUC-
CESS P, NBR, THEN THE NUMBER l.JF COt1 PUNt:NT3 H. 
~· 
1 ./ ·X 
1 / )f 
1 / ·lf 
l / ·~f 
1 / ·* 




1 / lf 
OUTPUT: SORTED <SHELLSORT> IMPORTANCE OF EACH COMPO NENT I N NON- ~ 
INCREASING ORDER. 
1. OBTAIN THE PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS, AS IT IS DONE IN RELY , 
EACH DISJOINT TERM. 
' DD ~3 TEF' 3 FDF< .~LL II, 1 <=I I< =M. 1: DIFFERENTIATE EACH PROBABILITY POLYNOMIAL BY PCll) AND ADD 
RESULTING DIFFERENTI ATED VALUES TOGETH ER . 
4. SHELLSORT ROUTINE IS CALLED TO SORT THE 5YSTEM COMPONENTS. 
FOF\ 
THE ·!· 














I. / ·If 
CL1,L2,L3,L4> FIXED BINARY; 
CDHD CHr~F;: ( 1) 1Jr:O.F<, 
ANY CHARC80) VAR; 
(!:1(15•) ) , :.:;(100) ,'((100) ,z<100) ,T(100>) CHAF((30) '.IAF<i 
CN,M,NBR,K,LC90),FLAG,K2,JJ,K1 , I,I1,II,KK'J' I ND) FIXED BINARY; 
(nf]_,P <:l O\)) , DIF<l00) ) FLOATi 
1. AF:F:t'W ( 100) I 
2 HID FI XED, 
2 DI F FLOATi 
I NFLSDP FILE INPUTi 
OUTFILE PRINT FILEi 
l<·l 










f'Uf ~ii'~H· EDIT <'INTERACTIVE SDP PF'<OGRAM'> <X<23) t M i 
PUT SKIP EDI T < ' *********************** 1 i <X (23), A) i 
r 1 Pt.UL ~1UilJ: 
PUT ::-; I\ IF'(3) EDIT <'*** HAIN MENU***') <X< 26) ,A) i 
F·tJr St<Ir· < :2) ED IT < 1 1. TO ENTER THE DATA I NTEf( ,~C-:-I VEL'(') (X (17 ) "~) i 
PUT SKIP EDIT <'2. TO ENTER THE DAT A THf(OUGH FILE') <X<1 7 > ~~~> .: 
F' tH G t<I r· ED I T < ' 3 • Ex I T ' > < x < t 7 ) , r~ > ; 
PUT ::ii<IF'(3) EDIT <'ENTER 1,2 OR 3: '> CX<7) ,A) i 
GET LIST <COMD> i 
J. / ·l': 










Ir COMD=' 1' THEN GO TO INTEF\ACT _DATA i 
IF COMD='2' THEN GO TO LOADFILE~DATAi 
Ir COHD= '3' THEN STOPJ 
I* *I 
Ef';:::m<t : F·lJT St\IP (3) EDIT<'***OUT OF F<ANG£, REEN TCF\lHH~'> <X<lO) , A') i 
U1LL r-i D'.,.' MICEi 
GO TO MAIN _MENUi 
/ ti: 
H I r L I< {'. L T _ [! A T;~, : P U T P A 13 E i 









29-DEC-1985 16:05:26 VA 
29-DEC-1985 14:09:28 DU 
I~ ~if :;) ~~ I P ( 2 ) ED T T < 1 Hlf [ R A C Til.' E D AT A EN TFi Y H 0 DE ' ) < X <:2 0 ) , A> i 
PUT SI<IF' EDIT <'YOU ARE TO ENTEf.: THE FOLLmJING ITEMS:') CXC17) .tA) .: 
i'lJT St~:~F· (2) EDIT <'THE NUHBEFi OF MINIMAL STrHES--N') (\ \ i<f) ,~) i 
PUT SI<IF' EDIT <'THE NUHBEf< OF COMPONENTS IN THE SYSTEM--M') <X (14) ,A) i 
PUT SKIP EDIT C'T~IE SET OF PROB AB ILITY OF SUCCESS FOR EACH COHPQNENT-- P') 
CX<14),A)i 
PUT SKIF' EDIT ('THE SET OF MINIMAL PATHS OR MINIMAL CUTS·--~) ' ) <X<14) ,A ); 
Cf"~LL ADVANCE i 
'1 I >f 
1 ~~CEIVE_DATA: PUT PAGE i 
1 e lJ T S l< If' < 2 ) E [I I T ( ' Y IJ U HAY ENTER DATA N 0 W' ) ( X < 2 0 > , A> i 
)(· / 
1 F'UT SKIP EDITC'IF YOU HADE A MISTAKECS), REMEMBER WHICH ONE') <XC14) ,A)i 
1 PUT SKIF' EDITC'SINCE YOU Cr~N CH ANGE IT LATE f(' ) <X.C20} ,,~) i 
·I ... 











































r·IJT SKif"(3) ED1T<'~4= '>< X CJ),A)i 
GET LIST CN) i 
F'UT SKIP{2) EDIT\'H::: ') <X<7> ,A); 
GET LIST CM) i 
ENTER_F':DO I =1 TO MJ 
AGAIIH: F'UT :3 tGF'<2) EDIT <'P','<'d,')',' = '><XC7) , A,A, F C2)d• ,,~)i 
GET L I '3 T ( F' CI ) ) i 
IF O:P(I} < 0) : (f'(I) > 1) THEN GO TO ERf<Of\12i 
ENDi 
ENTER_S: PUT F'AGEJ 
PUT SKIP EDIT <'HAKE SURE YOU INCLUDE THE SINGLE QUOTES BEFORE AND AFTER'l 
(XClO),A)i 
PlH SIGF' EDI T <' THE STF<ING OF MINIMAL TEF<MS, SUCH AS "1-1-111 " ') \ X <lO) ,,;) i 
DO J == 1 TO Ni 
(:, GAIN2: rUT SKH'(2) EDITC'S't'(',Jt'l't' = ')(r~,~~,F(2),Au~,); 
GET LIST (S (j)) .: I 
IF S (J) ='' fi-ILN GO TO Ef<F<DR12Ai 
L3=LENGTH <S (J)) i 
IF L3 A= M THEN GO ro ERROR13i 
ENDi 
CHANGE_INPUT: PUT PAGEi 
. I~UT SK:l f '{3) EDI T ('!JF'TTONS IN CHANGING INPUT VALUES') ( ):(21) 1 1~) i 
P U '1' S I< IF· ( 3) ED IT ( ' 1 , N IJ A L U E 1 ) (X ( i 6) , A) i 
PUT SI{H· EDIT <'2. M 'h~LIJE') <X<16) ,A) i 
PUT ~il'~ H ' ED I T <' 3 • P 1J A l U E < S ) 1 ) ( X (16 ) , A ) i 
rotH St~H' EDI r ( '4. S '.!ALIJE <S> ') \X (l(~) u~) i 
PUT SKIP EDIT ('5. NO CHANGES REQUI RED,PROGRAM EXECUTION REQUESTED' ) 
<X<16),A)i 
PUT SI<I F' EDIT <'6. EXIT TO MAIN MENU') <X<16) , A) i 
F' u l s l<I r- en c D IT < ' ern c R 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , s on 6 ' :~ < x < 1 o > , A > ; 
GE T L I S T < C Ot1 D ) i 
IF COMD='1' THEN GO TO NVALUEJ 
IF COriD= '2' fHGI GO TO Hlh;LIJE i 
IF COHD='3' THEN GO TO BACKTO_P i 
IF COM0='4' THEN GO TO BACKTO_s ; 
I F COMD= '5' THEN GO TO SDPi :rr CDH.D =-= 1 ( ; ' fH04 GO TO HAIN_MENIJ i 











GO TO C llf.~,NIJE_INF'IJT; 
MVALLJE: PUT f'M:JE; 
PUT SKIPC3) EDITC'N = 
GET LIST <N) i 
GO TO CHANGE_INPUTi 
1 HVALUE: PUT PAGEJ 
'><X<7),A)i 
l f>UT SKIP((;) EDIT<'M = '> <X<7> ,A} i 
1 GET LIST<M>J 
1 GO TO CHANGE_INPUTi 
1 BACKTO_P: PUT PAGEJ 
29-DEC-1985 16 : 05 : 26 






f'UT SKIP<2> EDIT<'OPTIONS IN REENTEF\ING F' t)ALUES') (XC~O) ,r~) i 


















PU1 !31GP EDif\'1. SELECTI VELY') <X<15) ,,;) i 
PUt SKIP(3) EDIT<'ENTER 1 ClF: 2: '> <X<10> 1Ai .i 
GET UST \COHO); 
IF COMD='l' THEN GO TO ENTER-Pi 
IF CDIHI ": '2' THE ~~ GO TO SELECT _p; 
E~RO!R:IJ: PUT SJGP<3> EIIIT<' ***INCORRECT INPUT, REENTEr\lHHt') <X <l O) ,r!l) i 
CALL AD'.)ANCE i 
Gt) ro BACKTO_P; 
SELECT_P: PUT PAGEJ 
PUT SI\IF'C31 EDIT<'WHICH P VALUE IS TO BE ALTERED?') <X<20) ,A).: 
PlH ~Kii!' EDI'i('ENTH< 1,2, ETC. ') <XC22) ,A) i 
PUT SfG P(3) EDIT<'ENTER ONE NU MBER NOW ') <X<10) ,A) i 
GET UST <L3) i 
IF <L3 < 1.) : <L3 > H) THEN GO TO ERROR10 i 
l~d3 ..  u N 3 : r-:· u T s I{ I p ( 3 ) E [I I T ( I p J I I ( , , L 3 J ' ) ' I I = , ) ( .~ I A , F C2 ) I ,; , ~ ) i 
GET LIST <F' <L3)) i 
I F (F'(L:3) < 0) : <P<L3) > 1) THEN GO TO EF<F\OF\14i 
L CH~MG~_p: PUT SKIP(3) EDIT<'MORE CHANGES? ENTER Y/N ' ) \XC~O ) ,A); 
J. Gli: T LIST <COMD) i 
l IF COHD=' Y' THEN GO TO SELECT_p; 
1 IF COMD='N' THEN GO TO CHANGE-INPUT; 
1 
l E~RDIH 1 :f•lJT SKIF'(3) EIIIT <' *** INCORF\ECT INPUT, I:;:EENTDi:!HHt 1 ) C<C 10) ~~~) i 
1 CALL ADVANCE; 
1 GO fO CHANG[_p; 
1 
.l CRIWR10: PUT :3~~IP<3) EIIIT<'***OUT OF RANGE, REENTER~t!Ht';' (X \1.•)) , r~) i 
1 CALL ADVA NCEi 
1 GO TO S ELCCT_P; ., 
.1. 
1 BACKTO_S:PUT PAGEJ 
1 PUT S f~ IF' (2 ) EDIT ('OPTIONS IN REENTERING S 'J ALUES') (X <201, A) i 
J. F· U r :3 h H' < 3 ) ED :cr < ' 1 • R E EN T EF\ ALL VA L U E S 1 ) ( X \1 5 ) , r; ) i 
l PUT SI<IF' EDIT('2. SELECTIVELY'HX<15) , A) i 
I. PUr stKJP(l ) EDIT<'ENTEI1: 1 OR 2: ') (X( 10) ,A) i 
1. GE1 LIST (COMDi i 
1 I~ COMD='l' THEN GO TO ENTER_s; 




















































29-DEC- 1985 16:05:26 V~ 
29-DEC-1985 14:09 : 28 DU 
El~nOFiJ.5:PIH :3t<IP<3) EDTT<'** *INCOf"<F<ECT INF'\JT, F.: EENTHO•** ') \XOO) 11'1) i 
C?1LL ADt)ANCE; 
GO TO BACKTO-Si 
SELECT_$: P\J'I' Pr\Ci E i 
PUT SI<IF'<3> EDIT<'WHICH S VALUE IS TO BE ALTEF~ED?') <X <20) ,A) i 
PUT SI<H' EDI T ( 'DlfU\ 1121 ETC. ') <X <22), .~) i 
PUT SI·~IF'(3j EDIT<'ENTER ONE NUMBER NOW ') (X<10) ,A) i 
G t;T L I S T ~L 3) i 
IF (L3 {.. 1) : (L3 > N> THEN GO TO ERROR16i 
A G rU N 4 : f' U T S t; IF' <:3 ) E [I I T ( ' S ' , ' ( ' , L 3 , ' ) 1 , ' = ' ) < A 11'~11 F ( 2 ) lf'l ~~~ ) .: 
GET LIST (S(L3))i 
L4==LD·lGTH ( S ( L 3) ) i 
IF L4 n= H THEN GO TO ERROR 17J 
Cl-lAt·li:JE_S: PlJf S~~H'(3) EDIT<'HOF<E CHANGES? ENTEF< YIN ') C<< 20> ,A) i 
!JET LIST <COmn .i 
! F C!JMO==''r'' THEN GO TO SELECT_Si 
IF COMD='N' THEN GO TO CHANGE_INPUTJ 
Ef\H l)J;:1B:PUT ~ir~IF'(3) EDIT<'**>HNCORRECT INPUT, REENTEF\lHH') (X\10) ,A) i 
CALL f-iDliANCE .i 
GO i"O CfiANi:IE_'S i 
ERROR12: PUT SKIP<3l EDIT<'*VALU£ IS LESS THAN 0 OR GREATER THAN ! ,REENTER*') ex uo> ,A>; 
i~MJ_ i\, [1 1·.':-\ t·ICE i 
GO TO AGA INli 
E~IWiH 2t, : PUT ~~I< IF' ( 3) I::D IT ( 1 1HfS INGLE ()U()TE ( S) HISSING 1 f\' EENTEFilHt 1 ) C:< \l t.)) n'-\) i 
C~1LL t:1D 1,,ANCE; 
GD TO I•Gf-dl-L~ i 
ERI{or~ .13: PUr ::~ru F' '3' Err:r T <' l+->t 1fLENGTH NOT EQUAL TO H, F.:EENTEFof lH! ' ) ou H)> 1M ; 
CA LL. F1 D'.Ji~NCE ; 
GO TO t:.GrUN.'l.i 
ERROR14:PIJT SKIP(3) EDIT('*VALUE IS LESS THAN 0 OR GREATER THAN 1 ,REENTERH 1 ) 
<X <10) ,A) i 
CM .. L ~~D'.'M·!CC i 
GO TO t.'J[;r~ Hl3 i 
EKR01"\1. 6 :F'UT ~j[·~I f'CH EDIT( 1 lfif1HJUT OF RANGE, r.:EENTCF\1HHf') ()((10) "~) i 
U\LL ~1D\h\NCE ; 
(~ 0 T 0 S E l.. E C T _ S i 
EI~P\ OfU 7: PUT $1·~J: f' C5) EDIT<' lHf*LENGTH NOT E!~UAL TO M, REENTCF\IHHt') <X< Hl) , r.) ) i 
U ll ... L ?-\D'.J ANCE i 
GiJ T!O ,ltiJ;H N'\ i 
l / :f ~f I 
1. 
1 LOA Dr-:IL E_ef')Tr~ : PUT F'r'.!3Ei" 
l PUT SKIP EDIT<'YOUR DATA FILE SHOULD BE ALREADY CREATED' ) <X<20) , A)J 
I. F'IJT S~I~ E.DHf'II t1U:~-;T DE ~·lt,MED I NFLS D::'.DAT ' ) <X <L•:)) ";) i 
29-DEC-1985 16:05:26 VAj 






















SKIP EDITC'THE DATA FILE SHOULD BE IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT'> 
(X <:~0) 11~) i 
s I< I F' ( 2 ) E [I I T ( • N 1 H ' • • • I p I • • • ' • • • ' s ' . . . ' ) ( X ( 2 0 ) ' A ) ; 
:] I< If' EDIT (' t 3 I l2 I • ·:;> 1 • <?I • 9 I • 9 I • 9 I • 9' . 86' . 79 I • 9 I I) (X ( 20) I A) ; 
SKIP EDITC'.9,,98,.9,''1-11--------'''''1-1111----- 1 ''' 1 ) 
fX <:20) 1 r:!,) ; 
m::IP EDIT<'' '-1---1.---1--' ', .. ,, ''---1111--1-1'' ') CXC20) ,A) i 
:3td P < 2) EDIT ( 1 NOTE: USE COMMA TO SEPARATE THE l.'A LIJES, M HI BETI·JEE N 
<X<20),A )J 
SKIP(2) EDif<'IF NO T, TYPE IN- E TO EXIT TO MAIN MENU') 
<X<20),A)i 
:3tGP EDIT\' u· YES' TYPE IN- C TO CONTINUE ') <X <20) .• A) i 
*I 
!. GET LIST <C OH D> i 
1 IF COHD='E' THEN GO TO HAIN_MENUi 
l If COtHI='C' TIIE::~l LICi TO F~Er~DFILEi 
LIN ES I) 
J ''*· *I 
1 ~RROF\l: PUT ·:;tn F' <3> EDIT<' lHHHNPUT EF.:FWR DETECTED, I~EENTEFO< lf~f' > ex C!: O) ";) i 
1 CALL ADVANCEi 
1 GO TO LOADFI LE_DATAJ 
l I 1~ *I 
I. RE,A!)F' I LE: PUT i~·;~ !JE; 
1 PUT SKIPC3) EDIT<'***INITIATE READING OF INFILSDP.DAT***') CXC20) ,A); 
' 
1 OPEN FILECINFLSDP) INPUTi 
L GET F.LU:£It-lFLSDf') LIST (N,H) i 










1 I~~ ., 
~ 
J / ·H· 
l 
])0 I= l TO ~1; 
GET FILE (INFLSDF') LIST CF' (l)) i 
IF (F' (I) <. 0) : (F'(I) > U THEN GO TO ERF.:OF"\.4i 
EUDi 
DO J= 1 TO Ni 
GET FIL!:::\HH::-LSDP> LIST (S(J))i 
L4=LENGTH •:S (.J)); 
I~ L4 ~= H TH£N GO TO ERROR5J 
ENDi 
CLOSE FILE<INFLSDP); 
GO TO SDF'i 
' /If 





! ;··uT ~KH' C3) ED IT<'*M*P VALUE IS < 
<X<lO),A)i 










GCJ TO !1r-U~LNENUi 
·If/ 
ERRORS: PUT PAGEJ 
PUT SKIP(3) EDITC'***ERROR DETECTED WITH S VALUES, CHECK INPUT 
(X <10> ,A) i 
CALL At!VM-ICE i 
CO TO ~l?ll N _ ~tENU i 
lf/ 
l SDP: F'UT F'::)GE _; PtJI SI<IPC 1.$) 
DC )~· sct)J 
~D[TC'H*PROGRAM IS EXECUTING, PLEASE IM I T ·lHf I ) ( X ( 1 '? ) ! ,; ) ; 
It·.J ~IDP 
I ,.-, 3 ' 
.:!'P8 1 
t .:.:.c:. 1 •.J I I 
-~I) I) 1 
·4 () J. 2 ..... ,., 2 403 ~. .::. 
.·; 0 'i •J 
40~i 7 -· -'i-<)6 . ) ..:.. 
407 .,. o,J 
.'.:f.}~~ '-' 
409 3 
4 10 '1 .:.. 
41 J. '7 w 
.. , I ' 1 '1 .. _ .. 
41.3 4 
.:i l -~· 4 
4 1. 5 ~ 
-~- j ,(, • \ J OJ 
4 J. 7 I 3 ., J8 ' ) 




.:; ' l ,, • .' .. T ·t 
425 5 
-~:- ::2 r~ ~.:: oJ 
•1 2 7 6 
~: 2~] 
.. 
" 4 ·"1C• ... , 5 
- ~ -:: .. -. ., . ..~...,.· .,. ,; 
431. 4 
-~ "7'') 
c.-... ..:., ,J 
~33 5 
.:i 3 -~ 5 
435 4 
.:i 7 i J ~J .. 
~t 3 7 3 
.; ~ (:"J -; 
, ~ .... u .,. 
•'"T O .,. "'lv o -· A-4 0 c~ •J 
4 4 1 4 
:(A :2 "'l o.J 
4 Lt 3 '"1 .... 
~ -~.:l- ··:; 
4 Lf5 ') 
.. ~ -=+6 ~ • • .J 
44? 4 
:i -:i ~j -'i 
'i'l 9 "+ 
-~ ~3 t} .. 
·451 2 
A ~52 ~~, 
,·, c-:~ 
-1 ~' ··-· l 
. , t.. , . 




.DO .J=2 TIJ N i 
CALL CMF'R([I(l) ,S(J) ,K,L,FLAGdl) i 
IF K > 0 THE N DOJ 
CALJ_ NEW ( ~~ ( j) I y d 1,1\ I u i 
ENDi 
IF K = 0 & FLAG = 0 THEN DOi 
NBR = NBR + 1i 
It<t~BFO = S(J) i 
ENDJ 
IF K > 0 & NBR = 1 THEN DOi 
NBR = K + 1i 
DD I = 1 TO Ki 
D<I + 1>= Y<I>i 
ENDi 
GD TO LOOF'_OlJTi 
ENDi 
DO II = 2 TO NBRJ 
1<~2 = K i 
JJ = o; 
DO t<K = 1 TO K2 i 
CALL CMPR<D<II> ,Y(I\10 ,1\J.,L,FLAGdU i 
IF K1 > 0 THEN DOJ 
CALL NEW <Y (1\K) , Z, I1, 1\1, U i 
DO I = 1 TO t:; 1 i 
T <I +.JJ) = Z <I) i 
Et!Di 
.LJ = JJ + K 1 i 
ENDi 
IF Kl = 0 & FLAG = 0 THEN DOJ . 
JJ = Jj + li 
T <JJ) = Y (1\10 i 
CNDi 
ENDi 
IF JJ > 0 THEN DOi 
DO I = 1 TO JJi 
Y<I> = T<I> i 
ENDi 
ENDi 
t~ := jj; 
ENDi 
IF K ) 0 THEN DOJ 
Oll I = 1 TO Ki 
NBR = NBR + 1 i 









.. .. 't 
1 /!f 
l 
'H~ !H~ !JIJ TF' UT SECT I ON 1HtlH+ If-




PUT SlGF'(3) EDIT <' **EXECUTION HAS COMPLETED·l+*') C<< 24) ,A) i 
PRINTOUT: PUT St~IP(I{) EDIT <'OUTPUT OPTIONS') <X<29) u-)) i 
1. 
1 
PUT SKIPC2) EDIT ('1. OUTPUT THROUGH SCREEN') CXC24)rA)i 
F'Uf SIUPC2) EDIT ('2. !·lARD COPY') <X<24) 11~) i 





l / !f 
G[ r LIST <COHD> i 
IF Cm1D== 1 1' THEN GO TO SCREEN_OIJTPUT i 
IF COMD='2' THEN GO TO PRINT_OUTPUTi 
it/ 
1 ERROR6: PUT PAGEJ 
l P~r SKIP\15) EDIT<'***DUT OF RANGE,REEMTER 
1 CALL ADVANCEJ 
l GO TO PIUNTDUT i 
l /·Yi 
1 SCREEN_OIJT PUT: PUT PAGEJ 
THE IJ ALIJ[·lHHf' ) (X (7 ) , ,~) i 
l PUT Sl<IP<4> EDIT <'SCREEN-OUTPUT OPTIONS') <X<26) ,A) i 
1 PUT Sr~H· C2) CD IT \ '1. ECHO F'RHH OF INF'UT DATA 1 ) C~ C22) 11;) .; 
1 F'UT SI-:IF' EDIT <'2. EQUIVALENT SET OF DISJOIN T TEF~MS') (X(22) ,A) i 
1 PUT St{IF' EDIT ( 1 3. SY~HCH f~ELIAOILITY 1 ) <X<22) ~~~) i 
1 PUT Sl-~ IP EDIT <'4. THE IMPOF~TANCE OF EACH COMPONENT') <X<22 ) ,A) i 
1 PU f SnF· EDIT ( 1 5. 1~LL OF THE ABOVE OPTIONS 1 ) \X <:22) dt) i 
1. PUT SI<IF· EDIT <'6. RETURN TO OPTIONS IN CHANGING INPUTS') <X<22) ,A ) i 
1 r- u r m: :w ED :r r < , :r NT E F< A c n •J ELy 1 > < x < 2 5 > , M ; 
l PUT m~IF' EDIT <'7. RETURN TO OUTPUT OPTIONS') <X<22) ,A) i 
1 F' lJ T Sf~ If' E [I I T ( ' 8 • EX I T T 0 MAIN t1 EN lJ ' ) C{ ( 2 2) ~~~) i 
1 PUT Sl\IF'(3) EDIT<'ENTER 1,2,3,4,5,6, 7 OR 8 ') <X<1.7) ,A) i 
1 Gt:T LI~!T O:COMD) ; 
1 IF CO MD='l' THEN GO TO 
1 IF CO MD:'2 1 THEN GO TO 
1 IF CO MD='3' THEN GO TO 
1 If CO MD= ' 4 ' THEN GO TO 
1 I F COMD='5' THEN GO TO 
1 IF CtJt·1D:-:. '6' THEN GO TD 
1 IF COMD='7' THEN GO TO 
1 If COMD='8' THEN GO TO 
1 / lf 









J. F'UT Sl\IF'(15) EDIT <'***OUT OF RANGE, REENTER THE VALUE***') <X<18) d~) i 
L CALL ADVANCEi 
1 GO TO SCREEN_OUTPUTJ 
J ' ·I! 
i ~CHO_DATA: PUT PAGEJ 
lt/ 
l PUT StdP EDIT <'ECHO "PRINT OF INPUT DATr-'t') (X<20) , A) i 











r"IJ f I:D IT \ t-D <A> i 
F'UT Sl\IF'(3) EDIT ( 1 M VALUE IS ') <X<25) ,A) i 
PUT EDTT iN) U d i 
c:; ,:lll. (.; [1\Jr), NCE i 
PIJ r F'f;[E; 
PUT SI\IF' EDIT ('ORIGINAL MINIMAL TERMS') <X<20 ) 1M .l 
F'UT !:;lqi:·; 
DO J = 1 TO N BY J.S; 
oo 1 ~ J r o J+ 17J 
'"' ' ; 
















ENfi~ I <= N THEN PUT m~:CP EDIT(S(I)) (X(3) ,A) i 
C;~LL Aifl.'c~t~C~: i 
ENDi 
PUT F'AGE i 
29-DEC ·-1985 16 : 05:26 U 
29-DEC-1 985 14:09:28 D 
PUT SI\I F' EDIT < 'EI:HO PF<INT OF PROBABILITY VALUES') <X < :20) , A) i 
PUT SI\IF'i 
DO J = 1 fO M BY 18i 
DO I = J TO J+l7i 
IF I<= M THEN PUT SKIF' EDIT<P<I)) <X<3),F(5,3))i 
ENDi 
Cc~LL ADt...'f.'tNCE i 
ENDi 
IF COHD='5' THEN GO TO DISJOINTJ 
GO TO :3CF:EDLOUTF'UT i 
l DISJUINT: PUT PAGEi 
1 PUT" SKIP EDIT<'EQUIVALENT OF DISJOINT TERMS') <X<20) ,A) i 
1. r· u f SIHP i 
1 DO J = 1 TO NBR BY 18J 
DO I = J TO J+17J 
IF I <= NBR THEN PUT SKIP EDIT<DCI)) <X<J),A)i 
;:; 









IF COHD='5' THEN GO TO RELIAi 
GO TO SCREEN_OUTPUTJ 
1 RELlA: CALL RELY([I,p,M,REL,NBR); 
J PUT P.~ GEi 
1 PUT SKIP<2)i 
l. PUT :3!GF' EDIT<'SYSTEH RELIA[C:[LlTY') <X<25) ,A) i 
1 PUT EDITCREL> CFC10,5)); 
L C;'IL L ,-:,[1\.'c~NCC i 
1 IF COMD='5' THEN GO TO IHPORJ 
1 GO TO SCREEN_OUTPUTJ 
1. /:11; * I 
L IMPOR: PUl" PAGEl 
1 . CALL IMP( D,P,Dif ,M,NBRtiND,ARRAY)i 
l 
·I 







'· I : ,, 
r'UT SKIP EDIT\' THE Hlf'OHH'INCE OF EACH COMPONENT IN snrnED lJF\DEFU) OC U 5) 'A) j 
PUT Sl<!f'(2) EDIT('COMPONENT NO.', 'IMPORTANCE CALCULATION') (A, XC12) .. ~,) i 
DO J ~1 TO H DY 18i 
DO I = J TO J+1 7 i 
IF l <= H THEt~ PUT SKIP EDITCAF\RAY<I>.IND) <X(5),F(3 ) )i 
IF I (= M THEN PUT EDIT(ARRAY(I) .DIF) <X<18) ,F(10,6)) i 
UICI i 
CALL AD 1·iMJCE i 
ENOi 
PUT SU r· (3) EDIT ('THE t10ST I HF'OIHANI COMPONENT IS: ') <X C15) , .;) i 
PUT EDIT (lN[l) (F" (3)); 
CALL AD"'At-ICE; 
GO TO SCREEN _OUTPUTi 
.:· 29-DEC-1 985 16:05:26 
29-DEC-1 985 14 : 0 9:28 
1 AD'I't'it·ICE: PROC i 
2 PUT SKIPC3) EDIT<'PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE I) <:«10) ,A); 
2 GET LISTCANY)i 
., RETUF:Ni 






















































PR H IT_tJUTPUT: OPEN FILE (OIJTFILE> TITLE ( 'OUTFSDP. DAT 1 ) i 
PUT FILE<OUTFILE> SI\IF' EDITC'ECHO PRINT OF INPUT DATA') <X<20) ,A) i 
F'IJ r FIL[ <OUTFILD SlGP (3) EDIT< 1 N lJALUE IS ') o; (25) ,,~) i 
PUT FILE <OUTFILE) EDIT <N> CA) i 
F'Uf I"ILE<OIHFILD St<IF'(3) EDIT<'H lJALUE IS 
PUT FILE <OUTFILD EDIT CM) <A>; 
J~·uT FILE <OIHFILE) F';~GE; 
') <XC25) ,A) i 
PUT FILE<OUTFILE> SKIPC2) EDIT<'ORIGINAL MINIMAL TERMS') <X<20),A); 
PUT FILE <OUTFILE) ~::KIP <3) i 
DtJ J :: 1. TO Ni 
F'UT FILL ( OlJTF I LD SI\IF' EDIT <S (J)) (X< 1) , A) i 
ENDi 
PUT FILE(OUTFILE) PAGEi 
PUT FILECOUTFlLE) SKIP EDITC'ECHO PRINT OF PRO BABILITY 
CIU ,J == 1 TO Hi 
PUT FILE <OUTFILE) SI\IP EDIT CP (J)) <X (5) , F (5,3)) i 
Ei!Di 
PUr FILC<OUTFILE) PAGEi 
VALUES') (X(20) , A) i 
PUT FILE <OUTFILE> SKIP EDIT C 'EQUIVALENT OF DISJOINT TERMS') <X <20), A) i 
PUr FILE<OUTriLE) SKIP<2li 
DO J = 1 TO NBfO 
F' IJ T F I L [ ( li lJ :T I L [) S KIF' ED I T ( [I < J ) ) ( X ( 1) ~~~) i 
ENDi 
CALL RELY([I,p,M,REL,NBR)i 
ruT fiLECOUTFILE) PAGEi 
PUT FILECOUTFILE) SKIP<2> EDIT<'SYSTEH RELIABILITY') CXC25) ,A); 
1-'IJT FILl·:OUlTIL[) EDIT <REU <F(10,5)) i 
C riLL IHt:•cD,P,DIFtH,NBH,IND,ARRAY); 
PUT FILECOUTFILE) PAGE; 
PUT flLE COUTFI LE) SKIF'C2) EDITC'T.IE SORTED IMPORTANCE OF EA CH COMPONENT') 
CXCJ.5),A ) i 
PUT FILECOUTFILEl SKIP<2l EDITC'COMPONENT NO. '''IMPORTANCE CALCIJLA TION') 
(A,X<12) ,A); 
DU . .J "" l TO M i 
PUT FILE <OUTFILE> Sl<IF' EDIT <ARRAY <J). IND> <X (5), F <3> ) i 
PUT FILEUHJTFILD EDIT<AF< I~\AYCJ) .IIIF) CX\18) ,F(lO,<S )) i 
ENDi 
P UT FIU:UJUTf-ILD SKIPC3) EDIT<'THE MOST IHF'Of"\T ANT CDHf'ONif.:~H IS :') 
<X<15),A)i 
PU T F I L E < 0 U T F I l D ED I T < HID ) ( F ( 3 ) ) i 
CLaSE FILE COUTFILE)i 
F'!.\ GE i F'IJT 
P'UT SKIP•3) EDI "fC'YOU R HARD COPY IS READY. YOU WILL RECEIVE ~N ECHO') 
PUT SKIP ED1T 
PUT SKIP EDIT 
CX<16) tAli 
('PRINT OF INPUT DATA, EQUIVALENT OF DISJOI NT TE RMS,') 
C:< 06) I A) i 
\ 'SYSTEt1 F~ELIABILITY, THE IHPOF\TANCE OF Et~tCH C0t1 PO- 1 ) 
1 i f~i D F· 
: : :. :: 
'""' \ , 
.~ ...,-, 
·-1 I I 
·' -:" Ci 
, , , ' ...! 
.::..7 7' 
.:.!_::( ·.· 
, ... , 
1 . · • 


















PUT Sl<IP EDIT 
<X<16),A)i 
29-DEC-1985 16:05:: 
29-DEC-! 985 14:09: ~ 
C'NENT, AND THE MOST IMPORTANT COMPON ENT OF SYSTEM.') 
<X <16) ,A) i 
PUr ~I<IF'<2) EDIT<'OUTF'UT FILE NAME IS OUTFSDP.D AT'>CX\:J.6 ),A)i 
CALL AIWANCE i 
F'AGE i PUT rur 5KIP<3> EDIT<'IF YOIJ WISH TO RECEIVE THE HARD copy, YOU SHOULD') 
PUT 
<X <t6) ,A) i 
SKlP EDIT <'EXIT AT THE MAIN MENU. THEN USE THE APPROPRIATE 'l 
PUT SraP I:::DIT 
c,~,LI .. ADVANCE i 
GO TO MAIN_MENUJ 
<X <1.6) I A> ; 
C'PRINT COMMAND, SUCH AS S PRINT OUTFSDP.DAT!U~BUS') 
(X(16),A)i 
1 / !f 
1 
l ENO HJSDP .i 
I*~~~*HH.KHHH HHHHHHHH***************************************** *****ltHH/ 
I* PROCEDURE CMPR *I 
/K *I '* VAGIABLE§ *' 
/It ~ - fHL fEFiM HI DISJOINT SET :t/ 
I* T - THE TERM BEING COMPARED WITH S */ 
/.J(· )(·/ 
I* DESCRIPTION --- *I 
/·){· ·It: / 
I* THIS PART OF THE PROGRAM IS TRYING TO CHECK IF THE TWO TERMS * I 
/ !< Cut1:~-r~r.:CD Ali:E ;o,LF.:E,~,[f'( DISJOINT. IF THEY ~~1~\E, THHI I~: ETIJ !~N TO ·:( / 
/*.MAIN PROGRAM. OTHERWISE, FIND THE POTENTIAL POSITIONS FOR * I 
/lt H1~~: IND THEM DISJOINT, l!- / 
/'~· l!- / 
/~*"*************************************************~*******"*** **~**! 
CHPR : PRUCCS,T,K,L1FLAG,I1) i 
1 DCL ( S 1 T) CH?lf~ < *) VAR; 
1 D c L n: 1 L on , F L f~ G 1 I 1. 1 .J 1 , r , I r , J > F r xED D IN A F< Y ; 
1 DCL IN FIXED BINARY; 
J. DCL (A,s ,u,•,I,F~ ,E'F'lJ1.,VU CHAR<30) lJAFU 
1 DCL ANY CHARC80) VARi 
1 
1 K=Oi IN=Oi Il=O; FLAG=li 
J. A= 'l'i B-:s ' O'i tJ::: S ; 'J= T i E=Si F=Ti Ul=Si \.'l=Ti 
:J. 
1 I:-:: ItiDC< W, ,~) i /H LOOK FOR 1 1 1 IN THE GIVEN MIN I MAL CUT H/ 
l 






J = INDE~(U,D)i I* LOOK FOR '0' IN THE GI VE N MINIMAL CUT *I 
11=' J:: 0 THEN I;~ETWWi /H NEITHEF'< '1' t·WI-~ '0 ' IS F:-OUND lr / 
E:ND.i 
! /t 1HLS .DO WHfLE LOOP SEARCHES 1-)0 COMBINATION 
J. /J(, . 
·)~/ 
·~/ 





' ) -; 
:.:{) ., 
8/' ... ... 




.-. " ) 2 
b:.Z ~. 
' "' ' 1 l! ·i ;; 
0~ "-., ,,-, .1 
' . .:.. ,, .. ' '•.: .. ;jO 
' ' .:.. (:~) ' ') '-
01 1. 





·) ;' '1 
~ 08 .:. .: .. •,) 2 
10 ·.:; 
l l. '" j ") 3 
1 7 , 
J ••• ' .c 
I; ,., 
1.5 ··:. 
l. \::. ' 
1 7 I 2 
J. :j ·; 
J. •7' ·") .. ) -, 
2 l , ., .:.. 
-. : .; ., 
..:.. 
~3 J. , :. 
.:. "1 l 
·;·.:· 1 - ·~· "' L .:. u J. ... , . ., 
1. 
.. ::~. l ... I .  
3 1_) 1 
I. , ... 
"'7"'• l ·~ .:.... 
• J ·~ ~~ 
:::::\ .•·, 
.. , 
3.~. ' ) "--: ··, 
• • .J/ 
•' ) 
.3[:: •" \ 
f)O 1-lHILE ( '1. '1:1) i 
I=INDEX(U,A) i 
IF I ~ 0 THEN GO TO OUT2i 
29-DEC-1985 16:05:26 
29-DEC-1985 14 :09:28 
IF SUBSTR(V,I,J.) = B THEN oo; I* 1->0 COMBINATION EXISTS *I 
FL AG~o; 
RETURN i I* THE TWO PATHS ARE DISJOI NT *I 
J:Nn: 
Ir I + 1 > LEN!3TH(U) THEN GO TO OUT2J I * IF 1->0 COMBINATION DOES NO T H/ 
I* EXIST FOR THE GIVEN COM PONENT*/ 
/if OF THE P rHHS, MOV E TO t~D~ T li·/ 
I* COMPONENT. I F NEXT COMPONENT ~/ 
I ~c· IS t:MI' ' TY. , GtHO LJ UT2 lf I 
U=SUBSTRCU,I + l)J 
v ·.:: stJf.!STi~ <1J, I + 1.) ; 
E:NOi 
OUT2:; 
/ lf TIII ::> Dt:l IHIIL[ SCAHCHES FOR 0- > 1 COMBINATION 
/'I< 
DO ~-11-·IILE <' 1 'B) i 
.J:tx INDEX(!Jl,B) i 
IF Jl =0 THEN GO TO OUT3; I* IF 0-)1 COMBINATION EXISTS,THEN DO * I 
Ir SUD3TR(Vl,J1,1) = A THEN DO; 
FLAG=Oi 
RETURNJ / M TWO PATHS ARE DI SJOINT H/ 
EI'I Di 
Ir Jl + 1 ) LENGTH<U1) THEN GO TO OUT3i I* IF O~ >l CO MBINATION DOES NOT * I 
I* FOR THE GIVEN COMPO NE NT OF *I 
/ lf THE PATHS , t1 0'.1:: TO rlE>;T i ~.J t1 ·- ~i / 
I* PONENT. IF NEXT POSITION I S *I 
I• EM PTY, GOTO OUT3. ~ / 
Ul = SUBSTR<Ul,Jl + 1); 
V 1 '·' SUD <JT I~ < \)l JJ .t ·t- 1) i 
ENDi 
OUT3: i 
/)r Wtt:tl C~ ~: CUTifJt.l F<E ACHES HEF<E' THAT MEANS NO '1->0' OR '0- >1' cm~ ·~:T NATION !U 
I* IS FOUND BETWEEN THE PATHS. CALL CMPR1 TO SEARCH FOR '1 ->-' COMBI NATION *·' 




IF K = 0 THEN DOi 1* . NO ' 1->-' COMBINATION IS FOUND *I 




/ ~ c· ''lE ,WCH FOn '0- ) -' COM BI NATION 
U)I...L U !F'f(J. : 
ENn> i 
.. . · .. -
' t .... . ... -,I. J. 
/WW 
7 : ··; 
/} 1 
j ··~· . -, 
773 
'7 . .., ·, 
; I "'f 
?'75 
' I ~ ~ 
II -:' 
I I I 
~~ "7 I • • 
. , '··' 
779 
. ,o- ::; .) 
-•r· 1 
• ~· j, 
" '.' 1': "I 
·:- ,-:. · , 
I ' - ",.t ·-, t;, -J 
I \,JJ 




29-DEC-1985 16:05 : 26 
29-DEC-1 985 14:09 : 28 
1 / ~~ 
1 ./* 
1 
Ct1PRL SEARCHES FOR '1->-' OR '0->-' COMBINATION DEPENDI NG ON Il VA LUE * 
lt . 
1. CMF'Rl: F'ROCi 
·) Ir 11=1 THEN R :'l'i 
2 ELSER ='O'i 
;s 0 0 1·1 H I L E ( ' 1 ' B) i 
~ II= INDEXCE,R)i 
;·~ IF II=O THEN GO TO OUT4i 
IN = IN + IIi 
4 
·4-
IF ~;IJB~)TF< <F I I I I 1) ==, _, THEN [10 i I I * POSITION OF THE FF~EE COMF'DNDJT IS 




IF I:L t 1 > LUIFiTH ([) THEN F<ETUFmi lttCHECK ~mEHIH\ THE END OF PATH )f. 
E= SUBSTR(E, II+ l)i 
r·, <;u e~:rn< u~. II + 1); 
/*IS REACHED. IF NOT, MOUE TO NEXT ~. 





'' £NO CMPR1 i 
l. i '"' 1 i<ETUF>N i 
l+/ 
1 END C~t F· f;: i 
/HMHH§HHHMHl+H#Htfl+l+l+l+##l+ttl+l+l+l+l+l+l+#l+l+l+l+l+ l+tftfl+tftftt HHHHl+ tftftfHtfHHHHHHHHHHHH HH HHHH H/ 
I* *I 
/ )C· F'FWCEDUF<E t~El~ !C· ; 
I* *I 
/!~ 1hW([,;BLES !f/ 
I* X THE TERM FROM WHICH NEW TE RM S WILL BE GENERATED * i 
/ N Y - SET OF NEW DISJOINT OR INTERMEDI~TE CPARTIALL Y DISJOINT> * I 
I* TERMS GENERATED FROM X * I 
/H ~ ~ 
/i<: DESCF:H·TION --- ;1 / 
;'l~ rH :c:~ l::·r<nC EDUf<E GENEf<ATES KNEW TERMS, YCU ,y(2) .... ,, Y<l<) ~~/ 
I* FROM TERM X. EACH NEW TERM IS DISJOINT FROM ONE ANOTHER AND *I 
/ !f F :~:Ut1 T: !E CUf<r<ENT DISJOINT TEF<M WHICH X IS DEI ND CDM PM<ED I.JI TH !i:/ 
I* *I 
:' -~~ l~ :~ )( lf !f I< It ·){ ~~ lf lf ·lf ~f lf lf )f lf * !Hf !Hf If* )f * * * * * * * lf *****·If !HHf lHHf lf lHf ·)f )f ·lf ~~ !Hf )f lt lf lf lHf lf !f !Hf jf lf lf ·lHf lHf I 
t·tnl : r·r::oc ~ x, Y ,:r 1 ~~~ 1 u ; 
l DCL <X ,Y (:~,) ) CH AF: 0 0 \JAR i 
~ D I~ L ( I l , k J L ( Jf) ) F I)~ ED D I N AF< Y i 
l DCL (l,.J) FI XED BIW-WYi 
J. ~:! L L (A I 13) c H fl R. ( 31) > y. A R ; 
J. 
L !I!F I t ;:. I 1 H 1:0: t-1 [I 0 i 
2 ,~'j =: , 0 ' .: 







































f-1.,. J J. I j 
B= 1 0 1 i 
ENDi 
29-DEC-1 985 16:05 :26 
29-DEC-1 985 14:09 :28 
.t DO I = 1 TO Ki· 
: Y(I) = Xi 
1 
SU:8STR (Y (1) , L< I) d >=A i 
IF K = f THEN RETURN; 
DO J ~ 1 TO I - li I* 
SUBSTF~ (Y(Ij 1LCJ> d)=Bi em; 
nm .: 
THIS DO LOOP IS USED TO DISJOINT THE NEW TER MS 
I* FROM EACH OTHER *I 
·X. , / 
l RETUf~N; 
I ENO Nf-Wi 
/ 1f !~ ·)~ ·)f lf ·)f lf !H(: 'Hf lt * ·lf lHf ·lf ~f )fIt lf lf lflf lf ·lf lf lHf lf ·If lHt-lt ·If* lHf lf lf lHHf * lf lf l flflHHf lHf lHf lHf lf lf lf lH(· JHHHHHf lf lHHHf JH(· / 
I* *I 
/ !~ PHOCEDlmE F<CL Y ·l t / 
I* * I 
:'•+ TI-!I3 r· F~ fJCEDUF<E Ct~LCUUHES THE SYSTEM F.:ELIABILITY BY SUMMING Uf' 11-1~: l" ,' 
I* PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS OF ALL THE DISJOINT TERMS. *I 
: ~ ~ ~ 
'***************************************************************************! 
RELY: PROCCD,r,H,RELtNBR> i 
l DCL. DC* ) CHAF: C•) VARi 
.!. :::cL <Pen 1 REU FLlJiH; 
1 DCL (M,NBRtld> Fn~ED BINARYi 











[t.J I = 1 TO NBF:i 
F'f<OD::::f.. Q i 
DO J =1 TO Mi 
IF sunsn~ w < n 1 J 1 u:: I 1 1 
I F ::; u B s n: ( D cr ; , .J 1 1 ' = I o 1 
CNDi 
REL = REL + PRODJ 
UID i 
THEN PF(Qfl = 
THEN PROD = PFWII ~~ P (J) i F'fWD * (1. - F' <J)) i 
t F<ETI.J f~ tJ i 
Efolf.1 r:: ELY i 
/ ~·-' l! If lt ·)~ · ~(· )f ~(· !f It ·)(· ·~ )~ lf ·~f ·)(· )f lf * ·)f )f )f * * )f ·lf lt lf lf lf * * ·lt * * lf ·lf * ·l+ lt * lt lf ·lf ·lf l t lf lf ·lt lf lf lf lf lf lf lf !(' lf ·lf if ·lf ·K· ·)f )f lf ·lf ·)f If ·)f ll·lf lf ·)f lf I 
:K *I 
· •(. PF: fJCEDtJf\E IHP ·}(·/ 
/·.0: lf / ..- )( n r c-c r.~ -rr.·· T 1 o ~~ - -·- I& ; 
/M t~~-iA~okt~NCE OF A COMPONENT IS THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF THE SYSTEM *I 
; :i r:·;::Jf:;-·,f:ILITY lHTII RESPECT TO THE F'F<ClOAB:tLIT'( OF Til E CCJ:-1f'Ot·lENT. THl lr / 
I * f)ROCEDURE BELOW PERFORMS THIS CALCULATION FOR EACH COMPONENT. *I 
; ·)(· li'/ 
· ~~~~ ~ VH~··*~H M~~M#* lfHlf****HMlflfHlflf* lflflf****lflflflflf*lflf lf*lfHHHM Hlflflf*****lflflflfH lflfH*H/ 
~ li ·:·. 
.II I .J 
)C•C, 
,1,• I 
) , ' 
i'Y i 




;"; .' i. i 
~~~ ?. 
' •' .. ,' 
:O th") · ·-·, 
. ' 
IMP: PROC·:n,p,[l:rF,H,NBF<,IND,AfmAY); 
1 DCL D < *) CHAF.; < ~• i \.'AR .: 
.L DC:... <F'ClO , [IIF( lf) , p ~(iJf.!(J.OO> ,TEHP , TCHP l tHAX) 
1. DCL <t·t,NBR dND d,Jtii,JJ) FIXED BINARYi 
L DCL 1 AR~AY <~) , 
1 2 IHD FI XED' 




:00 I:::: 1. TO NBF~i 
TE~IF'=l. 0 i 
00 J ::= 1. TO t1i 
FLOATi 
THEN TEHP=TEHP *P(J)J 
29-DEC-1 985 16:05:26 
29-DEC-1985 14 :09:28 
IF ~lUEtSTF: ( [I (I) I ~11 1) =I 1, 
I r suE: s n~ c D < :r : , J , u = ' o , 
ENDi 
THEN TEHP=TEHP u Cl - PCJ))i 
l 
Pf\UD CO =TEt1r' i 
EI'JD; 
1 DO II = 1 TO Hi 
.. , TEt·lP::::.:O. 0 i 
~ DO JJ = 1 TO NDRi 




IF SUDSTFo; ([I(JJ)d!tl) ='1' 
TIIEtl TEMPl =TEMPl/P(II) i 
IF SUBSTR<D<J.J) ,rr,u ='0' 
THEN TEt1f'l=- <TEt1Pl/ \1 - P <II))) i 
IF SUE:STRCD<JJ) did) ='-' 
THEN TEMPl=O . Oi 




DO I = 1 TO Hi /~ DIF ARRAY IS TRANSFERRED TO ' ARRAY ' ARRAY *I 
ARRAY<!) .IND=Ii I * 'ARRAY' ARRAY IS USED FOR SORTING PURPOSE H/ 
ARRA'f <I i , D:LF'=DIF c I> i 
EN Di 
1 CALL SHELL-SORT; 
l Ui U_ t1AXI i 
1. 
l / ~ * N ~~ ~ftHM~ft ~ff H~HHHMHHHHH HHftHHH* ***HHHHHHH**HHHHHHHHHHHH HH H HH HHft H HHH ~ **** H / 
l / lE ~> HELL SOFn IS USED HE F:E TO SORT THE ORDER OF IM F'OF:HiNCE OF EACH 1(·/ 
J. / lf CtH1PU~JUH . I T IS :J UlHED IN NONDECF'<Er~SHIG L1F<D EFc ~•I 
l I MHHHHMHX*********************************************************M*******/ l ·;t!ELL_smn: t='F::O C i 
') ... .. , 
·-.-, 
.::. .. , 
DCL <I NC,CURRENT , PREVIOUS,J,K,Y) FIXED BINARY; 
DCL X f"LlJ P,T i 
DCL <INSERT ED,TRUE , FALSE> BIT(t); 
TF:UE= 'l' Bi 
I ~ JD :::t·t i 
FALSE='O'Bi 
DO ~HILE(IN~ ) 1> i 
. HIC =-:I NC/2, 
.P<J J : l T {) IN C ; 
~0 ~HlLt1~~ ; <~ t1) i 
INSDF' 
11"1 • 




























X=~1F<F:AY <K) • DIF 
Y::::.;.W\I~r~Y <t~). IND 
CURRENT=!'\ i 
PREVIDUS=CURRENT - INCJ 
DO WHILECPREVIOUS >=J & ft INSERTED); 
IF X > ARR AY <PREVIOUS>.DIF THEN DOi 
ARRAYCCURRENT).DIF=ARRAYCPREVIOUS).DIFi 
ARRAYCCURRENTl .IND=ARRAYCPREVIOUS) .INDi 
CURRENT=PREVIOUSi 






;~mu·, Y < CUI~I~[N T) • I ND=Y; . 




·-, liETIJR N i 
2 END SHELL_SORTJ 
1 
l HAXI: PF:OC i 
29-DEC-1 985 16 : 0 
29-DEC-1 985 14:0• 
1 HAX = -lo.o; /*INITIAL VALUE IS LESS THAN ALL POSSIBLE DATA ~ALUE H/ 2 DO I = 1 TO Mi 











2 RETUF\~l i 
2 END HA:G i 
I. 
l F:ETUf<N i 
J. ~~ID INP; 
COI"IM(\ND LINE 
APPENDIX B 
An example is used here to assist the user in utilizin g the 
INSDP program. The system reliability graph is shown in Ex hibit 
B-1. The set of minimal paths or cuts for the sys tem graph is 
listed in Exhibit B-2. There a r e a total of 13 minimal paths for 
the given graph and there are 12 components in the system. Hence. 
N=l3 and M=l2. The probability of s uccess f or e ach component is 
arbitarily set at .90. It i s important t o r emember that while 
inputing the original minimal terms (the S ·va lues) • the single 
quotes must be used since INSDP regards the minimal terms as the 
character strings. The syst em may clash if quote(s) ar e omitted. 
The following section illustrates step-by-step ho w the IN SDP 
program is utilized to find the disjoint terms for the system 
network and its system reliability. 
Exhibit B-1 System Reliability Graph 
s The original ainimal ter111.s 
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 1 
2 . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 1 
3 ..... 1 1 1 
4 ..... 1 1 1 1 
5 ..... l 1 1 1 
6 . . . . . ..... l 1 1 1 
7 ..... . .... 1 1 1 1 
8 .... 1 1 1 l 
9 l l 1 1 
10 ..... 1 1 1 1 1 
11 ..... 1 1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 1 1 1 
13 . . . . . ...... l l 1 1 1 
Exhibit B-2 The Set of Hinimal Paths or Cuts 
OKLA HOMA STATE UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTER ASYNCHRONOUS COMMlJN ICA T1 
02.057 
ENTER SYSTEM NAME IN CAPITAL LETTER S <IBM OR VA X) 
VAX 
CUM 
U~ername : U5162AA 
Pas: c_:;,_ .. wrd: 
I I I ! ! 
I I 
! I I I ! ! ! ! I I I I I I I I ! I I ! ! I ! I I I I I 
OKL AHOMA STATE UNIVERS ITY 
lJI"iS 4. l 
I I 
I I 
I ! I 
! ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! I ! I ! ! I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I 1 I ! I 
NOTE! one of the disk drives is having hardware problems. This 1 s 
dua2, none of the normal user accounts are on it so user s ~ 
r1ot be affected. 
Last interactive login on Frida~~ 15-NOV-1985 14 !36 
ZDCL-W-UNDFIL, file has no t been oP ened b~ DCL - chec~ lo~ ical na m 
DISK QUOTA INFORMATION! 
User CU5162AAJ ha~ 928 blocks used, 1072 avail able , 
of 2000 authorized and Permitted overdra ft of 1000 bl ack~ en DU~ 
'1'- RU N I NSDF' 
IN TERACTIVE SDP PROGRAM 
*** MAIN MENU *** 
:i. , T 0 EN T E F;_: T H F D Pi :~ HF nu:, ~~ T I '.' F: L. \ 
·.::: , TO ENTE F· THE:: 1.:: .::, ·,· r::; Tl··:h:DULiH ~ ~- ::. L.[ 
. .::, , C<IT 













n r ' ~ 
~ ,- t 1 
r - l ::. 
INTERACTIVE DATA ENTRY MODE 
YOU ARE TO ENTER THE FOLLOWING ITEMS: 
THE NUMBER OF MINIMAL STATES--N 
THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS IN THE SYSTEM--M 
THE SET OF PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS FOR ~ACH CO MF ClNLNi- -F 
THE SET OF MINIMAL PATHS OR MINIMAL CUTS--S 










L ) u 


















YOU MAY ENTER DATA _NOW 
IF YOU MADE A MISTAKECS), REMEMBER WHICH ONE 













SC 1) = 11-11------' 
***LENGTH NOT EQUAL TO M·REENTER*** 
F'F\ESS RETURN TO CONTii'~UE 
S< 1) = '1-11--------' 
s ( 2) = '1---1--1----' 
S< 3) = '-1--11------' 




...;) = '1-1----1-1--' 
S ( 6) = '1---11--1--- ' 
S( 7) = -11--1---1-- ' 
***LENGTH NO T EQUAL TO M~REENTER*** 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
s ( 7 > = ' -11--1---1-- i 
8 ( 8) - ' -1-- 1--1---1 ' 
S( 9) = '-1 11-------1 ' 
S (l 0) - 1-1--1--11-- ' 
***LENG TH NOT EQUAL TO M,R EENTER*** 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
8(10 ) - '1-l-- ---11 - ' 
:·.i :··, ··.-
! \ • . -
Sf: O) - · 1- 1-- 1- -11 - - ' 
S( l :!. ·:,- ' -:L l J ··· :l ·-·---· :1. -· 
:::: ,: .i .... ~ ' - · I ·· - :L :1. .... .... ·-· ·-· ~- ··- l .... i. . 
S ~13) - '- 1 - :1. 0 - --- 1 - l c 
OP TIONS I N CHANGING INPUT VALUE S 
1. N VALUE 
2. M VALUE 
3. P VALUECS > 
4. S VALUECS ) 
5. NO CHANGES REQUIRED,PROGRAM EXECUTION REQUESTED 
6. EXIT TO MAIN MENU 
OPTIONS IN REENTERING S VALUES 
1. REENTER ALL VAL UE S 
~· SELE CTIVEL\ 
EN TER 1 OR 2: 
WHICH S VALUE !S TO BE ALTERED~ 
E N T E~ 1 . 1 , fTC , 
ENTER ONE NUM BER NO W 134 
***OUT OF RA NGE ~ REENTER*** 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
WHICH S VALUE IS TO BE ALTERED? 
ENTER 1,2, ETC. 
ENTER ONE NUMBER NOW 13 
8(13) = ' -1-11----1-1 ' 
MORE CHA NGES? ENTER Y/N N 
OPTIONS I N CHANGIN G INPUT UALUES 
1. N I,)AI_IJE 
2 ., r"i t)(~LUE 
3,, r- 1.J AUJEi:::;o 
4. S l.J AL.UE CS) 
**PROGRAM IS EXECUTI NG, PLEASE WAIT** 
**EXECUTION HAS COMPLETED** 
OUTPUT OF'T IONS 
1. OUTPUT THR OUGH SCREEN 
2. HARD COF·Y 
ENTEI:;: 1 OR 2 1 
SCPEEN_OUTPUT OPTIONS 
:t ., EJ.~i::::• PRH fT Oft' I.!·JPVT Ut: .Tt , 
2 , F.:: Cl : __ ~ :•: '·-' i~i : ... E: i·-IT Sf: T !J F:· f: I $ _To .V NT -:· L. F~: i~ ~::. 
3 . SYSTEM RCL I AP[L ITY 
4 . THE I MPORTA~CE OF r AC H COM PO NEN T 
5 . AL L OF TH~ A!OVE O?liONS 
6 • Fi: E:. T l..i I~J~ T (: 0 P T lC)(·.! :::, :U~ C 1-1 r.:·, io.l C·:d: i·~ f3 } i'W '.Ff ::: 
7 . F:ETUG.: 1'-l TD ·~)! J •·t= ·UT C)I:·T TON::: 
3. EXIT TO MATH MENU 
ECHO PRINT OF I NPUT DATA 
N 1JALUE I S 
M VALUE IS 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
1 ·- :l.:!. ·-· --- - - --
1- ·--:1. ·- - 1·····--·-·· 
-1. ·- - 1 1 --··· --··- ······ 
1.--1:1.-·l-·-·-········ 
i --1---- ·- :1. ··- j_ '- -
1---11 ---1 ·- ·-· -· 
- 1 :L -· - · 1 ·- -· ··- :1. ··· -
-1-- l - ·- l-- -- 1 
- :L !. 1 - ·-· -- -· ... - ·- 1 
:L - :l. - -1- - 11 -·-
-:l.ll-1-- ·- ·· 1 ·-
·-1 1. --- ··- 1- :t ··-1 
- 1 - J. J--- ·-l ·-·1 
ORI GINAL MINIM AL TERMS 
PRESS RE TURN TO CO NTINUF 
~ .•. ; __ : ! : . · · · ~~ !'.IT -.. .I i • 
0 .. 'iC· ( · 


















0111 00---- ·-1 
011101---0·-· l 
0 111 l 0 ·-0 ... - -· l 
[ WJI V~ti ... ENT OF DISJOINT TERMS 
PR ESS RETUR N TO CO NTI NUE 
1 0 :1.00 1 -0 1 1--
0 1 1101--·-01 0 
0 11000 -1-·1-1 
01 0 110-0 -1-i 
11 01:1.000- 1- l 
PRESS RETURN TO CONT INUE 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
THE IMPORANCE OF EACH COMPONENT IN SORT ED ORDE R 




















0.000 0 6 6 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
THE MO ST IMPORTANT COMPONE NT IS : 
PRESS RETURN TO CO NTINUE 
SCREEN_OUTPUT OPTIONS 
1. ECHO PRINT OF INPUT DATA 
2. EQUIVALENT SET OF DISJOINT TERMS 
3. SYS TEM RELIABILITY 
4. THE IMPORTANCE OF EACH COMPONENT 
5. ALL OF THE ABOVE OPTIONS 
6. RETURN TO OPTIONS IN CHANGING INPUTS 
INTERACTIVELY 
7. RETURN TO OUTPUT OPTIONS 
8. EXIT TO MAIN MENU 
**EXECUTION HAS COMPLETED** 
OUTPUT OPTIONS 
1. OUTPUT THROU GH SCREEN 
2. HAfUI COPY 
ENTER 1 DF: 2 
YOUR HARD CO PY IS READ Y. YOU W I~L RECEIVE AN CCHO 
F· F~:I I'.,!T iJ i=- IHF'U T D I~ITA ~ [i) !.IJ 1,)(4L_F! JT OF' DJS.JC 1 :: ;•.l"i T [L.' h'~ . .. 
SY STEM RELIAB I LI TY9 THE IMPORTAN8E OF EAC~ : C 8~PO­
NEf'J Tv AN II TH E MCit• T I ~iF' CiF:T ANT C::O"iF·iJ f'~ E"r~ T Dr~ S '(::;: .•. cr·, ·. 
PR ESS RETURN TO CON TINUE 
IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE THE HARD COPY , YOU SHO ULD 
EXIT AT THE MAIN ME NU. THEN US E THE APPROPRIATE 
PRINT COMMAN D, SUCH AS $ PRINT OUTFSDP.DAT / Q= BUS 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
*** MA IN MENU *** 
1. TO ENTER THE DATA INTER ACTIVELY 
2. TO ENTER THE DATA TH ROUGH FILE 
3. EXIT 
ENTER 1,2 OR 3! 3 
$ PRIN OUTFSDP.DAT/Q=UCC1 
Job OUTFSDP (Gueue UCCl, ent r~ 109 2) stsrted on UCCl 
$ LO 
U51 6 2AA logaed out at 15-NOU-1985 15! 06!49.1 3 
DISC 
APPENDIX C 





"'T":l _ ....., 
. :. .~, 
~C: I 
·.J 1J I 
2•'; : 
,J / : 
;- ,-, I 











29-DEC-1985 16 : 0 ~:5: 
INSTRAP: PROCEDURE OPTIONS<MAIN); 
1 :~: : ~ ~ ~****fi***W*******************************************************HM; 1 I* MAUNG H. LAY INTERACTIVE SI MPL IFIED TOPOLOGICAL *' 
l I* RELI~BILITY ANALYSIS PROG RAM ~: 
l I * OCTOBER 1985 <VAX COMPUTER SYSTEM> *··· 
l / !t :'t,. 
1 j * UPGRADED FROM DAVID V. FISCHER'SC1984) STRAPl PROGRAM *; 
1 ~ ~ *; 
1 I * FISCHER'S STRAP1 IS BASED ON THE WORK OF SATYANARAYANA AND *' 
1 /If f'R,~t\Ht~I"~AR <Si:,R) ct'/78). HmtE'.)ER, IT I5 A SIMPLIFIED t.'ER:~ : nN o:=- ~3M~ ,. , 
1 I * ORIGINAL WORK. INSTEAD OF BUILDING AN ACTUAL SEARCH TREE AS SUG- ~. · 
1 : ·lt 17ESTEit BY S~.~~~ PL/I FEATURE·-- J::.:ECIJRSitJE ROUTINES o"'I::.:E USED EXTGl- lf, 
1 . / ~ SIVELY TO 'ACT' AS A TREE. THE FOLLOWING PARAGRA PHS DESCRIBED *' 
1 / !t HIC lWRt~HIG LOGIC BEHIND FISCHER 'S OlUGINAL ~IO F:~~. ~~ ..-
J /)I: i~, · 














J. ,' ~ 
J. / ·Y: 
J. / ~f 
J. /-:~ 
1 ./ ~t 
1. /* 
1 / lf 
l /·~ 
l / ·~ 
1 / )(· 
1 / ~ 
1 / ~~ 
l ./~ 
1 . /* 






1 / ·:-+ 
·l /* 
.1 / )f 
. 1 / :•: 
1 .. !f 
t ... . : 
F\ULC IJ~K : RULC ONE STARTS BY Ct~LLHIG r; SUBROUTINE lHTHii! IT !C·,t 
CALLED SEARCH. SEARCH TRAVERSES THE GRAPH MUCH THE SAME WAY THAT *t 
fH:: MHIIH{;L F' iHHS lJC\E FOUND EXCEf'T THAT I.JHEN SEAI:\:CH 1.:~~CU UNT::F-.:S ;~ : 
A VERTEX WHICH HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY VISITED, IT RECOGN IZES THIS AS *' 
A CYCLE. DURING THE SEARCH PROCESS, SEARCH KEEPS TRACK OF THE VER-~ : 
TICES THAT HAVE BEEN VISITED BOTH IS UNA <UNA VAILABLE) AND IN *·· 
VE~TX (THE VERf:CCES IN THE ORDER IN WHiCH THEY HAVE BEEN VISITED)·* ' 
BY KNOWING THE ORDER IN WHICH THE VERTICES HAVE BEEtl V!S !TED, WHEN*; 
SEt-ii~Ci~ rHIOS ;.\ C'tCU::, \.'!SITS A '.JERT C:< 14HICH Hi4 :~ BEEN F'i:'(['.'IIJU3LY ~.(· ; 
VISITED, THE CYCLE · CAN BE FOUND BY MEANS OF THE PREVI OUS NODES. *; 
THE ARRAY VERTX IS TRAVERSED FROM THE FIRST CSLL UNT~ L THE CJR~ENT* . 
VERTEX IS FOUND. ALL VERTICES BETWEEN THESE TWO VERTI CES ~I ILL BE *t 
!/EJHICES IN THE CYCLE. THIS IJEf\TCX MHt THE 1-.'C~:: ·;r< HI ;·:-IE t!E\ r C!::LL :!·: 
WILL BE THE BEGINNING AND ENDING VERTICES OF THE FIRST EDGE OF THE ~, 
CYCLE. THIS CDG::: IS DELETED BY CALLHIG 1"\EMO'..'E ~-.~.1(1 :-iU l:~-~~!~.::~ TS lc ,' 
CALLED AGAIN RECURSIVELY. THE ACT OF DELETING THE EDG E OF TH E CY - ~' 
CU: t1r~Y DITfUI~)j iiiE F'RE'.'IDUS SE;;I:'(Cil. [\'( 1-:.~LLHIG :-\ULE .. _U~·fE, THE I<·; 
SEARCH OF THE GRAPH IS INITIALIZED WITH THIS EDGE DEL ETED TH US *; 
:3T~~I\TING THE :3Er~F:CH iJI,.'EF\ IHTH A t4E~l :J UBGF~AF'H. F'L/I CR ;::,~~TES :~ : 
'ENVIRONMENTS ' IN WHICH THE PROGRAM OPERATES. BY CALL ING RUL E_ONE * / 
I::E :~ur;:~JJIJELY .o THE PROGRAM CREATES A 'SlJf:I-CNJ~• :matiNEWI- , HI J.IJIIC:I TO l<· . 
PROCESS THE NEW SUBGRAPH. WHEN THE PROGRAM RETURNS, I T WILL HA VE H; 
iliE ;;,;HE F·r~Rr·iMETERS WHir;H C<ISTED AT TIIC TIME OF THE UlLL. n u :~ 1r: 
MEANS THAT THE CURRENT SEARCH WILL STILL BE IN PROG RESS . THE EDGE ~ ~ 
1-IHICH HAS DELETED · C.~N BE F\ESTOI\ED M~Li TilE ~·IC ~<T E:Iri3[ c,:Jt4 Ot: DE : J~T;:I!li : 
WITH A NEW CALL TO RULE_ONE. BECAUSE OF THE NATUR E OF ~ RECURSIVE * ! 
F' i~IJCEDURE, T!IE PI:'(OGI~: AM Ct;N ACT EXACTLY LH~E THE SEAI"o:CH Ti>::~~ ln: ·iH- lt / 
OUi I-IA'.}ING TO BUILD 14ND STORE THE TF<EE. IN THIS F· F:OGR AM , CALLING l<·, ' 
~~ l·::uu:: IS ANALOGOUS TO GOINI-' DDI~N TilE H:ES .~N[I :-) i.: ETlJ Fd-·l ·r:j ,:;t·li.; :_ ;j - 't! 
GOUS TO BACKTRACKING. REMEMBER THAT RECURSIVE ROU TINE ACTS AS A *I 
:JT,~Ct':HIG FUNCTION. I~HEN RULE_uNE IS r.;nu: TO SE1'11:;;CJI THE ~~tHI :~E TREE!t: 
WITHOUT FINDING THE CYCLE, IT CALLS RULE_TWO. * I 
•.:. . ... 
RULE TWO : SINCE RULE-TWO CAN ONLY BE REACHED BY FIRST GOI NG * ! 
Tl-lF:OUGH I~IJLE_ONE, THE SUBGI::: APH MUST BE r~CYCLIC. IF i~ t·l ,··,C fC!...TC Jr,' 
GRAPH HAS ALL I NTERNAL VERTICES WITH INDEGREE AND OUTDEGREE GREAT-*t 
ER THAN ZERO IT WILL DE P-ACYCLIC. THIS IS TRUE BECAUSC I N ORDER ~ ~ 
FOR EVERY VERTEX TO HAVE AN INDEGREE AND AN OUTDEGREE, IT MUST ~; 
\!,;' . 'C ,;r.J EDUE ON EITHEi::.: SIDE OF IT. SINCE AN EDGE MUST I-J,\ 1.'E ,~ '.'G.: - lf/ 









.~. · ....... 
i . l 
10.: ,, .. -





l J. 1:1 




L / 'f 
1 /·}(; 




1 / ·)f 
1 /* 
1 / ·)f 
1 /1f 
1 / ~f 
1 / lf 
l /i(-
1 /1{ 
l :' ~f 
J. I* 
J. / If 
1 /'tt 
1 / ,. 
1 /·~ 




1 / If 
29-DEC-1985 16 :03: 07 
29-DEC-1985 16 :02:52 
SIDE OF IT. THE ONLY WAY THAT ONE VERTEX CAN HAVE AN I NDEGRE£ AND H/ 
AN OUTDEGREE WITHOUT ENTERING THE TERMINAL OR LEAVING THE START, M/ 
IS FO R f) CYCLE TO DOTH ENTEl~ r~ND LEr~ I..'E THAT tJE RTEX. THE GI'.'EI'I SUB-~•/ 
GRAPH HAY NOT BE ACYCLIC BECAUSE THE DELETION OF EDGES HAY CAUSE A*/ 
POR.riON OF THE GRAPH, WHICH HAY CONTAIN A CYCLE, TO BE UNREA CHABLE* / 
BY SEARCH. DURING SEARCH, THE EDGES WHICH ARE TR AVERSED DURI NG THE*/ 
SEARCH ARE PUT IN ARRAY CALLED USED. IF THERE ARE ANY EDGES IN THEH/ 
GRAPtl WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN SEARCHED, AND ARE NOT IN USED, THEY WILL*/ 
BE DELETED . I F ANY OF THESE EDGES ARE IN THE WEIGHT, THE PROCEDURE* / 
RETURNS SINCE THE SUBGRAPH CANNOT BE MADE P-ACYCLI C. ALL OTHER * i 
EDG ES MUST BE 'I~ANGING EDGES' AND WI LL HA VE AN I NDEGREE OR CUTDE- *I 
GREE OF ONE OF THEIR BOUNDING VERTICES EQUAL TO ZE RO IF ANY OF * ! 
THE SE IS Hl THE l·lEIGHT, THE PROCEDURE f\J: TUFU·JS, lc;:ULC_ HI O THEN c,~LLS J</ 
P_GRAPH WHICH CHECKS THE SUBGRAPH TO SEE IF IT IS P-ACYCLIC. IF *I 
THE SUBGRAPH IS P-ACYCLIC, RULE-THREE IS C~LLED. ~/ 
lt / 
RULE THREE : RULE THREE SEARCHES THE ARRAY GR AP H FOR ENTRIES H/ 
WHICH ARE GREATER THAN ZERO AND DELETES THESE ENTRIES ONE AT A *t' 
fiM[. WHEN THE EDGE IS DELETED, IT CALLS P_GRAPH TO CHEC~ FOR A «! 
P-ACYCLI C GRAPH. IF THE GRAPH IS P-ACYCLIC, THE EDGES, ALONG WITH * I 
,~LL EDUES t·.JHI CH 1~1;:E IN A SEQUENCE WITH IT, AI:;:E STOi:;: CD HI TiiC M\l·u;Y J<' / 
CHILDREN. THE EDGE IS THEN RESTORED, ALONG WITH ALL OTHER EDGES * I 
If'.l HIE 1.3Efmr::tJC[, AND THE NEXT ENTf~Y IS DELETED. TI-IIS FI NDS i4LL ·:<·/ 
NEUTRAL SEQUENCES OF THE GIVEN GRAPH. SINCE THE CUR RENT GRAPH IS * / 
P-ACYCLIC, SUBROUTINE RELIABILITY IS CALLED. ONCE ALL NEUTRAL SE- ~/ 
QUENCES ARE FOUND• RULE FOUR IS CALLED AND THE ARRAY CHILDREN IS * I 
F'i~S !.3 ED TO IT. :~/ 
J. ./ ~: :,,. / 
l / ~ RULE FOUR : RIJLE_FOUR TAKES THE ARRAY CHILDREN AND SEAR CHES THIS~j 
1 /* ARRAY FOR AN ENTRY GREATER THAN ZERO. THIS ENTRY WILL BE THE BE- *I 
1 /·!f GI NNING IJERTEX tjF THE CH I LD. li:UU::_FOIJR THEN :::;Hdi:C!IES THI S CiJLU1"1t·l ·lt / 
1 I* OF THE AR RAY GRAPH FOR THE ENTRY I. RULE_FOUR THEN DELETES THIS ~ / 
J. / '~ CHI! r', ;~,tm SET~> CHILDREN< I> TO ZEFW, ;;ND CALLS ITSELF F\E Cl .! l·~: :H 1.'CJ_ I· . !< / 
1 I* ~!HEN RULE_FOUR RETURNS IT WILL CONTINUE THE SEARCH FROM THIS POINT*' 
I. /~t IN Til[ ,~,r:li:I~Y CHILDf\EN. ~i / 








!**~ ********************~****************************************** ~**~*/ 
/H D_FLAG: DATA FLAG, l=ON O=OFF H/ 
/l~ L_FU~G: LII'I~:: SET FL~G, 1=0N O=DFF k/ 
I* T _FLAG: TF:ACE FLAG., l =ON O=OFF :.</ 
/·~ L::-Li~G: IMF';Jf\Ti~~.l(~;: Cr~L CIJLrHION FLAG, 1==0N i)=OFF !~/ 
I* S_FL AG: SCREEN OUTPUT OP TION FLAG, l=ON O=OFF *I 
t / lf ILF!._ i-'\ G: l-lr~I~It COPY OUTP UT OPTION f-Lr~G, 1 =ON O=OFF ·~ / 
1. /l~ F:_FL. i;G: f~ELIABILITY Gr-1LCULATION FU1G, l=ON O=OFF ''(/ 
1 ;~ BOTH_OUT: INDICATES WHEN BOTH S_FLAG AND H_FLAG ARE ACTIUATCD K/ 
1 /* COMO: CHARACTER VARIABLE USED TO ACCEPT INPUT FROM TERMINA L ~/ 
1 /H N: NUMBER OF VERT I CES *I 
1. /It ~~: HUMBEr:: OF EDGES i<· / 
1 / )f ST:~IH: THE r·.JUHB[!;: OF START VERTEX ·!t-/ 
1 I* TERMINAL: THE NUMBER OF TERMINAL VERTEX * / 
~- /·)f ·lf / 




DCL (t~, l'!) FIXED BINAR'n 
DC L COMD CHARC1); 




J. -i 2 
!. L 
·I: .". 
J. ., .... 
~. ~ ~·; 
l DCL INFS TRAF' FILE INF'UTi 















































I _Fl r~G ==O i 
S_FLAG =Oi 
ILFLr:\1:; ==.;); 
R_FL AG =Oi 
BOTJLOUT=O; 
PUT PM:IE i 
PUT Sl\Ir' EDIT (' INTH:ACTIVE SH~AF' PROGRAM') (X <23) 1 A) i 
r· u r 'SlG ? ED I T ( , IHHf ltlHf )f lHHHf.IHHHHf ·)! *·It** lHHHf I ) ( X ( 2 3 ) I r1 .l i 
PUT ~iK I r' < 3) ED IT< '·H*MAIN MENU*** ' ) <X <26) , A) i 
P U f S r<I P <2 ) E D I T \ 1 1 • T 0 01 T EF\ THE [I AT A HIT C F\ A C T Il.' ElY 1 ) 0: <1 7) ~~~ ) i 
PUT Sl<IF' EDIT <'2. TO ENTER THE DATA THROUGH FILE') C<<L') d:, ; i 
PUT .SI<Ir· [[liT ('3. E>CIT'> <:<<17) dd; 
puT ~i I< IF' ( 3 ;. E [I IT ( 1 DH E R 1 I 2 0 R 3 ' ) ( X (7 ) I A ).i 
(;,f T U ST ·: C I) :1 [I ) i 
IF COHD='l' THEN GO TO INTERACT_DATAi 
IF COMD='2' THEN GO TO LOADFILE_DATAi 
IF Cm1D =-= ' :3' TH EN !HOPi 
Er:RORl : PUT SKI F' ( 3) EDIT ( 'lHHfOUT OF RANGE, f\EENTHOHH< 1 ) (X ( .1. 0 ) 11;) .i 
CALL ~ID'-,'ANCE.: 
GO iO ~·lr~ :ULHENU i 
HITEF.:ACT _DrHr~: PUT 1:·r~ GE i 
F'UT '31<IF' t; 2) EDIT<'INTEF:ACTIVE DATA ENTF:Y MODE') <XC2 0 ) ,A); 
PUT ~~tUF' EDITC'YOIJ ,.·,r.:E TO ENTEr\ THE FOLLI.HJii·::; DATA:') O: Cln , ,.\) i 
r··uT ~:LIF' (2 ) EDIT < 'THE ~IUMBEF\ OF \JEFniCES -· N') ()( Ot!) d,) i 
r-"UT S!<H' EDJT<'TIIE ~IUH I.!.f..:l~ DF EDGES - H') CX\t-'1) tM i 
PUT St\IF' EDIT<'THE NUMBEr.: OF STAF:T VERTEX -· STAf::T 1 ) CX(:l.t,) .• ;:·, ; i 
F'Ui ::)fUf' I:::DIT<'THE NUf1DU\ OF TEW1INM. '.'ERTE:'{- TEI~ tH N1~ L'~' ~X( .!.~ ) .l i~ ) i 
F'UT St<If'{2) EDITUAL:30 REQUIF<ED TO INPUT ---') <XC1 4 ) ,A) i 
PUr ~J i< I :·· EDIT<'THE INFlll:::t1ATIDt·l r~BDUT THE EDGE S , SUt:H M"l ' ) C<~ l. 4 ) ' "; ) i 
PUT SI;H· EDIT<'THE BEGINNING NODE, THE ENDING NODE,') O{(l q } , ~,) .: 
F'U T Sl<:i:F' EDIT C' THE DESH.:ED ST,HUS l::OIRECTED, 0·-= U:--I CtH\[LT :::D') tl'X (l4-) ,r:-r> i 
F' U T '31<I F' E [I IT ( ' THE F: E L I A B I LI T Y 0 F THE E D G E 1 i ( X C 1 4 ) , A ) i 
CALL ADW,NCE i 
l ru::CEF1E_ [! (\ fA: PUT PAGE i 
1 F'UT ~iidP (3) EDIT ('YOU MAY ENTER DATA NOW') <X <20) ,A) i 
:1. F'U T Sl<IF'· EDIT<'IF YOU MADE Pt ~1ISTAKE(S) 1 I'<Et1Et-!B EF: IHIICH ONE') C<C t '·~ ) ,,~) i 







PUT SIUF' (3) EDIT ( ' N::: ') <X (7) , A> i 
DE::; LIST (N) i 
F'UT SI<IF'(3) EDIT<'M= ') <X<7> ,A) i 
GET LIST I H) i 
J. [i !MIGE_ .Hif'IJT 1 : PUT PAGE i 
J. F'UT Sl<IF· (3 ) EDIT<' F:EQUEST TO CHANGE 1 ) <X ( 28), A) i 











PUT SI\I F' EDIT<' 2. H VALUE') <X <23) , A> ; 
f' U T 3 1'~ If· ED I T ( ' :~ • N 0 C H r=l N G E S , C 0 N TI N U E 1 ) ( X < 2 3 ) ~~~ > ; 
F' U T S I< IF· ( 3 ) E D I T < ' EN T E F~ 1. , 2 0 R 3 ' ) (X (1 7 ) 1 A ) i 
GET LI :;; T \ C mm ) i 
IF COMD='l' THEN GO TO NVALUEi 
IF COHD='2' THEN GO TO HVALUEi 
IF coHD=' 3 I rHEN GO ro co~n; 
29-DEC-1985 16:03:07 VA 
29-DEC-1985 1 ~:02:52 DU 
1 cf\F\liri2 : f·UT Sl'~ Ir-' ( 3) EDIT (' lf-IHHJIJT OF RANGE 1 REENTEF\ ·lHHf 1 ) (X ( 15) 11~) i 
1 CALL ADVANCEi 
I. GiJ TO C! !;·~~~~ i::J ~:: _ .T NPIJT 1 i 
J. 
1 NVALUE: PU T PAGEi 
J. PUT S I\ IF· ( 3 ) ED IT ( ' N = 
I PUT SKIP<2) EDITC'N= 
GET LIST CN) ; 1 
' I·! :J TtJ Cil(lt!Gi:_ .Hif'UT :1. ; 
l 
1 HVALUE: PUT PAGEi 
1 PUT SKIF'C3) EDIT<'M= 
PUT '31•d F' ·:·2: EDIT (I H= 
GET LIST (!o!i i 
1 
DU fl] CHr-itHJE_INf'tJT1 i 1 
J. 




DCL ANY CHAR<80) VARi 
PUT St~ I F' C3) EDIT<'PI~ESS 
GET LI:3T UHf() i 
RE";"Uf\t·l i 
END AD 1v1ANCE; 
1 LOADFILE _DATA: PUT PAGE; 
F\ETUI~N TO CONTINUE') \X (1 0) , ~~) i 
1 r·UT St~ H· EDIT\' YDIJR [tp(l·,~ riLE SHOULD IlE ALREADY CRE1HED') o: C~O), ;)) i 



















PUr SK IP EDIT<'THE DATA FILE SHOULD BE IN THE FOLL8WING FO R H~T') 
CX(20),A)i 
PUT SI<IF't2) EDIT\'~4,H,SJ!,') <X<20) 1A> i 
r:· U T S l<I F' ED I T ( ' B , E 1 D ,F~ , 1 ) ( X ( 2 0 ) , A ) i 
r:· U 1" :3 td F' E II 1 T < ' ' ) C< < 2 0 > , (~ ) i 
pUT s IU f:• E [I IT ( 1 • , ) (X ( 20) I A) j 
PUT SI·UF' EDIT <'B,E,D,Ii: ') <XC20) n)) i 
PUT SKIP<2> EDIT<'NOTE:USE COMMA TO SEPARATE THE VALUES, AND BETWEEN LI NES') 
C< (2()) , r~) i 
PUT SnF· (2) EDIT<' IF NOT 1 TYPE IN E TO EXIT TO f1AIN ~IENU ') <X <20) • A) i 
PUT St~H· . EDIT ('IF YES, TYPE HI C TO CONTI NUE ' ) \X (20), A) i 
DET LIST <COI1D) i 
IF COMD='E' THEN GO TO HAIN_MENUi 
IF COMD='C' THEN GO TO READFILEi 
1 EFmiJR1•1: PUT Sl<IP C3) EDIT<'***INPUT ERROR DETECTED,F;:EENTE!::.:lHHf 1 ) \X <.l ~:i) ,r;) i 
l CALL ADVANCE; 




~EADFILE : R_ FLAG=lJ 
OPEN r-I LE CH!FSTRM' ) INPUT .: 
I t4STFu',F' 




2 :30 J. 
2~31 1 
'17'"") _._,..:.,. 1. 
·; '7 .7 ., 
o~:.t.l \ ~ ~ 
234 2 ,, 
~=: ., ._._,w ;:; 236 ..:.. 
.-, ·-;r7 
..:., ,:J, 2 
238 ':> 
.... , R:~ Ci 7; 
:2!; 6 'l "'" 24 1 ·:i 
2 ·~2 
. ..., 
·• n·7 :'; ~ ...,,_, 








..:_·-y; ' , ..; :~ 5 {~-, 
251 7 
.-,c:-~ 
"'" . .J ...:... '· .., 
·.~ ::5 :~ 4 
2 5 4 7 ~· 
-~ s s OJ 
2 5 6 ,.:. 
• ; .::: 
· - \ .1, 
2 5 8 ..., 
~~ :5 '? ~ <'-
2 5 0 2 .. , .. :.. ~·.:.. I. ., ..:.. . ..., .!.•":. 
~ ... · ~ 'i 
. , ,: 7 ., 
...;.. \.1 '-' "-
264 .-, "'· ·-, , \:"' 
.:.C,J 2 
266 ') ..:.. 
....., / .. ··-: 
_,._ \J . 
,., 
2 6 8 . ..., ..:.. 
26 ? ' 1 ..:. 
'270 .., ..:.. 
271 ·; .-, ..,.~ '1 
.... , ..:.. ..:.. 
2 :;:~ · ·) ... ._ 
274 ..., ., . ..,~ ~ 
d ..:.. 
2?<~ •") 
277 ·") ..:.. 
2 7~3 '1 
279 "":· 
;2 [:() 2 
281 2 
-~~ u .2 ~ ~~ ....,,j "':'!' 
&.:..\.JV 
., 
GET FILE<INFSTRAP) LISTCNtH)J 
/lt 
COtH: PUT PAGE i 
A: BEGINi 
l~ / 
DCL <IN,OUT,GRAPHCO:N,Q:N),z,o,HO, SIGN,Nl,I,J,K ,D-NUH,START, 
TERMINAL,DATAC2*H,3) ,L INE,LLI NE) FIXED BINARY; 
DCL <RELJA,GRAPH-REL,EDGE_RELC2*M) 1REL(2*M)) FL OATi 
DCL COMO CHARCl) i 
GRAPH =Oi 
ILNUN =0 i 
~ELII\ "'t.Oi 
Gf.:APH_REL =0. 0 i 
t10 ·- -:li 
Z = Oi 
WI. = 1 i 
I] = 1i 
LINE=Oi 
LLINE=Oi 
IF R_FLAG=l THEN DOJ 
GET FILE!INFSTRAP) LISTCSTART,TERH INALl; 
DO I ~t TO Hi 
GET FILE<INFSTRAF'> LIST<DATA<Id) ,[IATA<I12) ,[IATA(!,3 ) 1F:EL<U) i 
DW i 
CLOSE FILECINFSTRAP) i 
FLFL1~G=O i 
GO TO CONT3i 
E:NDi 
F' lJ T SKIP ( 3 ) [ D I T ( 1 START""' ' ) (X ( 7) 1 .~ ) i 
GET LIST <START> i 
F'UT S.!:::IF'<:3) EDIT<'TERHINAL= ') <X<7 ) H~) i 
GET LIST<TERHINAL); 
CHANGE_INPUT2: PUT PAGE; 
F'UT StdP(3) EDITC'F\ELmEST TO CHc~f\1()[ 1 ) <X< ::!D ) ")) i 
F' u T ~i I<I F' ( 3 ) ED IT ( , 1. sTAR T VALuE I ) ( X ( 2 3 ) I A i ; 
PUT StU F' ED I T C ' 2 • TERMINAL lJi~ L IJ E ' ) C< ( 2 ~~) 1 fi ) i 
PUT SIUF' EDIT <'3. NO CHANGES, CONTINUE') <XC 23) ,A ) i 
PUT St\IF'C3) EDIT<'ENTE::R lt2 llF\ 3 ') (;<(l7) 1M i 
GET LIST<COHD> i 
IF COHD='l' THEN GO TO SVALUE; 
IF COMD=12 1 TH EN GO TO TVA LUEi 
IF COHD='3' THEN GO TO CONT2; 
CF\F\Dfi:3:F'UT S~~IP<3) EDIT<'H*OUT OF F\MIGE1 t\EENTERiPH·: ') 0:(.!.5) , (.; ) .: 
UiLL ADVANCE! i 
GO TO CHANGE_INPUT2i 
SVALUE: PUT F'AGEi 
F'UT SK!F'(3) EDITC'START= ',START> <X<7> ,A,F <3) > i 
PUT SI<IPC 2) L::IIIT<'STi~RT= ') <X<7) , ,~) i 
GET LIST (START> i 
·~ 




,J ,;_ J, 
":' ,., ~, 
· ... · .\·- . .:. 
323 
3:n 
325 -r .. ..., ; 
,:.. ...:..(j 
"7""'"'"' v~i
"! ' ')t:) 
-. .;~~u 
J29 











:': ;~ i> 
2 
2 
GO TO CHA NGE_INPUT2i 
? TVALUE: PUT PAGEJ 
~ PUT SKIPC 3 ) EDIT< 1 TERHINAL= 
2 PUT SKIP< 2 > EDIT< 1 TERHINAL= 




GO TO CHA NGE_INPUT2J 
2 C0Nf2: CALL DATA_INJ 
'"l 
"-
'1 CONT3: PUT PAGEi 
':l PUT 3KIF'(3) EDIT<'OUTPUT SELECTIONS') CXC30) ,A); 
29-0EC-1985 16: 03 : = 
29-DEC-1985 16: 02: : 
2 PUT S K I P C3 ) ED I T ( 1 1 , E C H 0 P R I NT , L I N ~~SET , ~~ N D R E l I A D I LI T Y 1 ) \:r~ ( H1 ) 1 M i 
') PUT ~ii<IP EDIT <'2. OPTION 1. AND HlF'OFna~NCE U\LCULAT ION') 0~(18) " ; ) i 
2 F'l Jf !3 K I p ED IT ( ' ;3 ' H\ AcE R 0 u T I N E I ) ( X (1 8 ) I ,!) ) ; 
2 PUT SIGP EDIT ('''· ALL OF THE ~lBOVE') ( ~(18) ,A); 
' 1 ,~. u T ~310 f• ( 3 ) ED :r T ( I ENTER 1 I 2 I 3 I 0 R 4 I ) ( X (1 ~ ) d\ ) ; 
2 GET LI5T(COHD)i 
~ . .:. . ., 





I F . COHD='l' THEN GO TO OPT1i 
I F C8HD= ' 2 ' THEN GO TO OPT2i 
I F COHD='3 1 THEN GO TO OPT3i 
I F COHD='4' THEN GO TO OPT4i 
::2 E li: R iJ W3 : p u T s K I F' ( 3 ) E Iti T ( I lHHt 0 u T 0 F RANG E I R E EN T U\lHH~ I ) i X (1 :"j ) I I~ ) ; 
2 CALL ADVANCEli 







i.l f' Tl. : D_FLAG=1 i 
L_FLAG=li 
DiJ 10 CONT4i 
~ OPT2: I _FL AG=li D_FLAG=ti l-FLAG=li 
2 GO TO CONT·!ti 
'1 .. :.. 
2 OPT3: T_FLAG=1i L_FLAG=li 
'" GO f O CDNT 4 i 2 
~ 
..:.. 






T _FL ;~G== 1 i 
I_FLAG =1i 
~ CONT4: PUT PAGE; 
·-. F' u r s 1< I P < 3 > ED n < 1 ouT P u r H on E ' > < x < 3 o > ~~~ > ; 
2 F' U T S I< IF' ( 3 ) ED I T ( 1 1 , SCREEN 0 U T F' U T REQUESTED ' ) ( X < 2 0 ) , A ) i 
2 PUT S t<I f" ED IT ( 1 2, Hr;R[I COPY RE!) IJESTED 1 ) il~ ( 2 0) "4) i 
2 F'UT SKIP EDIT <'3. All OF THE ABO VE') <X<20) ,A) i 
2 PUT :31<:i:F'C3) EDIT<'ENTER 1,2, OR 3· ') <X<15) ,A) i 








IF COHD='1 1 JHEN GO TO OUTHODE1i 
IF CDKD= 1 2 1 THEN GO TO OUTHODE2i 
IF COMD='3' THEN GO TO OUTHODE3i 
2 ERR~R9:PUT SI<IP(3) CD!T<'***OUT OF F\ANGE,F-:EENTER*if* ') (X\15) ,A) i 
., CALL ADVAM CEli 
29-DEC-1 985 16:03:07 VAX 
29-DEC-1 985 16:02 :52 DUAC 
2 GD TO CONT4i 
') 
:; oUH11lDE 1 : S_FLAG::: t i 
,, GO TO CIUT _l i 
" 2 OUT~IODE2: 1-l_flf-'\G=i j 
., GIJ TO OUT _l; 
2" 
., UlJTMODE3: DO II·L.U\JTc..: l i 
'! 
~ OUT_l:PUT PAGE; 





Ir D _FLAG~l THEN DOi 
F'UT Sl<!f-'(3) EDITC'ECHO F'FUNT OF INPUT DATA') CX(30) tA) i 
F'IJT m<IP<3: EDIT< '~·10. OF '.'ElHICES = 1 1N) <X<15) ,!~uF\:'5)) i 
PUT ::i10F'C2) EDITC'NO. OF EDGES = ',M) CX<J.5) 1AtF(3)) i 
1·· U T S t:: H' C'~ ; ED l T \ ' ~3 T .~ IH l) Ef\T t: X = ' ,S T M.: T) 0~ ( 15 ) d1 , F ( 3 ) ) i 
PUT Sl\IF' <2> EDIT c 'TEF:t1INAL VEF.:TEX = '1 TERMINAU ex os> 1 A 1 F c::) l ; 
U1LL {:lD1v'ANCE1 i 
F'UT PAGE i 
U1L. L HE A DEF: i 
DO J ~ 1 TO M BY 15i 
[tO I =J TO J+H; 
IF I <=M THEN PUT SI<IF' EDIT<I.o 1 • 1 1DATAC!d),[IATACI,2hDATAO,:;n ,F:EL 0)) 
-: ;: ( 5 : I ~- ( 3 : ' ,; I .>: ( B ) I F ( 4 ) I X ( 5 ) I F ( 4 ) I :.< ( ,s ) f F ( •i ) ' .< ( 1 2 ) ' F ( 5 ' ::· ; ) i 
ENDi 
5 C~LL ADVANCEli 
::i IF I< =~1 THnt c;1LL HEADER i 
5 CND i 
·1 END_; 
,__, ENOi ,, 
.;; 
;,· IF (H_FLAG=1 BOTH_OUT=l) THEN DO; 







" J ·~ 
4 
4 
DPEt-1 FILE<!'JUTFILE) TITLE<'OFSTF<AP.DAT'> i 
PUT FILE<ClUTFILE) SI<IF' EDIT ( '~HHHH·>t iNSTF:AF'******') <X<35) ,A) i 
P\H FILC O:LHJTFI LE ) SKl f'(3) EDIT<'ECHU F'FGtH OF IN PUT DA7A'> \X(25) 1ii) i 
F'UT FILE<OUTFILE) Sl<!F'(3) EDIT<'NO. OF VERTICES = 1 tN)(X(20 ) n~,F \3)1 i 
F'UT FILE<DIHFIL[) SKIP<::!> EDITC'NO. OF EDGES = ', H) C(CN) ,.-'l !i'~\,3 ) ~~ i 
F'UT FILE(OUTFILE) SKIF'(2) EDIT<'START VERTEX = 1 ,ST ART)C'.( (20) d·'IJ F (3)ii 
PUT FILE <OUTFILE) SKIP<2> EDIT<'TERMINAL VERTEX - 'tTERHINAL ) 
(X ( 20) , A, F < 3) ) i 
PUT FILE<OUTFILE) F'AGEi 
PUT FILE \OUTFILE> SI<IP EDIT< 'EDGE NO.', 'FROM' ,'TO ', 1 DH;ccnml', 
'F.:ELIABILITY') (X(5) ,A,X(5) ,A,X(5) ,A ,:< (5) IAt X(5) ,A ); 
PUT FILE \OIJTFILE) ~11U P (2) i 
DO I = 1 TO Mi 
PuT FILE .; nuT n L u stu P ED r r <I , ' • ' , DATA < r 1 u , DAr r~ u 1 2) , n ~  T A <I 1 3) 1 F.: c L C[) ) 




., -~ ., 
·-(·..,J.I, 
432 
. ..... J 
434 
.;7t:;: . ., .... .... 
2 
29-DEC-1985 16 :03 :07 
29-DEC-1985 16:02 :52 
~ !~********************************************************************** ! 2 I*· THIS SECTION REA DS TH E INPUT DATA INTO THE ARRAY 'GRAPH'. ALSO *I 
2 ,'H IF UN DIRECTED EDGE IS FOUND, TRANSFORMATION TO DI RE CTED EDG ES IS * I 
~ /M CARRIED OUT. *I 
~ I~*****W~~***********~**************************************************' ·"") 
.:.. 




















DO I = 1 TO Hi 
K=K t- 1 i 
J=GRAPHCDATACK,1),DATACK,2)); 
I F < J ,., "' 0 ) THE t 4 [I 0 i 
EDGE_RELCJ) = EDGE_RELCJ) + 
K= K .l i 
1'"1= M - 1 i 
t::Nt~ i 
REL<K) - EDGE_REL<J) * RELCK); 
ELSE DOi 
GRAPH CDA TA<K,l),DATA (K,2)) = Ki 
E»GE_R EL <K)= RE LCK) i 
ENDi 
IF <DATA Cl( ,3) = 0) THEN 
I F t G Fir~ F' H ( D (.)T 1H K 1 2 ) Jll AT A ( I"~ 1 1.) ) r. = 0 ) THEN D 0 i 
.J = GF~APH<DATA<K,2) ,[IATACI\,1)); 
ED~E-R~L(J)= EDGE_RELCJ) + RCL<K) - EDGE_REL<J> * REL<Kl i 
ENDi 
ELSE DOi 
11 = r1 '"" 1. ; . 
GRAPH(DATA<K,2),DATA(K,l)) = Mi 
EDGE_REL (M> :: FiEL (K) i 
DATA(H,2>= DATACI\,J.) i 
DAfA(H ,l>= DATA<K,2) i 
DAT A(M ,3)= DATACK,3) i 
ENCii 
ENDi 





















DCL O.JEIGHTCM) ,p_FLAG,UNACN) ,BITl,BITO) BIT<U i 
DCL D_S[Q(H + 1,2) BINARY FIXEDi 
DCL HIF'OF\T ANCE <M) FLOAT i 
[t_SEQ=Oi 
I Mf' Of\ f M'ICE =O. 0 i 
BITl=' l'B i 
DITO='O'Bi 
viEIGHT =E:ITO i 
DO I = 1 TO Hi 
IF (EDGE_REL<I> = -1) THEN WEIGHT<I>=BITli 
ELSE RCLIA=RELIA * EDGE_REL(l)i 
END; 
I F (S_FLAG=1:BOTH_OUT=1) THEN CALL HEADER1i 
IF CH~rLAG=1:BOTH_OUT=1) THEN CALL HEADER2i 
... .. 
v •~• . Y 
-~t.:5 
······ l• .. '. J ;, r:\-.' 
- ,\,I ~ 
·,;:·1:) .. ..... .'
-!E!'7' 
!,0,.\ .,, ' 
Lt S) l 
·~ r; ·-, -.· ~ . :.. 
t:S"'3 
:· .. · ·: 
29-DEC-1985 16:03:07 
29-DEC-1 985 16 :02:52 
;3 / !f * lUHt ~HHf JHHHHHHt ** * * **** * * ***** H **-If ·lt** **if***** JHf -If* iHf -If lf*if -If iHHHHHt lf ·lt iHf lf -If ·l! if ·lf / 
3 /M THE FOLLOWING ROUTINE SEARCHES THE GRAPH AND COUNTS THE NONZERO *I 
/ :r EN TFU ES. THE: TOTc~L FOR EACH Fi OW AND COLUMN IS THEN F·UT TN THt: : EJ.;:O l•/ 
·~?·-~·.· /M CELLS FOR EACH ROW AND COLUMN. *I 
~ ,'HMH*MMHHlt-lf*H~H~HNH MHHHH*****************************H-IfHNHH*#HNHHHHHHHH*/ 
-~ DIJ I = l TO Ni 
DO J = 1 TO Ni 
IF <G F.:M·II(IJJ > > i)) THEN DOi 
GRAPH<I,Q)=GRAPHCI,O) + li 




/HH HHHHHH*******************************************HH -IfHHH HHHHHHH-If HHH -IfHH/ 
3 I * THE FOLLOWING DO LOOP CHECKS TO SEE IF THERE ARE ANY EDGES ENT ERI NG*/ 
3 /H TtiE STARTI~G NODE, LEAVING THE TERMINAL NO DE , OR, NHICH L[~V~ AND *I 
3 / H ENTER A SINGLE NODE. SUCH EDGES WILL BE IN THE START COLUMN, THE * I 
1 / ~i i"Cfi~1Hfc~L ROl·~ OR THE DUH:IONAL. lt / 
~-· / ft THESE TYPES OF EDGES WILL CONTRIBUTE NOTHING TO THE RELIABI LITY AND H/ 
- !M MUST DE REMOVED ALONG WITH ANY SEQUENCES WHICH CONTAI N TH EM. THIS ~/ 
3 ! M ROUTINE ALSO REMOVES ALL 'HANGING' EDGES. *I 


















DO I == 1 TO Ni 
IF (GF.:AF'H<I,START) > 0) THEN CALL F~EMOt../E(I,START,z ,BITO) .i 
II- <GFUW'H<TEfmHML,I> > 0) THEN CALL F:: EMOVE\TEF.:M Hh;L_,:c, z ,£1I T0) i 
IF (Gf.:AF'H<Id) ) 0) THEN CALL F:EM()t,JE<IJ!,z,BITO) i 
IF (I"= Siill1:f) THEN IF <GF.:r.:-.i='H(Od )=O ) fi-10! IF O:GI:;: r-\F'I~O, •)) > 0) 
THEN DO J = 1 TO N; 
IF <GF~c:;F'I·I <I , .J) > 0) THEN CALL REMOI . 'E n , J, z , r:u T<> > i 
ENDi 
lF' U ···= TCF.:M I NriU THEN IF < GE:AF'!~ <:[ 10) =0 > THEN IF \GFi ;~f'l·l Uh 0 > 0:)) 
THEN DO J =1 TO Ni 




IF (g_FLAf3= .l: El0TtUJUT=1) THEN DO; 
PUT SKIP EDIT<'---------'''GRAPH RELIABILITY',GRAPH_REL) ( c f) L ( 6 0) ' ~~ I c 0 L \ :l) I (~ ' c 0 L ( 6 0) ' F ( 8 I 6 ) ) i 
CALL ADVA NCEli 
PlJT PA G[ i 
IF (I _FLAG=U THEN DOJ 
F'UT SKIP EDIT<' EDGE IMPORTANCE') {A) i 
F' U T S U F' C2) i . 
DO J = 1 TO M BY 15i 
DtJ I::::,J TO J+14i 
IF I<=M THEN PUT SKIP EDITC'IMPORTANCE(',It') =',IMPORTANCE(!)) 
\,~~F<2) ,A,F(9,6) >; 
El'ID; 
C'A Ll_ AIJIJANCE 1 i 














IFCH_FLAG=l:BOTH_OUT=l) THEN DOi 
29-DEC-1985 16:03:07 VA: 
29-DEC-1985 16:02:52 DUt 
PUT FILECOUTFILE) SKIP EDIT<'---------'''GRAPH RELIABILITY',GRAPH_REL) ( c I] L ( 6 0) I A I c 0 L ( 2 0 ) ~~~ I c 0 L ( tS 0 ) , F (8 I 6 ) ) i 
PUT FILECOUTFILE) PAGE; 
IF (I_FU1G::: U THEN DO; 
F·UT FILE <O UTFILE) SKIP EDIT ('EDGE IMPORTANCE') <A> i 
PUT FILE \rjlJTFILE) SKIP (2); 
DO I =1 TO Mi 
PUT FILECOUTFILE) SKIP EDITC'IMPORTANCE<',I,') =',IMPORTA NCEC I )) 
(A,F(2) ,A,F(9,6)) i nw; 
nm.: · 
E~m; 
t f' OLFLAG-= I.: BUTI·LOU fc:: I.) THEI-l DO i 
CLOSE FILECOUTFILE)i 
PUT F'11GE i 
PUT SI<IP(3) EDIT<'YOUF: HARD COPY IS READY') CXC20) ,A) i 
PU1 SKIP C!) EDITC'OUTPUT r-ILE Nc~M[ IS OFSTF<AP.D~oT') CXC20) ,r~); 
Ci-~LL ~l [1'.);~ ~ICE: 1 i 
FUT Pt~i)E i 
PUT SKIPC3) EDIT<'IF YOU WISH TO RECEIVE THE HARD COPY, YOU SHOULD' ) 
(X ( 20) I A) ; 
PUT SKIP EDITC'EXIT AT THE MAIN MENUt THEN USE THE APPROPRIATE') (X( 20) ,A ) i 
F' tJ T § K l F' ;::: Ir I T .; ' r:· f~ I N T C 0 t1 t1 r) t.f 0 , SUCH r) S t? F( I N T lJ F ~; T F\ f) F' , i:l ~~, .. 1- ..' D:::: (I U ~:; ' ~· •, < \ ::: •) ) , ,; ) j 
CALL tlD'-.'AI'JCEl i 
EN [I;. 
!JIJ TO MfU~LHENIJ i 
w ~ ~~~***'f"**~*****************************************""*************~* ~* / 
~ I * RULE ONE SEARCHES THE GRAPH FOR CYCLES AND DELETES THE EDGE OF THE *I 
/H L ~ CLE. RULE ONE IS THEN CALLED AGAIN RECIJRSIVELY UNTIL TH£ SEARCH I S*! 
J I * COMPLETED WITH NO CYCLES FOUND. RULE TWO IS THEN CALLED. RULE ONE * I 
' /lf :<EEF'S H\AU~ OF TI-lE EDGES '.'ISITED DUfUNlJ FINAL SEt~I'( CJ-1 :LN TH E i~oF.:rc:, : If/ 
~ I* ' USE D' . WH EN RULE TWO RETURNS, RULE ONE RESTORES THE FIRST EDGE OF H/ 
~ I* TtiE MOST RECE NT CYCL E AND DELETES THE NEXT EDGE AND CALLS RUL C ONE H/ 
~ f* UNTIL ALL EDGES OF THE CYCLE HAVE BEEN DELETED. THE PROCEDURE RE- *I 





RULE_ON E: PR OC RECURSIVE; 
DCL (')Er~T X (~·I+U ,~H) FI XED BINAF<Y i 
DCL <USED<M) ,ANCESTOR<M),CYCLE_FLAG) 
\.'EF\ T:.<=o') i 
USED='O'Bi 
(-H·ICCSTU f( = ' 0 I [! ; 
CYCLE_FLAG='O'Bi 
UN i-~ :-:: t! I T :) i 
USED =f:.ITli 
IJE :-;TX ( 1) =S T?'oRT i 
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61.6 
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·":J l8 
( ·1 iJ 
\ ... . 1. I 
62·~) 
,;~ L 
622 ... ;: 
• ..- ..:... >J 
02,:} 
··.:· 




CI-)LL ~J EM(CH <STr~Rn; 
IF <CYCLE_FLAG=BITO> THEN CALL RULE_TWOi 
F:ETtmN i 
4 
;. SE,;F~CJ{: PF<OC <START) RECURSIVE; 
5 DCL <START,L,Ll,N2) FIXED BINARY; 
-=: N ·1 =-= ~·f l + 1 i 
~ It CtTART = TERMINAL) THEN RETURNi 
::; T F (UNA (S1' AF\T ) ) fHEt·f DtJ i 
6 CYCLE_FLAG=BITli 
L ~.:. I. i 
DO WHILE <VERTX(L) A= START); 
L = L +l i 
7 ENDi 
DO Ll = L TO N1-2i 
29-DEC-1985 16:03:07 
29-DEC- 1985 16:02:52 
I F <l·f E I !J H T ( r; D S ( G F\ A F' H ( l.' E F<T X < U. ) , lJ E F\T X ( L 1 + l) ) ) ) -= B I T .:n T H [ ~·! D D i 
U1LL r:EMOVE<VERTX<LU ,•JEF\TXCL1+1) ,z,BITU i 
~NCESTOR -= ~ElGHTi 
cr-,LL fWLE-ONE i 
:.:;• ~EIGHT = ANC~STORi 
8 
(:0 
















UNA ':STAF:T) = BITl i 
DO i'l2 = 1. TO Ni 
IF Wl=i:IW'HC3Ti.)F:T,N2) > 0) THEN DOi 
'·.'ERTX ( ~.Jl) =N2i 
USED< SRArHCSTART,N:l> = BITOi 
CALL '3EARCH <N2) .i 
IF {CfCLE_FLAG) THEN RETURNi 
UNA<N2)=BITOi 
VERT/. (t.f U =0 i 





END SEM<CH i 
4 !*********~********************************************************~**** ! 
4 /~ RULE TWO DELETES ALL UNNECESSARY EDGES BY DELETING ALL EDGES WHICH H/ 
,t /1< lltWC i:l BEf:JINNHII3 lJE:ntx WITH IN-DEGREE, GRAPIHN,..)>, or ZG1o nr~ 1'1N li' / 
~ /H ENDING VERTEX WITH OUT-DEGREE, GRA PHCO ,N), OF ZERO. SUCH EDGES ARE H/ 
4 /H KNOWN AS 'HA NGING EDGES'. THE RULE ALSO DELETES AL L EDGES ~HlCH WERE ~ / 
4 I* NOT VISITED BY .THE FINAL SEARCH OF RULE ONE. THE RULE THEN CALLS H/ 
4 /!E :· GF.: ,:~PH TO SEE IF TilE i:',;EMAHIING GRAPH IS A P GR.,,PI-1. IF SlJ, Tilr:: :WU:: ~: / 
4 /H CALLS RULE THREE, OTHERWISE IT RETURNS. H/ 
4 /HHH~HHHHH*HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHMHHH*HHHHHHHHHHHHH* H H**** I 
4 
' i IWLE_HIO: PRDC i 
5 DCL CI,J ) FIXED BINARYi 
· ~ DU I ::.: l 'f D N i 
' I ; 
·· ;-, . . r·. 
,j ) 1', i I ., 
•""' 





L i. '") 
\.1\J a:.. 
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\~' t.: .~~ 
29-DEC- 1985 16:03: 0 7 
29-DEC-1985 16:02 :52 
IF \I '·::: STt~F(f) THEN IF <GRAPH<Od)=O) THEN IF WRAPH\I,!)) ~ 'v') TH£N 
















I F \GRAPH<Id> > 0) THEN CALL REMO'.'E<I,J,z,BI TO) i 
ENDi 
IF (I···::: TEf<HINAU THEN IF<GRAP!-1(!,0)=0) THEN I F <GRAF'J-1(0,:[)) 0 ) THDf 
DO J = 1 TO Ni 
IF \GF~APH C.Jd ) > () ) THEN CALL REMOI...'E<JdtZd::I TO) i 
ENDi 
ENDi 
D 0 I :: J. T 0 tH 
DO .J = l TO N i 




5 CALL P_GRAPH; 
5 Ir (F'_FLA(J) rH D l CALL r\IJLE_nmEEi 
§ f;: ETUF: ~l i 
... END IWI .• :::: _ TI~O; 
·~ END F:ULE_!JNE i 
3 ~~ ~ ~~****~********~-·~·#************************ ************~*********** ! 
~ /~ RULE THREE FINDS ALL CHILDREN OF THE GI VEN GRAPH BY DELE TING ONE * I 
.:. /!f SELWHICE rH A TIME M~D C r~LUNG F'_Gf\ r·WH UNTIL ALL ~3 E:11JEt·l i:E !~ lli~. ' .IE DEEN1f / 
3 /H DELETED . THESE CHILDREN ARE STORED IN 'CHILDREN ' AND RULE FOUR IS *,' 
·. /l! CALLED. )<:/ 
~ ~~~ ~******************************************************** * *** ********! 
3 RULE_THREE: PROCJ 
•i DCL <CHILDI;:ENtH) !TEHP,I,J,~~ ) FIXED BINM~Yi 
4 DCL ~1NCESTOF:: CM) BIT 0) i 
.:y 
4 CHILDREN,Oi 
~ DO I = 1 f O Ni 
5 DO J = 1 TO NJ 
( j T E H F' := G F\ ;~; P II ( I , J) ; 
6 IF CTEMP > 0) THEN IF <WEIGHT<TEMP>=BITO> 
;.; THCt4 IF <CIIILDF\EN <TEMF') =0) THEN DO i 
7 CALL REMOVE<I,J,z,BITO>i 
7 CALL P_GRAPHi 
7 IF CP_FLAG> THEN DOi 
8 CHILDREN<TEMP>=Ii 
B 1·~ =0 i 
8 DO NHILE(D_S[Q([I_NUM-Kt1) A= I>; 




7 CALL RESTORECI,J); 
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~:- .. 
4 CALL RULE_FOUR<CHILDRENJ; 
4 WEIGHT =ANCESTORJ 
·~· REIUF::N; 
~ END RULE_T HREE J 
29-DEC-1985 16 :03: 07 
29-DEC-1985 16 :02: 52 
~ / K*~H~HHHHUHHHHHHHHM H*HHHHH*******************HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH****~H~/ 
3 /M RULE FOUR DELETES THE LOWEST NUMBERED CHILD FROM CHILDREN, DEL- H/ 
.3 /lf ETES THAT CHILD FFHJH 'CH ILDREN' t~ND 1:::EC 1~1 LLS ITSELF ;,GAIN . HiE nuu:: ·l,'/ 
=.~ / H CONTINUES UNTIL A NON-P_GRAPH IS ENCOUNTERED AT WH I CH TIME IT RE- *I 
_ : lt I"U!n!S . IT F\ESTOF\ES THE FIRST CHILD AND DELETE S TilE SECOND CIIILi) THEN lf/ 
~.~. /l~ CALLS ITSELF AGAIN. IT CONTINUES UNTIL 'CHI LDREN' IS EMFT<. X/ 






RULE-FOUl~: PFWC <FrHifEW:~) RECURSitJEJ 
DCL (I,J,K,L , ELDER_BRO,CHILDREN<M>> 
DCL H FIXED B IN~RYJ 
DCL MICESTOF~ (11 ) BIT ~ 1) ; 
·ncl.. FATHF.R$\-1") FI:<ED O INAF~Y; 
\ I= I. .; 
4 .J=l; 
·~ K= l. i 
~i L=l i 
~i E:LDEfLBRO::::t; 
LJ CHILDF~EN=J. .i 
4 
4 DO K =1 TO MJ 










L=D-NUM + li 
\:10 IIHILE (1-{ ~1 ) ; 
DU WHILE<CHILDREN(l) <=0) i 
I=I t- li 
IF <I ) M> THEN RCTURNJ 
EN Lt i 

























1< =1< +1i 
ENDi 
ELDER_BRO=CHILDREN(I)J 
J:-::It . J~U~1 + 1 i 
CALL REMOVE<E LDER_BRQ,K,z,BITl)J 
DO H =J TO D_ NUMJ 
CHILDRENC-G RAPHCD_SEQCH,l),[I_5EQCH,2)))=0 J 
EtH) i 
Cf1 LL F' _GF\ AP H; 
IF (P_ FLAG ) THEN DOJ 
CALL RELIABILITYi 
,-:.o,t~C niTlJF~:= i~E I GHT; 
CALL RULE_FOURCCHILDREN)J 
~·I E I GHT== r::. ~·ICESTO F\; 
ENDJ 
EL SE on; 
L=O i 
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Dn HIH LE <GRAPH< n_sca < D_NIJM-L, 1 > , D_SEQ < D_NUM-L, :n > -~= 
GRAPHCELDER-BRO,K))J 
NE IGHT<-GRAPHCD_SEQCD_NUM,l),O_SEQ(D_NUM,2)))~BITOJ 
L=L + li 
ENDi 
WEIGHT<-GRAPH<ELDER_BRO,K))=BITOJ 




END I~\ULi£_F otm i 
/ft~N~*~~******************************~***»~****** ***** ~************** * *I 
/H REMOVE IS THE SUBROUTINE WHICH REMOVES A REQUESTED EDGE AND ALL *I 
/ :c ED:~~CS HHI CH HAY DE HEMBEF\S OF ,~ SECHJENCE l•IHI CH I NCLUDC ~-~ THE :<:Ef~ L! t.:!~T ··it/ 
I* ED EDGE. THE FOUR PARAMETERS PASSED TO THE SUBROUT I~IE AR E THE ·rwo * I 
/J(· '-.!E f~ riCES OF THE REQUESTED EDGE, THE DIF:Er~TION, AND TH E l-IEIGHL FL,-0,[3. ·!!:/ 
I* THE DIRECTION IS USED SINCE THE PROCEDURE IS RECURSI VE. WHEN ·rHE * I 
/lt F'F\IJCEDUF<E IS INITIALLY CALLED, THE DIF\ECTION IS ZEF\0, THE ;=·!=: at: :~::llJF:E l!/ 
I* WILL THEN CHECK TO SEE IF THE BACKWARD DIRECTION HAS AN EDGE WH I CH M/ 
'" lH LL DE (, f'r.~ fn OF THE :3EllUENCE. IF Ml [ [I[Jc E:<I STS HI THE 81:) 0': ~-I(:I ::: D :f / 
I * DIRECTION, THE PROCEDURE CALLS ITSELF WITH A DIRECTION OF - 1. THE * / 
/ H PRUCEDUR I: NEXT CHECKS IN T.lE FORWARD DIRECTION (1). THE PRO CEDU RE H/ 
I * THEN REMOVES THE RE QUESTED EDGE. THE WEIGHT-FLAG IS USED TO DETER- * I 
I* MINE WHETHER OR NOT TO INCLUDE THE REMOVED EDGE I N THE !JEIGHT . A u; 
I* VALUE OF 1 WILL WEI GHT THE EDGE~ * I 
.'~*** * ***HHMHM~~HHHHH#ft~ **************************** ****** **** ***H HHHHHH/ 
~EMOVE: PROC<OUT,IN,DIR,WEIGHT_FLAG) RECURSIVE; 
DCL <OUT.IN,DIRdJJ) FIXED BINARYi 
DCL WEIGHT_FLAG BIT(H) i 
IF CS_FLAG~t:BOfH_OUT=l) THEN DOJ 
IF <T _FLAG=l> THEN PUT SI\IF' EDIT< 'REMOVE ') <A) i 
IF CT _ F L 1Cj D = 1 ) f HEN 1::. U T ED I T < G R r~ F' H (0 U T , I N ) ) < F ( 3 ) ) i 
ENDi 
IF (H_FLAG=t:BOTH_OUT=1) THEN DOJ 
IF ( f _Fll-'iG=U THEN F'UT FILE <OUTFILD SKIP EDIT ( 'F\EMO\.IE ' ) U:>t ) i 
IF (T _FLAG=U THEN F'UT FILE <OUTFILE) EDIT <GRAPH <OUT, HI> ) (F CS) i ; 
EtiD i 
IF CGRAPH<OUT , IN) <= OJ THEN RETURNJ 
J= GRAPHCOUT,IN>; 
IF (fi:m = O> THEN IF <WEIGHT (J) =BITO) THEN DO; 
ILNUH=D-NUM + 1; 
[I_SEU ( D_tWM I 1) = LlUT; 
D_SEQCD_NUM,2)= INi 
I F (WEIGHT_FLAG> THEN WEIGHTCJ)~BIT1i 
GRAPH<OUT,IN>=- JJ 
61Vd"'fl \OlH} 0) =GRAPI-HOUT I 0) - 1i 
GF:AF'H (0 dN> =GRAPH <O dN) - 1 i 
ENDi 
IF (DIR ( 1) THEN IF CGRAPHCOUT,OJ=O) THEN IF<GF\AF'H((),QIJT>=U THEN 
DO I = 1 TO Ni 
IF \ GH MOH <I , OUT) > 0) THEN IF <WEIGHT <GRAPH < I ,OUT)) = E:I TO) THDI DO i 
,., 
I 
·.~ . .... 
-· ·-· 
I I 



















29- DEC-L985 16 : 02:52 
IF <WEIGHT-FLAG) THEN WEIGHT<-GRAPHCI,OUT> >=BITli 
GRAPH co 1 oun ::::o; 
GRAF'HC I IO)=GRAPH(I,O> - 1i 
CA~L REHOVECI,QUT,MOIWEIGHT_FLAG)i 
I = N + li 
ENDi 
ENDi 
If (!J lR '-n THEN IF (Gf~t~F'H<OilN)=O) THEN IF <GI~API-I<HI, O >=U THE N 
DO I = l TO Ni 
IF (CRPIPH<Itbl) > c)) THEN IF <WEIGHT<m~APH<INd l )= £t:rT O ) fii EI'-l DO i 
G~APH<INti)=-GRAPH<IN,I)i 
D._tHJ~1= f.I_NW1 + l i 
D_SEQ(D_NUM,l>=INi 
D_SE Q(D_N!JH,2>=Ii 
IF <WEIGHT_FLAG) THEN WEIGHT<-GRAPH<IN,I> >=BITli 
(3HtWH <IN I 0 ) =0 j 
GRAPH<Od) =GRAPH<O•I> -li 
CALL REMOYECIN,r,o,NEIGHT_FLAG) i 
I=N + li 
EN Di 
ENDi 
r<ETUi'i: N i 
END REMO'JEi 
3 ~~~*X~# W H***** ****HHHHHHHH#HHHHHHHHH****HHHHHHHHH*HHHHH* H H *HH HHHHH * H n*HH / 
3 / M RESTORE IS A SUBROUTINE WHICH USES THE ARRAYS D_SEQ AND GRA PH TO *I 
3 / X RESTORE THE REQUESTED EDGES TO TtlE GRAPH. THE INFOR MATI ON TO RESTORE ~/ 
3 I* IS THE FROM AN D TO VERTICES OF THE EDGE REQUESTED. RESTORE WILL THEN*/ 
., /'f F<ESTOr<E THE l'i:E (11J ESTED EDGE AND ALL EDGES I~.:Et1lJ'.'E SHICE THE DE LETION ~1'/ 
3 I * OF THE REQUESTED EDGE. IN THIS WAY• RESTORE WILL NOT ONLY REST ORE M/ 
/ -~f r:·, ~:J I NDLE EDGE BUT SEUUENCES l~HICI- t HAY HAVE BEEN REHll lJED :CNC LUDHH3 l~/ 
i I * THAT EDGE. *I 
~ ·'********************************************************M**************I 
3 
~ RESTORE: PROC <OUTdN) F<ECW~SIVEi 
•1 DCL WUT, IN) FIXED i 
4 IF <S_FLAG=1:BOTH_OUT=1) THEN DOi 
5 I F CL F L,:.; G = 1:1 T II EN PUT S td F' ED I T < ' R E S T 0 F\ E ' ) < A> i 
5 I F <T _FLAG=U THEN PUT EDIT <GRAPH CD_SEQ ([l_NUM 11> 1 JL SEQ ([I_NUM 1 2))) CF (3 )) i 
~5 EtH:: ; 
4 
4 I F <H_FlAG= L:BOTH_OUT=l> THEN DOi 
5 IF <T_FLAG =U THEN PUT FILE<OUTFILE)' SKIP EDIT< ' RESTORE ' )<A) i 
~ I F CT _FLAG= i> fHEN PUT FILE<OUTFILE) EDI TC GRAPHCD _SEQCD_NUH1 1) 1 
~; D_SEQ ([I_NUM,2))) CF ( 3 )) i 
~3 r.: HCti 
4 
GF\i~oF'H <D .._ SEn< D_NIJM, 1) , D_SEQ < [I_NUM, 2) ) = 
-GRAPHCD_SEQCD_NUM,1) 1D-SEQCD_NUM12)) i 
G R M' II ( D -· ~3 E D ( [I - N u H I l) I 0 ) = G F\ A pH ( D-sEQ ( [I_ N Ut1 I u I •) ) -:- 1 ; 
























D_NUM=[I_t.JIJM - li 
IF CGRAPH(D_SEQCD_NUM + l,l),D_SEQCD_NUM+1,2)) 
TIIE ~I Cf:iLL F\ESTURE \OUT 1 IN) i 
F:lETURN; 
r:NO RESTUREi 
29-DEC-1985 16:03: 0 7 
29-DEC-1 985 16:02: 5 2 
A= GRAPHCOUT,I N)) 
3 !~***~**~********************************************* ****************** ! 
3 /H P_GRAPH CHECKS TO SEE IF THE CURRENT GRAPH IS A P_GRAPH. IF THE * I 
.~ / !~ ()F\;;F'H IS t-tml· CYCLIC, THEN THE GRAPH WILL BE. p_,.~C YCLIC. Til[ l:· ::uC;:::IIUF\E l* / 
3 I* C~IECKS BY SEEING IF ALL INTERNAL VERTICES HAVE IN DEGREE AND OUT *I 
7 ..-~( C!Ei3l(CJ: Dr.:EA TE F< THr'tt~ ZEf\0. SINCE THE Hl DEGFiEES AI<E LIST[D IN THE lt/ 
3 /H ZERO ROW , AND THE OUT DEGREES ARE LISTED IN THE ZERO COLUMN. I T IS H/ 
,, / ~~ UNLY m:CCES~),~F"<Y TO CHECt~ TO SEE IF ALL t.'Ef<T ICES EXCLUDI NIJ THE ~:I T r-~ !H ·!f I 
3 I* AND THE TERMINAL, HAVE NON-ZERO ENTRIES. IF A NODE HAS BEEN DELETEDr */ 
/ !f IT IH L:_ IJ1::')tJE DOTH HI DEI.:If~EE AND DlJT DEIJfiEE OF ZUW. ,; F' _ lJFi: i.:;I·' H i3l' . .'E ::: ~< / 
_ I* P_FLAG =1, ELSE P_FLAG=O. * I 
!~******~******~********~**************************************~*******~! 
.:, 
_. P _Gnt.,PH: ?ROC i 
4 DCL · r FIXED BINARYi 
-~ P_FU~G=:::DIT:!.i ..  .... 
4 
IF <GRAPH<START,O) =0) THEN P_FLAG=BITOi 
IF (GRAP HCO,TERMINAL)=O) THEN P_FLAG=BITOi 
I=o; 
DO WH ILE <P_FLAG & I ( N)J 
I =I + li 
'IF CI A= START> THEN IF <I ~= TERMINAL> 
TH EN IF CGHAPH<O,I>=O : GRAPHCI,Ql=O) 
THEN IF CGRAPH(Q,I) A= GRAPH(I,Q)) THEN 
ENf.ti 
IF (S_FLAG=l!BOTH_OIJT=1) THEN DOi 
IF CT_FLAG=l) THEN DOi 
P _FLAG=B ITO i 
F' u T s ~:;:[ F' E [I I T \ ' F' --FL .. ~ G sTAT IJ s Is I I p-FLAG ) ( X (1 0) I ,; I ~~ ) ; 
ENDi 
ENCii 
IF CH_FLAG=l!BOTH_OIJT=t) THEN DOi 
IF (T _FLAG=U THEN DO i 
PlH FILE\OIJTFILE> SKIP EDITC'P-FLAG STATUS IS 1 ,p_ fLr-if:l) OC'C:I.O} ,;::')dl); 
ENDi 
UIDi 
·i l~ETU f;: N i 
4 END P _GF\APH i 
~3 
u /HMH HHH HHHH*HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH***************HHHHHHHHHHHHHH HHHH*HHHHHHH*H H/ 
3 /H RELIABILITY TAKES THE ORIGINAL GRAPH RELIABILITY AND DI VIDES BY *I 
·~ /H THE f~: EL :U~BILITIES OF THE EDGES I~HI CH HAVE IlEEN REt10 VED. Hlt:'~~ E tDG i::s l~ / 
3 I* AR E I N THE ARRAY 'D-SEQ' AND THE NUMBER OF EDGES WHI CH HAV E BEEN H/ 
3 /·!f I~Et1U '~' ED IS 'D_NUM'. D._NUM IS A POINTEr~ WHICH DI' ... 'ES THE CUf\ f\EN T r:·tJ:3I ··- 1>:·/ 




DCL (EDGES<M> ,r,J,M_NUM,N_NUM> FIXED BINARYJ 








i,i ~~ ,-~ 
95? 
<? ~=~ r~ 
95'? 
(? ,s l:j 
~- .~ l 
\,) .· ,, 
r tJ . .:.. 
9 -:.i 3 
~ :• I: , •1 
I ~.I ' \' 
C· .~ 5 



































DCL SUBGRAPH_REL FLOATi 
EDGES=Oi I~o; J=Oi M_NUH=Oi N_NUH=Oi 
SUBGRAPH_REL=RELIAi 
DO I =1 TO D_NUMJ 
29-DE~- 1 985 16 : 03 : 
29-DEC- 1.985 16 : 02 : 
J = ·· !m i4 PH < D _ :] E () \ I 1 1 ) , [I_ S E U < I , 2) ) i 
SUBGRAPH-REL=SUBGRAPH_REL/EDGE_RELC-GRAPH<D-SEQ<I,l) ,D_SEQ ( I,2)) ) ; 
ED6f S (J) = 1 i 
ENDi 
DO I =1 TO Ni 
IF <GFU~F'H <O ..r) > 0) THEN DO i 
~LN\J~l=N_NUH + 1 i 
11 .. N!.n1=tLNUt1 ... GFU:'IPH ( 0 I I) i 
END .; 
ENDi 
S I G N :-:: ( ·- U ·JHf < M _ N lJ M ·-N _ N U H) i 
SUBGRAPH_REL= SUBGRAPH_REL * SIGNi 
IF <LFLAG=U THEN DO I = 1 TO Hi 
1F' <EDGES <I) ::(l) THEN 
IMPORTANCE<I>=IHPORTANCE<I> +SUBGRAPH_REL/ EDGE_REL<I ) i 
ENDi 
GF\r~P~LREL=GRAPH_REL + SUDGRAPH-REL i 
IF tS_FLAG=llBOTH_OUT=l) THEN DOi 
IF CL_FLAG=l) THEN DOi 
PUT SI\IP <2> i 
PUT EDIT<~'lH) ~-11 11 ) <F<B> ,COL C20) ,A); 
DO I =1 TO 11J 
IF <EDGES (I) ::Q) THEN PUT EDIT C:[) <F (3)) i 
ENDi 
PUT ED:CT CStJDGRAF'~LREU <COLC60) , F<8 14) > i 
U NE=LINE + 1 i 
IF LINE > 8 THEN CALL ADVANCE2i 
I~ LINE ) 8 THEN CALL HE ADERli 
ENDi 
E:~ (l) ; 
IF (H _FLAG=1!BOTH_OUT=1) THEN DOi 
IF CL_FLAG=l) THEN DOi 
1=· u f FILE <OUTFIL£> S~~ IP (3) i 
F'UT FILE <OUTFILE) EDIT <SIGN 1 1 1 ) CF (8) , COL C20) , A) i 
DO I =1 TO Mi 
IF <EDGES<D =0) THEN PUT FILE<OUTFILE) EDIT(!) CF(3) > i 
EN i) i 
PUT 17 I LC < OIJTF I L[) EDIT< SUBGRAPI·L F.: EU CCOL ( 60) , F < 8 1 A ;. ) i 
LLUIE~LLINE ·+- 1 i 
IF LL INE ) 16 THEN CALL HEADER2i 
[ NO _: 
n m; 
~· 
,~ I~ E T U F.: N i 
4 END RELIABILITYi 
~, nm Bi 
2 
~ ADV~NCEl: PROCi 
DCL ANY CH ARt80) VARi 
F'UT ~! KIF' (3) EDIT< 'PF:ESS 
GET LI ST •.ANY> i 
F:ETURNi 
2 
END A(l t) ANCE1; • 
RETURN TO CONTINUE 
' H£/.~!"CIE ~: PROC! . 
29-DEC-1985 16:03:07 VA~ 
29 -DEC-1985 16:02:52 DUi': 
')(X(10),A)i 
3 PUT SKIPC2> EDITC' EDGE NO .','FROH '''TO '''DIRECTION','RELIABILI TY' l 
f~E TUF:N; 
CX(5 ) ,A , X (5) "c),X ( 5) Jf~11X(5) ~~~~X(5) uUi 
... DID HEADl~F~ i 
.::. 
1 / ~: lf lf l(· ~f !(· ·~f )f ·1f'Hf If ~Hf ~f !f ·!f !f l~ * !H+ lf If lt lt Jf ~f If ·lf it* it lt * ~Ht lt *if* lt lt If lt ltiHf If lf lt l(· lf If lf ·If lf If ·lf if If ·lHf ·lf lf ·~ lf If I f lf lf / 
·-:. 
I DATA_I N: PROCi 
~ DCLC I,J, K,Kl,K2,L1) FIXED BINARYi 
DCL Cot1j) CHM< ( :1.) i 
2: . 









PUl PAGEJ . 
l;.lJT :JKIP C3) EDIT<'YOU MUST F<EMEM.f:IEF< THE NUMEF((C ORDER OF THE EDCE') ( X(l7) ,,~) i 
PUT SlOP EDIT('~lO COF:r;:ECTIONS HAY BE MADE SELECTPJELY' ) C« 17) , A); 
r-'UT SKI P( 3) i 
DO J. :-= I. f!J Hi 
I< =K + 1 i 
t<::J.~Kl + 1; 
r:· U T ~~ K I F' i 
F'lH SKH' ED:LT <I,,.' I 'EDGE FROM 
GET LIST(DATACK,l)); 
PUT SKIP EDITC 1 TO 
GET LISTCDATA<K,2))} 
= ') <XC4) ~~~) i 
['b/T Sl<IP EDIT<'STATU ~J(O DR 1>= ') <X<4> ,A) i 
~tT LI STCDATA<K,3i)i 
P'UT SKU· EDIT('F~ELIABIUTY IS= ') (X(4) ,A) i 
GET LISTC REL(K) ) ; 
E: NDi 
·r CH ANGE _HIF'UT3: F'UT F'AGE; 
PUT St<Ii"'C3) EDIT<'I:;;ELHJEST TO CHANGE EDGE DATA') ()((21) d,) i 
F'UT sr;n·•: 3i EDIT <'l. SELECTIVE CHANGE REQUESTED'> <X<16) , A) i 
P u r ~ll< :rr· ED n c ' 2 . F< E r::: N r c ~~ A L L ' > < x ( ul ) , A > ; 
PUT SKIP ElllT ('3. NO CHA NGES REQUIRED, ADVANCE TO NEXT STEP'> 
CXr:1 6) , A) i 





PUT SK:XPG) EDIT<'ENTEF\ 1,2 OR 3 1 ) <X<10) 1A) i 
GET LIST <COMD); 
IF COMD='1' THEN GO TO SELECT_[; 
If CUt1D= I 2 I THEt~ GO TO i·1LL_EDGE; 
IF COHD='3' THEN RETURNJ 
29-DEC- 1985 16 : 03:0: 
29-DEC-1 985 16: 02:5: 
.. F.Rrwn 1 r F·tJ r sr~ :w < 3) EDIT< , ~HHf OIJT oF" RANGE, F<EE tJTEFi If !Hf' ) < x < 15 > ~~~) .: 
3 CALL ADVANCE2J 
' GO T!i} CHt~NC:iE_ I NPUT3; 7 ..., 
~ SELECT_E:PUT PAGEi 
',J 
3 PUT SKIP (3) EDIT< 'WHICH 
P I J T :~; I<I F' E [I IT \ 1 E ~H E F< 
PUT SIGP (3) EDIT ('ENTEr~ 
GET L rsr (Ll) i 
EDGE INFORMATION IS TO BE AL TH:ED? 1 i C< <20> 1 A) i 
THE N u ME Fi :r c iJ r\1) E F\ 0 F THE E [I (J E I ) C< ( 2:2) I r::-.) .: 









- ENTER_E: PUT PAGEi 
3 PUT SKIP EDITCI,'.','EDGE FROM 
PUT SkiP EDIT<'TO = 
PUT SKIP EDITC'STATUS<O OR 1>= 
PUT SKIP EDIT<'RELIADILITY IS= 
3 
.• C!IM·W[_[DGE: PUT 
PUT ::i i<IP EDIT 
PUT ~'li'~IP EDIT 
F'UT ':iUP EDIT 
PUT ~ihiF' EDIT 
SKIP<2) EDIT <'YOU NEED TO CHANGE:') C{(3()) 11~); 
<'L EDGE FROM') <X<22) ,A) i 
<'2. TO') <X<22)1r4)i 
3 ('3. STATUS') <X<22) ,A) i 
('4. 11:ELU.BILITY') <X<22) ,A) i 
F'UT ~ii\I P EDIT 
PUT St\IP (3) EDIT 
GET LHlT <COMD) i 
<'5. ALL OF ABOVE') <X<22> ,A) i 
\'CNTEI:-.: !121314 OF< 5 ') (X\18) ,A) i 






COMD ='l' THEN 
COMD='2' THEN 
cmm='3' THDl COi'1D =-= 1 4 I THEN 
C!Jtfllo::: 1 5 1 THEN 
GO TO EDGE_FROMi 
GO TO TO_EDGEi 
GO TO STrHUS._E i 
GO TO F:ELIA_Ei 
DO TO EDGE_FFiOM i 
,_. ERR0[;(7: PUT StGF'(3) EiriT<'~HHtOUT OF F{ANGE , F<EENTU\lHHt ' ) CX <:L5) ,A) i 
CALL AD•.,o.,::,NCE2; 3 ., 
~30 Trl CHflNGE_EDGE i 
~· 
3 EDGE_FRO M: PUT SKIPC2> i 
3 PUT SK IP ED ITCI,'.','EDGE FROM 
. , GET U ST (!) rHA (IK.~l)) i 
~ IF COMD='5' THEN GO TO TO_EDGEi 
,, GO TO CHECI'd i -r ..., 
= '><F<3),A,A)i 
,) 1'Q~ED6E:F'UT SI\IP<2) i 
3 PUT SKIP EDIT<'TO = ') (X(4) 1A); 
-r b~l L IST~Df-', f 1';(1{,2))i 
IF COMD~'5' THE N GO TO STATUS_Ei 
• •''i: ' ; , f ', 
.1~' " '' . ~· 
:. :;, -~ .. :5 
l 1:~6 
I I .. , ., 
i:i28 
I ·I ·; ('~· 
1..1 ... ·_ , 
LE O 
!. l. ·~ J. 
i. J.32 
I I .• ·-/ 
L I . ~ •, , 
1.1 ~:. ·~· 
I ·f :-:::: .. ..~.,, ,, 
1. 1.J6 II , ... , 
!. (~/ 
')q-DEC- 1 oo"). 1 6 :0 7 : 0} 
29- [IEC- l 985: l~: o2: ~2 
J 
~ STATUS_E: PUT SKIP<2>J 
.:.:_, PUT ~li<IP EDIT<'STATUS<O OR 1)= ') (X(4) ,A) i 
GET LIST<DAfA(K,3)J; 
IF COMD='5 1 THEN GO TO RELIA_EJ 
GO TO CH£CKli 
;} RELlA _E: PUT staF' (2) i 
.j F'UT SUP EDIT< 'f.:ELI ABILITY IS= ')<X (4) ,A) i 
3 GET LIST <REL (~~ )) i 
7 
~· 
7 CHECK1: PUT SKIF'C3) EDIT<'HORE CHANGES? ENTER Y/N 




IF CDt1Dz 1 Y1 THHI (]() ro SELECT_E; 
IF COMD='N' THEN GO TO CHANGE_INPUT3i 
~ -
I ) ( X \ 2 0 ) I (~ ) ; 
:::: E:R il:: ORS:PUT ::r~ IP C'! > EDI T ( 1 lHHtiNCORRECT INPI.IT,F.;EEN TEF'\!PHf') (X05) 1 1~1 ) i 
U1LL AD 1v1r'lNCE2; 
GO TO CHSCKli "- ·~ . 
~· 
• J EF\fWR6:PIJT St~ IF'(3) EDIT( 1 lttHt0UT OF F<ANGE, F<EENTU\!HH~ 1 ) ( X (l 5) ,c~) i 
U1LL ~)DVANCE2 i .., . ..;, 





GO TO SELECLE i 
3 r::ETURN i 
.:; END i:ATA....INi 
"' '-
2 HEADERl: PROCi 
3 PUT SlOP EDIT<' ·:U****LINKSET******') <X <25) 1 A) i 
.J P\.11 SJ:::I f' EDIT<'SIGN 1 1 'SUBGRr-)Pfil, 'F'.:ELII;B ILIT't'> <X <6> , i~~~ x oB> ~~~~~ xc.~ ·>) ,M j 
.., PUT ~i 1\ IF' ( 2 ) i 
\ :J LJNE·-=0 i 
3 f.:ETUF:N; 
, J EN [I HEADEF\l i 
"' .;_ '1 




F·UT FILE <CJUTFILE> SKIP EDIT ( '******LINKSET****** 1 > (X ( 25) 1 A) .: 
r-u r F I L E < u u r r I L E 1 s K r P E DI T < 1 s I G N ' 1 1 sur: G 1~.: ~~ F' H' 1 I f~ E L u~ B I L I T'( I ) 






LLHIE =O i 
RETlHi: t4 i 
DID I-IEADER2 i 
2 ADVANCE2: PROCJ 
CICL At·!\' CHr~F\ < 8 0 > 
P U T £i I<I F' ( 3 ) E D l T 
G~T LIST C'.lrNY) ; 
R:=: TLIW'Ii 
END AD.VMlC El i 
SKI Pi 
I)Af{ j 
('PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ')(X <iO),A)i 
1!39 2 END A; 




Same example as in Appendix B is used here. The system graph 
is shown again in the Exhibit D-1. There are 6 vertices and 12 
edges in the system graph. The start vertex is 1 and the terminal 
vertex is 6. Hence, N=6, M=12, START=1, and TERMINAL=6. Since the 
system graph is directed, the desired status is equal to 1 for 
every edge. The reliability of each edge is assumed to be .90. 
Instead of showing the interactive data entry mode, the 
following section illustrates how one can load the existing VAX 
file with proper data format to the INSTRAP program. Regardless 
of the data entry mode, the result is still the same. 
Exhibit D-l The System Reliability Graph 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTER ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIO N NE TWC 
02.059 





I ! II I 
I I 
! ! I I I I ! I ! ! I I ! ! ! I ! I I I I I I I ! ! I ! I I I I I I I 
I 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
VMS 4.1 
I I I 
I I I 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! ! I ! I I I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I I I I I I I I 
NOTE: one of the disk drives is havins hardware Problems. This is disk 
dua2, none of the normal user accounts are on it so users s hould 
not be affected. 
Last interactive losin on Thursda~, 14-NOV - 1985 21:51 
~DCL-W-UNDFIL, file has not been oPened b s DCL - check logical name 
DISK QUOTA INFORMATION: 
User CU5162AAJ has 931 blocks used, 1069 available, 
of 2000 authorized and Permitted overdraft of 1000 block3 o n DUAC 
$ RUN INSTI:;;AP 
INTERACTI VE STRAP PROGRAM 
1. TO ENTER THE DATA INTERAC~I~[~Y 
2 ,. T D E ~) T [ r:: T H :=: 1.1 (.::, T (:i T H F: U U c:; I ! F I 1._ E 
3. ~:x rr 
ENTER 1, 2 OR 3 2 
YOUR DATA FILE SHOULD BE ALREADY CREATED 
IT MUST BE NA MED INFSTRAP.DAT 
THE DATA FILE SHOULD BE IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT 
NrMrSrT, 
B,E,D~R, 
NOTE!USE COMMA TO SEPARATE THE VALUESr AND BETWEEN LINES 
IF NOT, TYPE IN E TO EXIT TO MAIN MENU 
IF YESr TYPE I~ C TO CONTINUE C 
OUTPUT SELECTIONS 
1. ECHO PRINTvLINKSET, AND RELIAB ILI TY 
2 . OPTION 1. AND IM PORT ANCE CALCUL ATION 
3. TRACE ROUTI NE 
4. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
ENTER 1 , 2 , 3 , OR 4 2 
F'RESS 
EDGE NO . 
















1. SCREEN OUTPUT REQUESTED 
2, HARD COPY RECWESTEil 
3. ALL OF THE ABOVE 
ECHO PRINT OF INPUT 
OF VERTICES = 6 
OF EDGES = 12 
START VERTEX = 1 
TERMINAL VEF:TEX = 6 
RETURN TO CONTINUE 
F FWM TO II H-;;ECT I ON 
1 2 1 
1 ""7 1 ,j• 
4 I 0 1 
,., 
4- 1 .:.. .. -...; 6 1 
3 5 · 1 
4 ~-- 1 
~. <=" 1 ,;;. ...J 
2 3 1 
<::" 
...J 4 . -1 -- -~ - -- ·---·-
5 2 1 
3 2 1 
DATA 
F: El. IAB ILIT'i 




0. 9 0 0 
0.900 
0.900 































2 5 6 
2 3 C" ...J 6 10 
2 3 6 10 
1 2 C" ...J 6 8 12 
2 C" ...J 6 8 1 2 
2 5 8 12 
1 2 C" ...J 8 12 
1 C" 8 ...J 
1 2 5 6 8 
PR ESS RETUF\N TO CO NTI NU E 
******LINKSET****** 
SUDGF.:APH 
1 2 3 5 6 8 10 12 
2 3 5 6 8 10 12 
2 6 8 10 12 
2 .:, 8 1 0 1 2 
2 3 5 8 10 1 2 
1 6 8 1 0 1 2 
1 2 3 8 10 12 
1 3 8 1 0 
:t 2 3 1.. '·' 
PRESS RETUR N TO CONTINUE 
SU E:G f;: ,~·.r· r: 
1 r , 1:' n l 0 1 " -~ ~~ '·-· CJ J..::._ 
l 3 c:-J 8 1 0' 
1 2 3 
.,. t; " ]. () ...J () 
RELIABILITY 
0 .7290 
- 0 .5905 
0 .6561 
0 .53 14 
- 0 .59 0 5 
0.656 1 
-0.59 05 
0 . 7 290 
- 0. 59 05 
Fo:EL H1B IL. I TY 
-0.4305 
- 0 . 531 4 
·-0 . 5 3 ::.'! 
0 . 4783 
- c~ . 53:L4 
0 ~ 65(:. :~ 
·- 0 + 53 ::. 1~ 
( :. • ..;'~ ·:·· ::; ~:~ 
- 0 . ~-; ':~ 0 ~:~  
0 • 4 7 8 3 
1 1 ,.., ..... 3 4 5 6 10 11 12 0 . 3874 
-1 ,.., 3 4 C" 6 10 11 12 -0.4305 ... .._) 
1 '"' 3 4 6 -:1. 0 11 ] ':' 0. 4783 .:.. 
- 1 ,.., .:.. 3 4 6 11 12 -0.531 4 
1 2 3 4 12 0. 6561 
1 ,.., ..:.. 3 4 6 11 0 .5905 
F'F.:ESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
******LI NKSET****** 
SIGN SUBGRAPH RELIABI LITY 
-1 ,.., ""l 4 6 10 12 ·-·0. 5314 ..:.. ..., 
-1 2 3 4 6 10 1 1 -0. 5314 
1 ,.., ..:.. 3 4 C" .._) 6 11 12 0. 4 783 
-1 2 3 4 r::- 6 12 - 0 .53 l 4 .._) 
- 1 ~. ""l 4 <:" 6 1 1 - 0. 5 3 :1.4 .::.. '"' ,J 
1 ,.., 3 4 5 6 10 12 0. 47 83 ..:.. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 10 11 0. 4} 83 
-1 1 ,.., 3 4 6 10 11 1 2 -0.430S ..:: 
1 1 ,.., 3 4 6 11 12 ( ' ."\ 7 ':" .. ;_' ..:: ,/ + -y I \..},_• 
F'F:ESS F:ETUF\N TO CONTINUE 
******L INKSCT *~**** 
SIGN SUBGF:P,F'H REL i t~BIL I TY 
- 1 1 , ... .::, 4 12 -·· 0 e-n :,~ .. .. ) 'l './ , _. 
. . 3 ~ 0 -1 ~·, (' .. --. .l "t . / ~--·- -~ 
-1 • ,.., 7 A~ ·-~- ., . ··-· I"',' S3l /r .l. ... ..., J . . ., 
·I 2 3 4 6 ] () t2 0 .... ··-, r \ .. ., .1. . ~~ I 0~ 
-· 1 1 ., 3 ~ 6 l O ····G r::-~ .. ... ..; .. J J. . 
1 1 2 3 A1 6 10 11 0 t 4 78 3 
-- 1 i :.:  3 4 ·=- l . 1 1 ., -~ - 0 -~ 3 -:;· !~ .... · u ·'-- . 
. 
.L 1 ~) ..:.. 3 4 t::" .._) 1.> 12 o. 4!'B3 
-1 1 2 3 4 "'" 6 -- 0 5 31 4 ...J . 
F' RESS F\Ei UF; N TO CONT I~WE 
""""" "'' , .... '-'-· •! .. ~ T ~I I·:· C !:" T •1! '.lt''' •!' •!·~· 
1 1 ,.., 3 4 C" 6 11 0.47 83 .:.:. ..J 
-1 1 r) 3 4 "'" 6 1 0 . ,.., ··-0 . :13C:: ..:.. ..J .1...:. 
1 1 2 3 4 t:' ..J 6 10 0 , 47KS 
-1 1 2 7 4 5 6 10 11 - 0 . 4305 '-' 
1 1 2 7 4 r.:- I 8 10 1 --) 0.387 4 '-' ..J c; ....... 
-1 2 3 4 C" ..J 6 8 10 12 -0 . 4 3 0 :'J 
1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 0 .4783 
-1 , 7 4 8 10 12 -0. 5 3 14 .:.. '-' 
1 , 3 4 t:" 8 10 12 0 . 478 3 .:.. ..J 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
******LINKSET****** 
SIGN SUBGF:AF'H REL UdH L ITY 
- 1 --) 3 4 C" 0 12 ··- () '- -y •I ~ ..J '-' . ,,J .. ...t ,l,' 'f 
1 ,.., ..., 4 5 I ,... 12 0 4 73:3 .:.:. ,J D 0 . 
-1 1 2 3 A I 8 10 12 .... (; .. 4 2 0 ~j "t 0 
1 1 2 3 4 n 0 10 12 0 . 4 783 
- 1 1 7 4 8 10 -- () .. ~5 '7' (: ~~ ·~ 
1 1 , 3 4 1.. r.~ ~ ( '\ " 4 7' ~:~2 .:.. \J \.J .L ~ . ' . 
-1 1 2 3 4 '::' ..J 8 10 12 -0 . 430 ~'.·; 
1 1 , .:.. 3 4 C" ..J 8 12 0 • ·4783 
-1 1 3 4 c ..J C' ~) -·0 ' 5?o:.; 
F'F:E!=3S F:E T UF:t~ TCJ cc~:·. , ··;· : :·.~uc: 
~t~~~*L:NKSET**** * * 
SI GN !::: u ~-: c r~ t~, r-:· H r:EL I (~,r; I L.. I··:·· ·./ 
l :1. -.r -~ I;':" 0 1 0 " 1::' .. : ., ., ...., ._j .... v . ,,, .,,} ... 
., l --) -r ·~ 1::- I . r• ' . ,,,_ . ·'· ,:; ~' w \:~ ·- ·.~ ., ..:; , .: ..._-
1 1 2 3 A ~5 1.. 
,..., 
C· '· 
... , ,.., ... , 
~- .... ~· ~J . / \,;., ... 
-·1 1 2 4 
, .. 
.~ r::· • r, ..... :) -·~ ·~ , ... .-· 
~· 
,J '"' 
,_, .i. 'v • •'·y..;,.,·._,- ... ) 
1 1 
,.., 
3 4 r.:-..:.. ..J () / 
,.., 
0 12 0 . 38/ '4 
- 1 2 3 4 .::- i. "? n 1 --) -0 4 3 05 ~) u I 0 .... . 
-1 ., 4 .,. 7 8 1'"' -0.531 4 "" ~ ..... 
1 ..... 4 C' 7 12 0.5905 .:.. .J 
F'RESS RETUF~N TO CONTINUE 
* *****L INKSET****** 
SIGN SUBGF.:.~F'H REL I;.,£; I I_ I TY 
-1 ..... 4 t:" 6 7 12 r . 1::-....,. -1 "" .;. .J - 'u' + -.J ~ .t "'\ 
1 ., ..:.. 3 4 5 7 ' 8 12 0.4783 
-1 ., .... 3 4 5 7 12 -0. 5'31 4 
1 2 3 4 1:" ; ..., 12 0.478:; ..J 0 I 
-1 1 ., 4 .,. 6 ..., 8 12 -0.4305 ..:.. .J / 
1 1 "" 4 5 7 8 12 0. 478:3 .:.
-1 1 2 4 C' 7 12 - 0 . 53 :L ,-; ..J 




I O. t~~;b l 
-1 1 4 r::" ...., ,-, ···· C· "5~~,o~: ..; / 0 
F'RE~lS RETUF-:N TO CO NTINUE 
******LINKSET****** 
SIG i-l SUBGF\t,F'H t::~EL. I AB I LI T .. "t 
:!. 1 ., ·1, ..,. / ..., 1 'j c '• ··;,I"\ ... t .:.. ...; C:• ' .;., . ... , ~ -~ 
·- 1 1 
,.., 
4 c::- ' .... () •::- -,. .. '• ..:.. ..J c.;: I . u w , L ···, 
1 1 2 ·1 t:" ' 
..., 
8 0 4 78 :: .J 0 ; + 
- . 1 2 3 4 C' 8 ., ~· . ,_. ( '· /' -:· .... ·~· .L ~J .L- -· . ..;; '• / • .. } 
1 1 
,., -y 4 ~3 -.. . ,., (\ A -; ,. .  ·-,.· .:.. .._, .L , ; . I' \,J ~...-
.. 1 ·' .. . 1: 7" ..., ... c c:- r-, /\ 1:::-.L ~ I . ~-· . ·._t •,, ; 
:!. 3 " 1:"' ~; 0 l::-" '7 1 /, ~ ~ .J . .._j~ ···, 
.. _ . ~. ...,. :'} r.:~ ! -, . ~. ... j', -" ' /. ("., 1::'' 1. ~ .:. .:l (.. / .!.~ " . ..... ~,: ... ) 
1 1 3 " r.:" c:. 7 c )I-, f":o''7, ·-; '·' . -. "' \ ... .. .J 
·-·1 1 3 4 6 7 8 -0.43 05 
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 . 3874 
-1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 - 0.43 05 
1 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 . 4783 
- 1 1 r:- ~~ 0 9 -0 .. 59 ·::· ~~ ...J u 
1 1 c:· 6 9 0.6561 ...J 
- 1 1 4 C" 6 7 9 -0.53 14 ..J 
1 1 3 4 "'" 6 8 9 0. 478 3 ._) 
- 1 1 .,. '""' 4 C" ...; J. u 9 -0. 531 ·1 
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE 
******LINKSET****** 
SI GN SUBGF\AF'H RELIABILITY 
1 1 
...., 
4 C" 6 7 9 0 .473 3 ..;) ..., 
. 1 .., 4 r:- 6 7 8 9 - 0 . 4 305 -.~. "- _, 
1 1 ~ C" 
, 0 9 0 . 5 3:1. ·\~ _, u w 
- 1 1 2 "'" L. n - 0 . 5 ? 0 ~5 oJ u ,. 
1 1 ~ 4 c:" 6 7 ? () . ~ 783 - ...; 
-·1 1 " 3 4 c:: 6 8 9 --0. 4305 .:.. w 
1 1 ~' 
...., 4 C" ! . 9 0 . 4'/B3 ..J ..J u 
. 1 .., 3 4 r." 6 7 9 --· 0 • ~~ ::~ 0 ~~ -.~. ._) ' 
1 1 " 
...., 
4 
.,. ,: 8 9 10 0 + ~~874 .:.. ..J ._) u 
F' F~ESS F:ETUF:N TO CONTINUE 
******LI NKS ET****** 
SIGN SUBG F: t.F'H F: Et._ I A B I L I T Y 
-·1 ·I 7 4 1::" '· .-·, ') 1 0 -· () ~ ~~ c ~:; .I. o.J ..... ..::. . 
1 :L a:: r\ 
,., 
10 0 lo ''":' ,.., •• , ~ ~ ..... c .. I' ' ""1 .. C•-.:i 
-- 1 1 I. 8 
,.., 
1 0 ... 0 531 h ·- ..... 7 ' .7 
1 1 3 6 9 10 
,.. r.7r· -" •-:· ... v . ._, 'j ·~ '·' 
-· 1 1 
...., C" 6 9 lC ···· 0 J:"...., .• .-:~· ... ..:,j , J ' ....J..J . t • 
1 
., ..., .:1 ! . ,., n . ,, r , ; , -~.-...... ... ~· ~ .. CJ '} .L \ l , ; . i ·' ,,, .,,, 
... 1 1 ··;r .. ~. l ~J 1 
,., 
-· C r_- ·-/ ·I A .1. ,:j u .J. " . ,.; .. ;.. ·'· ' ' '{ 
1 1 '7 4 C" I 9 1 0 
r , 
-~7:33 '-' ..J \.:.:. .... . 
- 1 i '"' 3 t:" 6 8 9 10 - 0 430~ .:.. ...J . 
SIGN 
. . ...., 
l. .1. 
-·1 1 ~ .... 
1 1 .., .... 
-1 1 ,., .... 
1 1 2 
-1 1 2 
GRAPH RELIABILITY 
EDGE I MF'OFnANCE 
T~PORTANCEC 11 - 0 . 10758 1 
IM~ O R TANCE ( 2 } - 8.090~77 
It~: ·~ ~Jr:·r,~ir.: c r (. .\~ j N O c . o.l.~;· 2 t8 
Ih~ORTANSC, 5 - 0 .1 075 81 
lMrOR T~~CC u• - 0.0 1 ?2 18 
:r~r··~::r.: · :t:r .~:~:~ ., "? ' = o . <~GGot. c 
I ;~i ;· · ~:: ;:.: ··: .~ ... : ~ : .. ~ ~= " 8 , = C ., 0 112 .. , r;., 
.l l I; ·e~::..:-: t;NC[ \ 9 I -· 'J. 00~)8~0 
I :-~ r· 0 t :.~ T r:'d4 C E < 1 C ) -· 0 • 0 0 ~j 8 7 : 
. ~ ;:~ : · C ;..~ -:·· :~. r-1 C ~:~ " 1 :t ) = 0 .. G 0 <> C ~~· / , 




~l 6 M 0 9 10 
3 6 9 10 
3 c:-....J 6 9 10 
7. 4 6 8 9 10 w 
3 4 6 9 10 
3 4 5 6 9 10 
P~ESS RETU~N TO CONTIN UE 
RELIABI LITY 
0.4783 
- 0. 5314 
0 .4 78 ~~ 






***MA It~ MENU*** 
1. TO ENTE~ THE DAT A IN TERACTIVELY 
2. TO ENTER THE DA TA THROUGH FILE 
3. EXIT 
ENTER 1,2 OR 3 3 
$ LO 
lossed out 5t 14-NOV - 1985 22:3 4 :57 .15 U 
DISC 
APP ENDIX E 
TELENET ACCESS 
OSU COMPUTER CENTER NETWORK MESSAGES 
TELENET ACCESS 
The OSU Compu ter Cent er's a synchronous network is accessib l e via the nat,on-
wide Telenet public data network. Telenet, as a pub l ic data network, offers da ta 
communicati ons service much li ke the phone company offer s voice c ommuni cat1ons. 
With Telenet you do not need to make a long distance phone call to S tillwa ter from 
your r emote location . 
Telene t provides dial-in telephone/modem lines in many c i ti es across the 
country. You c all one of these numbers . connect a terminal to the phone l i ne and 
indicate to Tel enet the host computer s ystem you desire to use . After· t he 
sel e ct ion 1s e ntered , Tel enet e stablishes a connect i on with the host system a nd 
the timesharing session proceeds as usual . The procedures be l ow discuss th i s 
sign-on process 1n greater detail. 
To obtain a current copy of Telenet phone numbers follow these steps : ( 1 ) Dia l 
into Telenet (624-i112) in Stillwater end properly connect to the Telenet s ystem : 
(2) after the ~ prompt, enter MA I L: (3) after the username = prompt, enter 
PHONES: (4) after the password prompt, enter PHONES : and (5) follow t he procedures 
Telenet give s. 
To Sign-on 
Dial the Telenet access number. Wnen you hear the h i gh-pitche d tone, couple the 
telephone and modem in the approp r iate mannner. 
Enter two carriage returns. 
Telenet will res pond with a network herald f ollowed by your termina l port address 
and prompt you to i dentify your terminal model . Type 0 1 (01 imp lies t e r mi na l 
characteristics common to most terminals today ) , and hit carriage return. 
Telenet will respond with an ~symbol. This is Telenet ' s prompt 
indicates that Te l enet i s waiting f or you to enter a command . 
this prompt, enter : ID ;40530/ A03DSU01 
character and 
I n response to 
Telenet wil l prompt for the corre spond i ng pa sswo r d wi th the PA SSWORD = prompt . 
Enter 167136 for the pas sword. 
Telenet will attempt to connect you to the OSU Computer Center ne t work and wi ll 
t ell you the s tatus of t he connec t 10n with one o f these messages: CONNECT ED. 
NOT OPERATING, BUSY or REFUSED . 
If the CONNECTED message is displayed, yow a re connec t e d to the OSU Compu t e r 
Center netwo r k . Enter two carr i age returns. and you should r ece i ve the no r ma l 
messages from the networK wh i ch prompt you f or a system name , 
SPECIFY THE DESIRED SYSTEM 
In r esponse to the ENTER SYSTEM NAME prompt. yo u s hould enter one of the val 10 
system names that was listed In parentheses and depr ess the RETURN key (be sure to 
enter t he system name In capital l e t ters). If a port Is availaole on the selected 
system, you will be connected to it and t he message , COM. will be displayed at the 
t e rmina l . You have 30 seconds to specify a system name, or the network will send 
you the " ... TIMEOUT" message and disconnect you . 
Curre nt UCC system names are: 
IBM - IBM sys tem 
I BM3270- IBM system full screen 
VAX - VAX system using 1200 bps communications 
LOGON TO THE SELECTED SYSTEM 
After receiving the COM message, oepress the RETURN key once more and walt for 
the first message to come from the system you nave selected . When th 1s first 
message has been displayed . enter the required information to logon to the 
selected system . 
SYSTEM : VAX 
If you have selected the VAX s yst em name. y ou will be connected to an ava1lacle 
port on the VAX 11/780 system . The first prompt from the VAX s ystem w1l ; oe the 
follow1ng : 
Username: 
To this prompt . enter your VA X userid. Next you will be promoteo for your 
password. If the userid and password you have Entered are val 1d. y ou w1l 1 be 
logged on to the VAX system . 
LOGOFF FROM THE SELECTED SYSTEM OR APPLICATI ON 
At the end of the session. lagof f in t he appropr iate manner fro m t he system yo u 
have selected. Consult the documentation for the system you are us i ng for an 
exact de scription of the procedure . For most systems and applications the command 
15 either LOGOUT or LOGOFF . 
SYSTEM : VAX 
When you logoff from the VAX system you will automati cal ly be disconnected from 
the network (after logging off you will receive the message DISC ). 
Di r ect ly Connected Terminals 
If you were us ing a d i rectl y connected term1na l . you do not neea to ao any th1ng 
else to disconnect from the network . 
Dial-up Terminals : 
If you dialed up into the network then break the phone-to-modem connection and 
nang up the telephone . 
NETVVORK MESSAGES 
OSU u ses a Rixon DCX network p rocessor to manage and contro l I ts asynchronous 
network. The R1xon processor Issues a vari ety of messages to Indica te the 
success. failure or status of your connect i on and interaction with the network . 
NP 
Meaning: Connection made. You have now been connected to a port on the system 
you reques ted . 
Action: Depress the RETURN key once and ~ait for the message from the 
s elected computer system 1nv1t1ng you to logon . 
Meaning: Connection attempt faileo . 
request. 
The net~ork was unable t o satisfy your 
Action: Wa it for the next mess~ge. 
Meaning : There ~as an error 1n system select i on (e.g., a non alphanumer i c 
character ~as entered as part of an a l phanumeric name or a n i nval i d 
number of c haracters was entered). or the requested port or node is 
closed. 
Action: Try again, following correct procedure. 
Meaning: Invalid selection reques t (e . g., destination port set to incompat i ble 
speed): a request was made to queue the connection request to the 
Automat i c Retry Queue when no connect i on attempt has been entered : or 
the network response on the previous attempt was ERR, INV, NP, o r 
DER. 
Action: Enter valid connection request. 
Meaning : Nonex i stent port, short-form address or alphanumer i c name (e.g .. port 
not configured , or spare); no route configured for internode 
connections, or the numoer of .internode l1nks for the connect1on has 
e xceeded the maximum va l ue. 
Action: Try again . using a proper port number. short-form address, or 
alphanumeric name or route. 
Meaning: The port requested is occupied or all ports assoc i ated w1th the 
system name specified are occupied. 
Action : Try later or request that your selection be queued until a port i s 
available. Whe n a port is avail able . you ~111 receive the promp t f or 
application name if you requested the IBM system or the promp t for 
username if you requested the VAX. To queue your selection. type the 
letter 0 and then press the RETURN ke y or the SEND key as snown 
oelow : 
ENTER SYSTEM NAME IN CAPITAL LETTERS 
ace 
ENTER SYSTEM NAME IN CAPITAL LETTERS 
0 
~eaning: The port requested is closed. out of order, or not ope n and working. 
Ac tion: Try again . If probl ems persist, conta ct UCC. 
Meaning: The port originating t he connection re~uest is not permitted to 
access the requested port. or queuing to the Au~omat i c Retry Queue i s 
inhibited . 
Action : Verify that you are mak i ng a valid system sel e ction . 
Meaning: No free channe ls avail abl e on link (internode connections) , or 
requesting , o r destinati on port link is overloaded . 
Action: Recontact network when another attempt is required or queue the 
connection attempt to the Automatic Retry Queue . 
QUEUED 
Meaning : The connection attempt has oeen queued to the Automatic Retry Queue. 
Act i on: Wa it for another network message (either NP , NA, COM , INV, orDER) . 
DATA LOST 
Me aning: The two connected ports have be~n forcibly disconnected. 
Action : Contact UCC . 
. . . OVFL 
Me aning: The network's memory is almost completely committed. and will be 
slowing down data traffic thru the network. 
Ac tion: This situation may occur for short intervals wnen the network has a 
sudde n heavy workload. but should clear i tself in due course . 
Me aning : The two connectea ports nave bee n disconnected . 
Action : No action neeas to be taKen i f you requested the disconnec:1on. 
CNX FAILURE PLEASE REO RECONNECTION 
Meaning: The two connected ports were at d i fferent nodes in the network and 
have been d i sconnectea due to internode 1 i nk failure . 
Action: Reconnect to the network and reselect the system you were using . 
. . . TI MEOUT 
Meaning: The user did not specif y a s ystem name wi th1n 30 seconds of the ENTE R 
SYSTEM NAME prompt. The user ' s terminal has been disconnected fr om 
the network. 
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